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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DATA ON THEORETICAL
METALLURGY

i1. The Free Energies of Vaporization and Vapor Pressures of
Inorganic Substanm

By K. K. KXLLEY 2

INTRODUCTION

This work is part of the program of study of the Pacific Experiment
Station of the United States Bureau of Mines and is a natural conse-
quence of two earlier publications which dealt with the entropies at
298.10 K. (199) and the specific heats at high temperatures (200) of
inorganic substances. These earlier papers contain the data necessary
for writing the thermodynamic equations for the heat and free-energy
changes accompanying polymorphie transformations and fusions for
all inorganic substances whose heat capacities have been measured in
the ranges of temperature where such changes of state occur. It is
the purpose of this present work (1) to apply the previously compiled
entropy values and specific-heat equations to vapor-pressure and other
pertinent data in obtaining heat and free energy of vaporization equa-
tions for inorganic substances valid up to the normal boiling or sub-limation points (760 mm pressure), (2) to supplement wherever poe-

sible tihe data on heats and entropies of transformations and fusions,
(3) to supplement the data on entropies of gases, and (4) to supply
tables of vapor pressures for inorganic substances at various temper-
atures up to and including the boiling or sublimation point. This
work also contains a bibliography of vapor-pressure data, complete so
far as possible up to April 1934. 0 0

XETHODS USED IN HEAT AND FREE ENERGY OF VAPORIZATION
CALCULATIONS

Most of the free-energy and heat of vaporization equations given in
the next section are based on vapor-pressure data. However, the
results for a number of the metals and carbon were obtained by the
use of tables of free energies of gases computed from spectroscopncally 0
determined enery levels by R. Overstreet (273), working under the
direction of Prof. W. F. Giauque of the chemistry department of the
University of California at Berkeley. For a few substances, reliable,
directly determined, heat of vaporization data exist, and these figures

I Work on manuscrpt completed Aprl 14.
, Awocisto physic@J chemist, Metllurical Division, U. 8. Bureau of Mies.
I Itlcised numbers in parentbees refer to citations in the bibliogaphy at the eand of this rtoprt. Peop

rerfes reiesent thas in the iotion and not In this bulle".
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2 CONTBUTIONS TO DATA ON THEORETICAL MErALLURkGY

also are employed after correcting for gas imperfection. Calculations
from vapor-pressure data will be described first. The reader is re-
ferred to the textbook of Lewis and Randall (226) for more detailed
discussion of some of the methods employed.

The free-energy change in a chemical reaction may be written (2*6)

ArO-- *. (1)

Here AF is the standard free-ene chan e at the absolute tempera-
ture T, R is the gas constant per moe, and Kis the natural logarithm.of the equilibrium constant. In the special case where the reactionconsists in a solid or liquid vaporizing without decomposition, this

",equation becomes simply & -R1f!1A+ P, v=- RTIL, (2)

herefis the fugacity or "ideal" vapor pressure. The fugacity equals
the vapor pressure when the vapor behaves as a perfect gas. In other 0 0 0
cases it is smaller than the vapor pressure by an amount which in-

* creases as gas imperfection becomes more pronounced that is as the
pressure is increased or the temperature lowered. Most of the sub-
stances to be considered in the next section have appreciable vapor
pressures only at relatively high temperatures, and since the vapor-
pressure values themselves ordinarily are not known above 1 atmes-

, phere, AP° will be computed from 0 0 0

II A--R~iP.(3)
: Except for comparatively few substances this is a necessity because

data of state do not exist nor are the critical temperatures and pres-
sures known which would enable one to make corrections based on the
assumption of some equation of state. It should be emphasized that
in the great maiority of cases where equation (3) is used in the present 0 0 0
work no appreciable error is introduced. When critical point data
are available for a substance the Berthelot equation of state (276)
will be adopted from which may be obtained

In this equation Fdj,-F.,.. is the free-energy change involved in
transferring, at constant temperature T, 1 mole of gas from its actual 00 0
state with fugacityvf to the ideal state wheref=P, P. is the critical
pressure, and T is the critical temperature. Another relationship
based on Berthelot's equation which will be useful is

B~. 27 ~ 1 T,8 P (5)

The symbols on the right are the same as in equation (4) and S.. 1 - 0 0 0
S,,A., is the entropy change due to transferring 1 mole of gas from the
actual to ideal state.

Before proceeding farther, some discussion of specific-heat equa-
tions seems necessary. In previous papers relating to beat capacities
at high temperatures (200, 237) specific-heat equations of the form

i C,-a+bT-c (6)
were adopted for solids. The T- term sometimes is unnecessary, 0 0 0
as in the case of the lower-melting metals. The high-temperature

* 0

* 0 0
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BRAT AND u-ENERGY CALCUI7ONS OF VAPORIZATION 3

specific-heat data for liquids are quite meager and usually do not 0 0
warrant more than a constant term in the specific-heat equation for
the temperature range studied. For gases, the forn of equation
necessary to represent the specific-heat measurements depends upon
the temperature range under consideration and on the reliability of
the data. Usually a constant specific heat or one increasing linearly
with the temperature will suffice. More often no data are available
for the heat capacity of the gas, and it is desirable if possible, to make
a reasonable guess of the magnitude of the speciic heat of the gas or 0 0 0
of the difference in specific heat between gas and liquid or gas and
solid, as the case may be. When this is not possible it is customary
to take the difference in specific heat between the two phases as zero.
The specific heat of the gas minus the specific heat of the solid or
liquid is to be expressed as a function of the temperature. Equation
(7) is as general as any for this representation and will be used for
illustration. 0 0

ACG,+AbT-A-'. (7)

The integral, fCpdT, gives the heat of vaporization. Desig-
nating this heat as A/, there is obtained from equation (7)

AHA.Aa2T+ c' (8)

where AH0 is the constant of integration. The free-energy change 0 0
is related to equation (8) by means of

ApoH
-- - -A$ A" A(9)

On integration, this gives
a . T-_ Inr- Abr+M--+1, 0

or
AF 0 =A14-Aa TFin T-Ab7-+Ae~t1r (10)

where I is another integration constant. Combining equations (3)
and (10) results in

Ab Ac . l

-RL,,P+ As In T+-LT-T LeI (11)
2 2 7- r- . (11) 0 0

The group of terms on the left usually is designated as Z, so that
Z- r. (12)

To obtain All0 Z is computed for each experimental vapor-pres-sure result and plotted against the reciprocal of T. The resulting

plot should be a s traht ine, of which AHO is the slope, and it is so 0 0

calculated. Next, n? is computed for the temperature of each

vapor-pressure point and subtracted from the corresponding Z-value.
The result is I, which should be constant for all points within limits
which are set by the relative errors in the vapor-pressure data them-
selves, provided the specific-heat terms are known with accuracy.
The mean value or weighted mean value of I is adopted. Insertion

I0 0
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4 CONTIBUTIONS TO DATA ON THEORETICAL METALLUTRGYO

of the values for AH0 and I in equations (8) and (10) completes the
epressions for heat and free energy of vaporization.

To further illustrate these calculations the measurements of iock
and Rodebush (106) of the vapor pressure of liquid sodium chlorideare considered. The specific heat of sodim chloride gas has not been

measured, but the value C ()9 is a reasonable assumption for the 0
temperatures involved. For the liquid, C,()=15.9 (200) and forthe reaction NaCI(l)-iNaCI(g), the difference in heat capacities is,
therefore, A ----6.9. The corresponding expression for -is

Z -R In P-6.9to T= -4. 575 log P-15.9 log T.

where In refers to natural logarithms (base e), log to ordinary loga-
rithins (base 10), and R=1.9869 calories per degree (177, vol. 1, p.
18). The first and second columns of table 1 give the experimental 0 0
results of Fiock and Rodebush.

ri TADLS I .- Free energy o apori moion data for liquid sodium chloride

IiT P(1A.) -4.575XlngP(d.) -1a.VXIMg 1' I25

i ,......... ..... 8.&0 X10) 9.31 -49.241 -30.66 41240 -S1 go

,: I~rn.....................1. 14~n~xi-, M -42.392 -40,W 41..37 -%1.8I'109 M: . - 3 -4 1.63: 4 0.594o -8.91
:3 . ......... 246X 10- 7. 42 -49.654 -42.112 31.769 -81.91, I.............. . 056 XI1"& 02I2 -- .78 -41.M6 3 004 -- 1.8f

!,.m1 ---- .............. t I X IO"1 4.337 -49.913 _-4&1 670 A. 316 -81. a
1,403 ....................... & 430XI-1 A. M" -Md 03 -44.251 r7.0 4 -1.08
1,42 .. .................. 7.126Xl" & M -M 010 -44.912 16.973 -81.89

Columns 3 and 4 give the quantities used in computing the Z-valuese
which are tabulated in column 5. These Z-values, when plotted •
against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature, fall on a straight
line whose slope, Ao, is found to be 52,800. The constant I is

AHoobtained by means of equation (12). Column 6 shows values of
which are subtracted from the 's to obtain the 's in column 7. If
no error has been made and if the data are sound the values of I
obtained should be virtually constant and show no trend with the 0 0
temperature. This is seen to be the case in the present instance. The
mean value of I is -81.89, and the extreme vanation in this quantity
(the difference between the largest and smallest values) is only 0.03
unit, which shows that the experimental data have a high relative
accuracy. It also should be noted that the differences between the
individual I values and the mean represent the ordinal displacements
of the individual points on the Z v. plot from the straight line and 0
that the figure for the extreme variation in I is a measure of the accu-
racy of the data and calculations since all the results fall in a band of
this width on the Z-function plot, this band being drawn parallel to
and including the straight line.

These results for the vaporization of liquid sodium chloride may be
summarized as follows:

0 0



HEAT AND FRZE- NUGY CALCULATIONS OF VAPORIZATION 5

Lquid-..Ga. (NaC) 0 0

AX5ZS&,s-L9 T,
A =52,800+15.9 TIog T-81.89T,
B. P.- !,738 0 , AH, 7 3 = 40,906; AS 3M-2.1b,
AH,.n -80,743; APJ. -=40,117.

The free energy of vaporization is zero at the boiling point, B. P.= 1 0 0
1,738'. At this temperature the heat of vaporization is found to be
40,808 calories per gram formula weight, which corresponds to an
entropy of vaporization of 23.5 units. The results for the heat and
free energy of vaporization at the standard temperature, 298.1 ° , are,
of course, hypothetical but are tabulated since tKey are useful.

For substances whose heats of vaporization have been measured
accurately at their boiling points, equations (8) and (10) may he
employed directly. The heat of vaporization, corrected for the effect • 0 0
of gas imperfection by means of equations (4) and (5), and the boiling-
point temperature are sufficient for determining AH 0 in equation (8.
At the boiling point the free energy of formation of the actual gas is
zero, so the free-energy change accompanying the formation of the
ideal gas is given by equation (5). This result, the boiling-point tem-
perature, and AlHo, when substituted in equation (10) enable one to
calculate I. The final equations obtained will, of course, be subject • 0 0 0
to any error introduced by the assumption of the Berthelot equation
of state. In cases where this procedure is employed in the present
work the assumption of Berthelot's equation already has been justified
by other workers so far as equation (5) is concerned.

The methods utilizing spectroscopic data in the calculation of vapor
pressures will be described next. These methods have been discussed
byGiauque (118) and the calculation of a vapor-pressure equation
illustrated by him for iodine (119). It is necessary first to obtain the 0 0 0
expression for the free energy of a gas from the spectroscopically
determined energy levels, and it is customary to separate translation
from all other means of energy absorption in the molecule. The
Boltzmann distribution law is applied to the latter, namely,

At

0 0 0

In this expression ' is the ratio of the numbers of molecules in two
energy states, A, referring to the state of higher energy; e is the
natural logarithmic base; -, is the difference in energy between the
two states; k is the gas constant per molecule; and Tis the absolute
temperature. Suppose A refers to the lowest energy state (disregard-

ing translation); then, for each higher-energy state, A may be com-

uted by means of euation (13). If I mole of gas (Avogadro's num-r of molecules,/VN) is considered, then

-A+Ai-1'tf+Att!+As' ... (14)

If there is a group of states with energies so nearly alike that differ-
ences in the Boltzmann factors are negligible, it is customary to claw

0 0 0
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these states together and write for the corresponding portion of
equation (14)

where p, is the number of these states of nearly identical ener. It
is sometimes convenient to speak of these particular states as if they 0
constituted one state of energy E,, in which case p, is termed the a
priori probability of the state of energy e.. If po, P, ,,, etc., are the.
numbers of the constituents in the successive groups of states which
are considered together, then equation (14) becomes in general,

; i NfffiOA+p.A"T+pzA#-.5+psA#-&Y+ ... (15)

Let the total energy per mole (excluding translation) be Ez at a
given temperature and let the energy of the substance per mole in
the perfect gas state at 00K. be E%. E~z- Ett may be computed
from equation (16) by multiplying each term by the corresponding
energy and adding. Therefore,

eR- EtgopA+pAe-i+psAe-'+p Ae-+•• (16)t0Ii 49
=Z.p 4 A-2* (17)

Edinating A by means of equation (15) results in

• . 1 for
A- . . . (19)

O +,P.-+p,11+... zPi-F

Defining Q as Mpe - equation (18) becomes

Differentiating equations (18) and (20) with respect to T,

/imQ\
- - -R- . (22)

The entropy of the gas (excluding translational entropy) is defined
by

d j ,8 d--d- .,(2) 0

0 0
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HEAT AND FREE-ENFRGY CALCULATIONS OF VAPORIZATION 7

The indicated integration is performed as folows:
8 z~Szj f, (-d r 110(2A)

B - 4~zn@ T+~ . (26)

(27)

17' cii (28)
f h I -zp P J

But S'z2 o=R In pe, so 0

S-z=,,[,. Q+74J (29)

The translational entropy, S0 r,, of a gas in the ideal state is given
by the Sackur equation (199),

S in M I T+R In V+!8+C. (30) 0 0

in which Af is the molecular weight, T the absolute temperature, V
the molal volume in cubic centimeters, R the gas constant per mole

(1.9869 calories per degree), and C=R 1n1-n- 16.024 calories

per mole per degree (A being Planck's constant). Replacing V in
terms of T and P by the perfect gas law gives

so, -R I M+ Ti -RI P+!&+C+RtL. (0 )

If P is expressed in atmospheres then C+R In R= -7.267 calories per
mole per degree.

The total entropy, S*, is represented by the sum of equations (29)
and (31) or

,S--R In Al+ Ina T-R I P+!R+C+R In R-InQ+R4-4-FQ (32)0

Free energy F for the ideal gas is related to heat contentHO and
entropyS* b r-HP-T8, (33) 

where
rP-rE+PV-i+RT. (34)

Combining equation (32) with (33) and (34) results in

J"-E-+ R T - " 1RTIn M- RT In T+ RTIt P-RT

-CT-RT In R-RT i Q-Ro. (35)

. . . .. .. . . ... .. . .. ,0 0I
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8 CONTRIBTIOs To DATA ONi THEOETCAL mETALLuRay

Quantity E*, however, is the sum of E 0 , the energy of translation,

3
5RT, and the energies involved in all other means of heat absorption

or E~-f Eo+ -RT+RT7' . (36)

Eliminating E* between equations (35) and (36) and rearranging 0
slightly gives

T - -R. 8nM--Rin T+Rin P-C-R inR-RinQ, (37)
which is the desired expression for the free energy of the gas.

To illustrate thecal culation of T the data for copper given 00in table 2 are 'used. The energy levels designated are all that need
be considered up to temperatures which considerably exceed the
boiling point.

TABLI 2-Sp.ctroscopic data for copper

I~~II 
- . _____

Typei s of t a enoe mate
___ __ ___ __ (wove 00

--- -- - - -- --- -- --- -- --- -- --- -- --- -- 2 a 0.00 0 0

21p - - ---- -: : --- --- -- --- --- -- --- --- -- --- --- -- 4 13 .2 #& 4 6 & M ~ i0 -

The first and third columns of this table are taken from the. Inter-national Critical Tables (177, vol. 5, p. 398). The energies in ergs(fourth column) are obtained from the wavenumber values and the
relationship

4 =h e F (38)
where e is the energy per molecule in ergs, h is Planck's constant
(6.547X10 -  erW-sec.), c is the velocity of light (2.99796XIOI cm
per sec.), and Y is the wave number (cm-).

Next Q must be calculated for each temperature. For illustration,
the temperatures 298.10 and 3,0000 K. may be considered, the com-
putations being summarized in table 3.

TABLE 3.-Data for obtaining Qn,. and Qamor eoper

Type ofuNaga . T--1E.W___________________ mx h r50- *400

............... ..... ...... ....... ...... 2 0 .0 0 0 .0 0 1. 0 0 1. 0 0.... ... ... ... ... 1 8- - 3O &34M 4.300XIO-10 &70hXi0-P , ....................... ............... 6 ,4 3,617 6.3214 2.356X10- L79XIO-4rPP I ------------------------.......... 2 1468,06 PL.572 28 X 1O4M 4AI-7O4 l.

......... 2 .................... 147.00 14.02 . 1X I0 4. 6X10-1
2478614.02Qiu.12IMOD Qf.-l OW

61i .I6,,x10-U 4.lSx1o-'

The third and fourth columns of table 3 show the values of for
the temperatures 298.10 and 3,0000 K. (The value of k is 1.3709 X10-0 ergs per degree per molecule.) In the fifth and sixth columns

+i !+

.I- S



HELAT AND FREE-ENERGY CALCULATIONS OF VAPORIZATION 9

are given values of e - r for 298.1 and 3,000 K., respectively. At
298.10 K. the numbers of copper atoms in levels higher than thed

zero level are entirely negligible, so Q . =Zpe--- =2.0000. At

3,0000 K., Q30=2.0358, and the three lower levels only need be con-
sidered since the accuracy with which the associated fundamental
constants are known places a limit on the number of figures which are 0
significant.

After evaluating Q, equation (37) may be solved for - At
T

298.10 and 3,000" K. there are found for copper, F-EO =_ 34.786298. 1

and F°- ° -46.290. In this manner the - values in
3,000T

column 2 of table 4 were obtained. Overstreet (273) has computed
such values for a number of elementary gases in the temperature
range 298.1 to 3,0000 K.

TABLS 4.-Free energy of vaporizaion da for copper

T T T T T ---

I ............. ... ...... -34.76 -3.0 -30.89 27253 241.64
40 ------.__.---.-__.---.------.... 36 247 -&is -31. 10 23.I0 1720

3M ........................................ -37 355 -6. 20 -31. 1 162. 48 131.22

-- ------------------------ _.__....... -3 8 261 -7.10 -31.16 135.40 IOC424
70 --------------------- -39.026 -7.60 -31.13 116.06 K4.13
IM ................................... -3. -62 -31.07 101.38 704
200- .. .............................. -40.274 -9.26 -31.01 90.27 Be.26

101) .................... .............. -41. -1la40 -30.87 7.66 42

120 ....... __ ................. -41.703 -10.90 -30.90 67.70 X0

1.060 . - -42.100 -11.39 -30.71 62.4 31.78
1.40 - ----- - ---------------------- -41469 -11.89 -30.2 59 .03 27.4
1 0 ..... ................... . .. . -423.1 -1.7 -30.34 54.16 2L 82
JA1 ----.6-------4------0 -43.133 -3.600 -30.13 60.78s 30.66
10 ........ .............................. - 4&434 -13.50 -2.94 47.79 17.I6

.. ................................... -43.738 -1.97 -20.75 44.13 1& .

I.4 9 -------------------- - 4& 988 -1It.40 -23.50 4Z 76 M317
8.60 --- ---- - _ --- --- - 44.242 -14.82 -2.42 40.62 11.3
2.5w ................. ... ..... ... . . . -45. 0 -1& 61 -2-75 32 0 3.76
3,00 ..... . .............................. -46.260 -18.06 -28.23 V. 0 -1.15

The next step involves the calculation of - values for the

solid and liquid states. (Subscript c is used to denote condensed
state.) This is done by means of the relationships

hl.- EB,,.f 'TCdT+ ZAH4, (39)

S._~rPr A"(40) L
and

dr- .--. He H.-8- TS.. (41)

Here H,--E,,°o is the heat required to raise the temperature of I
gram-atom of the metal from absolute zero to temperature T,S "e is
the entropy of 1 gram-atom at temperature T, F*,- E°,o is the free-
energy change encountered in raising the temperature of 1 gram-atom



10 CONTRIUTIONS TO DATA ON TIEORETICAL METALLUROY

from absolute zero to T, C, is the true or instantaneous specific heat
per gram-atom at constant pressure, ZAH, is the total heat absorbed
by changes of state, and Z A the total of the entropy increments

accompanying changes of state. In the case of copper each of the
last two quantities consists of a single term, the heat and entropy of
fusion, respectively, when the temperature is above the melting point.
At temperatures below the melting point these quantities are zero in
this instance. The quantities, H°,- E°, aad S°,, are evaluated for
any temperature by a combination of graphic and algebraic integra-
tion, the former being applied below 298.10 K. and the latter above
this temperature where simple equations may be used to represent
heat capacities. Column 3 of table 4 gives the calculated values of

F - __ for copper. The data employed are ,,,.=7.92 (199), 0--T
- E°. 0, computed from low-temperature specific-heat

measurements to be 1,199 calories per gram-atom, the specific-heat
equations for solid and liquid copper at high temperatures (200),
C,(s)=5.44±1.462X10-1T and C,(l)=7.50, and irie heat of fusion
at 1,3570 K. (the melting point), 3,110 calories per gram-atom (200).

The difference between columns 2 and 3, which is shown in column
4, is

-E'. - --F-. '-., Ar A'o,
T ___F T T - 2f'- -

Quantity AE'0 is the difference in energy between the hypothetical
ideal gas and crystalline copper at OWK. and AF is the free energy of
vaporization. To obtain AE°0 at least one additional, relevant datum
is necessary, and the procedure at this point will vary, depending on 0
the information available. In the case of copper, Harteck (144) has
measured the vapor pressure in the range 1,419 to 1,4630 K. His

figures enable one to calculate a smoothed value of -R In P-
26.68 at 1,4200 K. Interpolation from column 4 of table 4 gives

-T-30.53 at this temperature. Therefore, =- -57.21 0 0 0

or AE'0=81,240 calories per gram-atom. Adding -1,24 to the
corresponding value in column 4 results in column 6, which givesWFO

r at each temperature.

Vapor pressures may be computed from the values in column 6, and

the equation, -R In p -T- However, it is desirable to write free
energy equations for the vaporization of solid and liquid. The pro-
cedure for this process is subject to some variation, depending on the
known facts regarding the particular substance concerned. In the
present case, the entropies of crystalline and gaseous copper ae
known accurately at 298.10 K., namely, 7.92 and 39.75 calories per
gram-atom per degree. The value for the solid is taken from the * 0 0
previously published entropy compilation (199), and the value for:1

-

* 0 0i



DRAT AXD YRZE-ENVBOY CALCULATONS OF VAPORMZATION 11

the gas is calculated from the Sackur equation with R In 2 added, 0
since p=2 for the lowest energy state, and no other states are effec-
tive at 298.10 K. The difference between these two figures, 31.83,
is the entropy of vaporization at 298.10 K. The specific-heatequa-
tions for gaseous and crystalline copper are set down and the differ-
ence, AC, obtained. From the latter the forms of the heat and free
energy of vaporization are known and, since AFP=AH-TAS, con-
stant I in the free-energy equation is obtainable from the entropy of
vaporization as follows. (The specific heat of the gas is taken as 4.97 0 0 0
calones per gram-atom, although it is apparent that the actual specific
heat has risen above this figure at 3,000' K. The difference, however,
is not large enough to cause serious error in this case.)
Solid-. Ga. (Cu)

C.(g) = 4.97,
C.() = 5.44+ 1.462X 10-T,
AC,= -0.47-1.462X1O-,'
Z= -R In P-0.47 ln T-0.731 T=-R In P-1.08 log T-0.731)< 10-T, ' 0
AH=AH.-0.47 T-0.731X 10'2-9,
AF= AH+ 1.08 T log T+ 0.731X 10-87+ IT,
AM-AP

S-&S= -0.47-1.08 log T-1.462X10-IT-I.

Whence, putting T=298.1 ° and AS=31.83 in the latter equation, I
is found to be -35.41.

Next Z is calculated for each value of T for crystalline copper. A

summary of these computations is reproduced in the first five columns
of table 5.

TAsLE 5.-Z-fundion colcuions for caik~ie copp.a

T - I" -106 W T z-.I

2------------ --------------- 4L-Ra -io -18 23& 75 2708,2

40 ------- ------------- InO -1910 -W2 144.9D 2M1.31 81,726
Am ...............................- 131.32 -1.16 -. am 12.04 1a 41 81.7Z
O .---------------------_------ 104.24 -3.0W -. 439 10835 13.21 81,731
70. 84.- - -- 073 -. 12 81.35 11.76 81.72
a0 ........................... , 48 - 136 -. 58 6. 76 102.17 8t. I
Ow. ... 3 -&31191 -. 638 56.41 90.82 81,728
1, . 50.29 -1&40 -. 731 4&.32 81.73 8L711)
1,0. 42.98 -123 -. Am X s3 74.20 81.70
1.2Mo -------------------------------- X 90 -&329 -.877 317 k it. 1.72
1.4 ----------------------------- - Lt -2 6M -.980 27.47 0187 81.71

all A)Y4
From equation (12),Z-I=---; so knowing Z and I, T may be

obtained at each temperature, and if the calculations are correct AHl
should be constant within reasonable limits. Columns 6 and 7

table 5 give the T and AMD values so calculated. The difference

between the largest and smallest AHo values is less than 0.02 percent
and the mean AH0=81,730 is adopted. The heat and free energy of h
vaporization equations for solid copper are thus completed and

AH=81,730-0.47 T-0.731 X 10r'T,
A&P-81,730+ 1.08 Tlog T+0.731XIO"47%-36.41 T.

I S
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The calculations for liquid copper follow.
Liquid-. Gas (Cu)

Z=-R In P-2.53 Is rm--R In P-5.83 log ,

AH= AH,- 2.53 TAP lo + 5.83 T log IT+ I.

At the melting point, 1,3570 K., the equations for solid copper yield
AH - 7=-79,746 and AJ- 13,57=39,616. For this temperature the free
energies of vaporization of solid and liquid copper are equal, and the
heats of vaporization differ by the heat of fusion, 3,110 calories per
gram-atom. So for the vaporization of the liquid, AHw,=79,746-
3,110=76,636 and AF, 7 -39,616. Substituting these values for
Al and AF0 at 1,357* K. in the last two equations above and solving •
for AH0 and I there are found AH10=80,070 and I= -48.08. Itwill
now be shown that these values are the same as those given by the
spectroscopically determined figures. First the ; value is calculated
at each temperature in the liquid range as summarized in table 6.
Then since M-- =-I (equation (12)), it follows that if the &H.o

value just obtained is used at each temperature to obtain values of

4M the latter on subtraction from the corresponding 's should give

a constant result, -48.08, within reasonable limits. The I values
are shown in column 6 of table 6, the extreme variation being less
than 0.1 percent.

TARLE 6.-Z-fund"O ealctdakioua for liquid opW

2 ~ ~ : : : z 0 0

------ 1:57.36 -4&08
.368------------------------------------ 23.82 -&132 8.30 -M13 -861Z3 --. 8--07- -0.04 -4&07

1,7o ........................................ 17.5 -1& -. 8 -47.10 -4&
I.,8 ..........................-. 38 -1&18 -&0 -44.48 -41 0

l~O ......................... 2.6 16 2 D -4214 -4&09O

.............. ................... 13.17 -29.12 -. -4.14 -46
Zo ....................................... .2 -1. 24 -04 -- 0o. -48.o8 0 •
Z.3W ....................................... 3.73 -19.81 -1&CO -2 03 -48 00
km -................................... ..- 1.15 -M.27 -21.42 -31&9 -4 11

Therefore, for the vaporization of liquid copper,
I.; 1, AH-8i0,070-2.Wi r,

aF-8007+583 T -40 T.

It may be well to emphasize at this point tAat the error in the
spectroscopic part of these calculations is entirely negligible so that
the accuracy is limited only by the errors in the specific-heat equations
and in Harteck's vapor-pressure measurements. So far as crystalline
copper is concerned the vapor pressure may be obtained at any tem-
perature above 298.10 K., with no appreciably greater relative error
than that in the measured value employed to obtain AEO, because
the specific heats are known with relatively high accuracy in this case.

.... 0 0

.. .. . ,0 0
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As an indication of the reliability of the equations for the liquid it is
interesting to note that at 2,490' K. the calculated vapor pressure is • 0
108 mm, while Sherman (358) reports a recent experimental value
105 mm, obtained by Fischer and Grieger at this temperature. Con-
sidering the high temperature involved the agreement is remarkable.

It is-boped that this typical example will serve to clarify this type
of calculation. Numerous, slight variations in method may be ad-
vantageous under certain circumstances. Attention will be called to
some of these in the next section, where the results of a number of
similar calculations are given.

BEAT AND FREE ENERGY OF VAPORIZATION EQUATIONS

In this section heat and free energy of vaporization equations are
derived for all the elements and inorganic compounds for which the
necessary data are available. This survey is limited to substances
which give a corn ponent of the sanie chemical constitution in the vapor •
as that of the solid or liquid. For example, decomposition reactions,
such as the break-down of salt hydrates and carbonates, are omitted,
since the gaseous phase in equilibrium with the solid (in thesecases
water and carbon dioxide) contains no measurable number of mole-
cules having the composition of the solid, and the resulting pressures
are not true vapor pressures in the sense this term is used here.

One of the main difficulties encountered in this work is the lack of
information concerning gas densities. One or several molecular species • 0 0
may be present in the gaseous phase in appreciable amounts at a given
temperature. In certain instances the different molecular species and
their partial pressures are known, so that separate equations may be
given for each variety of gas molecule. Or it may beknown that only
one species is present in appreciable amounts in a certain temperature
range, in which case equations for that species are given which are
based upon experimental results obtained in the specific range of 0 0 •
temperature. Often such information is not available, and the mo-
lecular species must be chosen by means of analogy with similar sub-
stances, a rough knowledge of the magnitude of the entropy of vapor-
ization, and consideration of the temperature range in which the
substance has an appreciable vapor pressure.

In a few cases where conditions are complex and available informa-
tion insufficient heat and free-energy equations are not given, but
vapor-pressure relationships are derived. This procedure also has I • 0
been followed for some substances for which the available experi-
mental measurements are too crude or too scarce to warrant free-
energy calculations. Consequently, such vapor-pressure equations
may not be transformed into free-energy equations. However, the
free-energy relationships tabulated here generally may be changed to
forms more convenient for vapor-pressure calculations by means of
the equation AF=-R Tin P. The exceptional cases, the majority HI
of which are substances having high vapor pressures at low tempera-
tures, are clearly indicated so that no confusion will result.

The specific-heat equations and other thermal data employed are
taken from two earlier compilations of the author (199,2 00) whenever
possible. Where no measured values are available the specific heats
or differences in specific heats used are merely assumptions based on
analogy and may involve considerable uncertainty. Sometimes it has •

12024o-U.--4 .1
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III' been necessary to ignore specific heats entirely. When assumptions
have been made, if it is so desired, the heat and free-energy equations
may be considered as empirical relationships which fit the experimental
data and the corresponding AC, or C, equations no more than func-
tions which are written down in forms analogous with those that
would obtain if the specific heats were known.

Many values for heat and entropy accompanying changes of state,
which have never been directly measured, have been extracted from
the derived heat and free energy of vaporization equations. These
figures may be used to supplement those previously given (199, 200).

,Ii All thermodynamic data are expressed in 150 gram-calories per
gram formula weight of gas and all temperatures in degrees absolute
(Kelvin). The symbols s, 1, and g refer to the solid, liquid, and gas-
eous states, respectively, the first being restricted to cases where only
one crystalline modification is known to exist in the temperature 0 0 0
range under consideration. The letters a, 0, y, and a are used to
designate different crystalline forms of the same substance for which
the transformation point. occur above ordinary temperatures, a being
the stable variety at ordinary temperatures, and 6, y, and 3 being
stable in temperature ranges progressively higher. The symbols
S1, S,, and Sill have been used here in an analogous manner to
denote different crystalline forms of the same substance when transi-
tions occur below ordinary temperatures, Si being the ihest
temperature form and Si and Si forms stable in prgressively lower
temperature ranges. Since the last set of symbols has been used only
for the condensed gases no confusion can arise in the meaning or
assignment of these letters. In a few cases other designations cor-
responding to common usage have been employed.

'11 ALUMMUN 0
Element.-The boiling point of aluminum at 1 atmosphere pressure

was measured by Greenwood (131) and by Von Wartenberg (425).
Their results show a considerable disagreement, being, respectively,
2,0730 and 2,473'. A comparison of Greenwood's boiling-point
deterninations with those of other investigators makes it appear
likely that his figure for aluminum is low by 2550. Consequently,
the rounded value, 2,330*, is used in conjunction with Overstreet's 0 0 0
(273) free-energy table for the gas to calculate the heat and free
energy of vaporization by the methods illustrated in the previous

section. At this temperature, 1--E--=-44.53 and " "'

-15.81. Therefore -- =- 28.72. However, at the boiling

point A F=0, so it follows that AAE%0=66,920 calories per gram-atom • 0 0

In table 7 the values of--are summarized. The second column ofT
this table is taken from the work of Overstreet,

0 S 0

I'

-0 0 0
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TADsL 7.-Fre. energy of weporisalio data for aluminum 0 0

IP-Jro J,-r*.. e - Alr. AV@ AP I

........................................ -3. 76 -3.13 -30. 2 3 4 263. 8
40 .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .--.-- 7--------- -33 3 -43 -31.10 167.30 13. 0

o -- -.-- - ---27 -31.31 133.84 10.1a
o -------------------------------------... -37.348 - 4 -31.41 11.53 0. 12
S-- -3L 360 -2 -31.4 9560 64 . 8

so--------------------- -39.056 -7.64 -31.42 83.6 6 3. * 0S ..................... -3967 -&.29 -31.38 74.36 43.6
.03 --------------------------------- ... - -40.217 -9.09 -31.13 6692 S&3 79

11100. -40L708 -9.88 -30.83 t04 30.01
I.-0 ----- -41.15 - 10. O -30. 56 .77 2. 21
I.300.. --41.5 6 -11.23 -30.32 31.46 21.16
,.400 ---------------------------------------- -41. 946 -11.65 -30.10 47. 80 17.70
I ... - -42.299 -12.39 -20.91 4.62 2 4.70
1.60-------------------- -4.62 -260 -21k73 42.62 12.03
2.000 -43.762 -14.64 -29.12 3,346 4.34

--200 -44.009 -1.01 -29.00 3t. 87 3.7
2.300 ....... --- 44.245 -1.37 -2687 30.42 .36

......................................... -44.470 -1.71 -97 7 .,20 .34 *
1.- -44.31 -604 -2664 27.6 -. 70

From the last column of table 7 the following heat and free energy
of vaporization equations may be obtained:
Solid- G" (A1)C (g) = 500,

()= 4.80+ 3.22X 10-T,
A+=o.20-3.22X IO-T

-67,580+0.20T- 1.61 x 10-7s,
AF

0 
=67,580-0.46T log T+ 1.61 X 104T-32.20 T.

AH 3 . , = 67,497; AFWm.,-57,785,
ASM., =32.58; SmA) -39.33.

LUquid-* C, (Al)

= 7.00,+,&,- -2.00,
6H= 5,60s-2.00 , S 0 0

A0=65,680+4.61TIog T-43.72 T,
B. P.=23300; aH=61,022- 8-2 .A1i 2 ., = 65,084; AF~u.2 = 56,047.

The specific heat of aluminum gas is taken as 5.00 instead of the

classical value, 5R=4.97, to account for the rise in specific heat due

to the occupation at high temperatures of energy levels higher than
the zero level. The figure 5.00 is a mean value for the range 298.1
to 3,0000.

The accuracy of these calculations is limited largely by the figure
for the boiling-point temperature used for obtaining AE 0, since the
error in AHO may be shown to have the same magnitude as the error
in AEO.

Oxide.-Ruff and Konschak (827) (2,633-2,893o) and Ruff and
Schmidt (835) (2,103-2,5030) have measured the vapor pressure of 0
A1 0,. Due to the difficulties in research at such high temperatures
their results are very discordant, and the data do not warrant free-
energy calculations. However, the results of the former authors may
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be used to obtain an approximate expression for the vapor pressure
of the liquid.
Liquid-. (ha (A).

log P(at.)- -'--+&41&

This equation extrapolates to I atmosphere pressure at 3,2500.
Bromide.-UIquid aluminum bromide, A12Br,, was studied by

Fischer, Rahlfs, and Benze (109) (391-523*). A X-function plot of*
their results, based on the assumption that C,=34 for the gas, was

II made. The data in this case are very concordant and permit no
,. choice in the manner of drawing the straight line. With All,= 24,160,

the extreme variation in the I values is only 0.2 unit, and the mean
P value of I is -202.52. The results for the vaporization of the liquid

follow: 0
Liquid- Gas (AIBre)

C,()-- 34.0,
AC.- -2 2 0

9A=24,160-25.
aF* = 24,160+ 57.6+ log T- 200.52T,
B. P.= 529.50; 11, .a= 10,920; h.Ssmjf20.6,
All.., = 16,710; Arm., -=6,276. 0 S

Similar results for the vaporization of the solid may be obtained
from those for the liquid since the heat of fusion at the melting
point, 370.60, is known.
Solid--, aa (A,Bra)

C.(0) =34.0,
C,(s) = 37.48- +37.32 X 1"T,

C = -- 3.48 - 37.32 X 10-T, •
WI= 24,170-3.48T-- 18.66X 10-r,
aF* = 24,170+ 8.01T log T+ 19.66X 1"T-82.07T,
Allm. - 21,475; AF~m.j - 7,271.

Coride.-Vapor-pressure measurements of aluminum chloride
have been made by Fischer, Rahlfs, and Benze (109) (395-450*),
Friedel and Crafts (112) (441-486'), Maier (232) (342-454*), Smits
Meyering, and Kamerans (374, 875) (401-491) and Treadweill and
Terebesi (421) (389-476*). The Z-function values were calculated • •
on the assumption of C =34.0 for I mole of AI2Ci. gas. On the solid
Fischer, Rahlfs, and Benze, Smits, Meyering and Kamerans, and
Treadwell and Terebesi are in substantial agreement. Maier ob-
tained somewhat higher pressures and Friedel and Crafts somewhat

t ;i f lower. *However, the straight line of the 2 v. Ipo rw t i h

three sets of data in agreement is a fair representation of the mean of • 0
the remaining two sets. Accordingly the following results are ob-
tained for the vaporization of the old.tl ,ISold--- Al"

C,(g) - 34.0,
Cv(s) = 26.50 + 56.00 X 10-7
AfiC =7.50- 86. OOX 10fr
all= 29,100+ 75OT- 28.0X 1o-'7,
AP = 29,100- 17.27T log T+ 28.OOX 10-sP'-31.017, •
8.P.-=453.3; AI!4&,,.26,747-A -Sti-l,
Almi,..-28,848; Aem. , 9,io

. 0
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The value for the entropy of sublimination, AS -=59 .1, would ap-

pear abnormally high, except for the fact that the measured heat of
usion at a slightl higher temperature (465.60) is also high (16,960

calories per gram formula weight of Al.CI.).
Three of the previously mentioned sets of data extend into the

liquid range, since this substance melts at 465.60 under its own vapor
pressure. For the liquid, the value of A110 may be obtained from the
heat of fusion and the All equation for the solid. This procedure

was followed and I calculated from the Z-function values and in

the usual manner. The extreme variation is the values of I calcu-
lated from Sinits, Meyering, and Benze's data is only 0.02 unit. In
other words, the slopes of the X-function plots for solid and liquid
confirm the measured value of heat of fusion. The calculations for
liquid aluminum chloride are summarized below.

Liquid- Ga. (A1jCI(j():34.0,
C(l) = 62.4,
Ak.=f - '2 .,hJI=22,785-28.4T,

AF =22,785+ 65.4T log T-225.037,
AHm.= 14,319; &Fm. = 3,944.

The equations for the liquid are valid up to 4900. One wotdd hesi-
tate to extrapolate them much beyond this temperature, since the
pressure is over 3 atmospheres.

lodide.-Fischer, Rahlfs, and Benze (109) (494-645*) also made
vapor-pressure measurements of liquid aluminum iodide. The gas
phase in this case is composed largely of Ai216 molecules, but some
dissociation into the All1 species may occur in the temperature range
covered bv the measurements. The above authors estimate a dis-
sociation of 24 percent at the boiling point. There are no data avail- 0 0
able for determining the partial pressures of these two molecular
species over a range of temperature, consequently it is necessary at
present to consider the total vapor pressure as being due to A'I.
molecules.

The Z v. , plot, however, does not indicate any marked change of
T

percentage dissociation with the temperature, and furthermore the
entropy of vaporization calculated on the assumption of no dissocia-
tion is norms. Therefore, although it is not possible to state defi-
nitely the extent of dissociation, the value 24 percent at the boiing
point appears to be too high. The results for the vaporization of the
liquid follow.

LUquid- G,. (AWi)C ( ) - 3 . , •

"0- 5s. ;AC,- -27.6,

AP*= 30,900+ 54.4 16log T- 200.25 T,
B. P. =658.6*; &Hu .=15,357- ASms..3,
AHm.,=23,865; AF',. 11,3i1.

The extreme variation in the individual I values is 0.46 unit, but if
two values are discarded the variation is 0.28 unit.

Jill
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No vapor-pressure figures are available for solid aluminum iodidebut heat and free energy of vaporization equations may be obtainedfrom the results for the liquid and the heat of fusion.
~~So~d-Gas (AWl,

P g -34.0,
' €,,(I) 3%7+ 45.32 XIO'-,

AC =024-432XIO'T,
AH= 32,$+0.24 T-22.66X IO" T,aF°=32,60-O.55 Tlog T+22.66XIO- 1T-6.07 T,
Am., - 30,738; 41Fm. -. 13,996.

ANTIMNY
E7ement.-The vapor pressure of liquid antimony was studied byGreenwood (131) (1,713*), Leitgebel (223) (1,908'), Ruff and Bergdahl

(316) (1,348-1,5981), and Winkler (441) (1,2380). The results ob- 0 0tained show great disagreement, the normal boiling-point figures
having a spread of some 3000. To settle this question, Maier and
Anderson (236) have made some boiling-point determinations in
helium at pressures between 5 and 30 mm. Their results indicatethat Greenwood's boiling point (760 nun) is about right, and so the
equations to be given are based on the data of Maier and Anderson,
and Greenwood. There appears to be considerable confusion con-
cerning the molecular species present in the gaseousp base ( 43, vol. 9,p. 365). P'olyatomic molecules are to be expected, blut the particularspecies and the variation of partial pressures with temperature and

pressure are not known. For the present purpose it is assumed that
at the temperatures involved the gas is largely monatomic.
Liquid-- Gas (Sb)

a~ff- 50,400-2.13 T,
1FP=50,400+5.02 hIog T-45.6 T,

B. P.= 1,713-; hH,s=46,666; AS'm-27.2
AHmu, =49,750; AF%".,=40,49L.

The heat and free-energy equations for the vaporization of solid
antimony may be obtained from the above results, the melting-point
temperature, and the heat of fusion.
Soid-.Gas (8b)2(p) -fi4.97,

(s) =5.51+1.78X 10"  .c. -- -0.54-1 .78X 1 0-Y.,~~AH-=54,420-O.5 T-0.8X 10,

AF = 54,420+1.24 T log T+ 0.89X 102--39.73 7.
alHm.1=54,180; AFm.-43,570; 8m., (g) -4.1.

The entropy of the gas at 298.10 calculated from the Sackur equa-tion without correction for the multiplicity in the lowest energy state
is 40.31. However, if antimony and bismuth are analogous so far as
the type of energy level is concerned, this figure should be increased
by R In 4=2.75, which gives 43.06 for monatomic antimony. The
value obtained from the heat and free-energ equations and the en-
tropy of the solid is seen to be three units higher. This is probablydue almost entirely to the assumption of monatomic gas made in
treating the vapor-pressure results.

- • •
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Ozide.-Hincke (163) (450-900*) has measured vapor pressures of 0
three forms of antimony trioxide-cubic, orthorhombic, and liquid.
His results for the two crystalline forms are satisfactory; but those
for the liquid are subject, at the higher temperatures, to error caused
by the slagging of his containers, with consequent lowering of the
mole fraction of antimony trioxide present. The gas is known to
consist of Sb.O, molecules, and since there are no satisfactory means
of approximating the specific heat of a gas of this type, I4C, is taken
as zero. The difference in free energy at 298.10 between the cubic 0 0
and orthorhombic forms, which was obtained by Roberts and Fenwick
(307), was used as a guide in deriving the equations for the orthorhom-
bic variety.
Solid (cubic)- Gas (9b,0.)AH- 47,J00,

AP- -4 7,600- 42.88 7,
AP .- 34817.

Solid (orthorhombic)--. Gm (b 34 )
AH= 44,820,
AP-=44,820-39.58 T,APtns.-33.021.

Liquid-. Ga (Sb Oo)

AH- 17,820,A"17830-10.50 r,
B.P. - 1,698* ; Asfi- 10.5,

Arm., = 14,700. 0 0

From these equations it is seen that the transition point between
cubic and orthorhombic antimony trioxide is at 842, and the heat of
transformation is 2,780 calories per formula weight of Sb4O: An
abnormally low entropy of vaporization is obtained for the liquid,
but this is also shown by some measurements of Maier (235). The
computed heat of fusion of the orthorhombic form, 26,990 calories
per gram-formula weight at the melting point, 9280, appears high. 0 0

Triddoride.-Iquid antimony trichloride was studied by Anschtltz
and Evans (7) (376-387 ), Braune and Tiedje (39) (373-428°), and
Maier (232) (323-5000). The pressures measured by Maier are
very concordant and somewhat higher than those of the other in-

'vestigators. A I vs. plot for his results (assuming C,=18 calories
per mole of SbCI, gas) gives an extreme variation in I of 0.52 unit,
but if one point is omitted the variation becomes 0.29 unit.

iquid-. Ga (Sb& )

AC- -1.0,

AH- 17,250-14.0 r.
AP--li,250+32.2 flog T- 121.74 T,
B. P.-492°; AHon= 10,362; A8 4 .- 21.05
AH.= 13.077; APm.-4,710. 0 0

The results for the liquid are used in calculating those for the solid.The additional data required are the melting point (3460) and the
heat of fusion (3,030 calories per gram formula weight). The latter
datum was obtained by Toiloczko (409, 410).

- I I 1 1 ... . .. III II I I I I I ... . .... .. .



"old--- Gs (&04I)C(g) - 18.0,
C,(-) = 10.3 + 51.1 X 10-T,
AC =7.7-51.1X10-,T,
a 15,830+ 7.7 T-A .X lO'1

a
,

&F*- 15,830-17.73 T log T+25.6X 10-' +0.30 T,
AH=.,= 15,85; Ams., = 5,111.

Penfaldoride.-Anschftz and Evans (7) (341-352 ° ) and Braune
and Tiedje (39) (324-4310) have made vapor-pressure measurements 0
of liquid SbC 5 . This substance undergoes decomposition, which
becomes marked around 350'. Consequently, since at best the cal-
culations for this substance are only approximations, AV, will be
neglected.
Liquid-- Gas (SbCI6)

AH= 11,570,
AFi 11,570-26.0T,

*The boiling point extrapolated from the free-energy equation, 4450,
does not have much significance because of the decomposition. The
entropy of vaporization, 26.0 units, is also undoubtedly in error due
to decomposition effects. However, the vapor-pressure relationship
corresponding to the free energy of vaporization equation represents
the actual experimental pressure data well. Information is not
available for calculations for the solid.

!ARGON
Element.-Vapor-pressure measurements of argon were made by

Crommelin (71) (68-84'), Born (37) (65-90*), Hoist and Hamburger
(171) (83-90'), Ramsay and Travers (296) (77-156*), and Olszewski
(266) (860). In making the calculations an average was taken of the
results of Born, Hoist and Hamburger, and Ramsay and Travers. 0 0
No correction was made for gas imperfection, and AC, was taken as
zero.
Sold- Gas (A)

AH= 1,880,
AF 1,880-21.67 T.

Liquid-. Gas (A)
AH= 1,590,
AF=1,590- 18.21 T,
B. P.=87.3; ASas- 15.21.

Heat of vaporization and entropy values derived from the above
equations are subject to the errors involved in neglecting gas imper-
fection, AC,, etc. However, these effects nearly cancel in the calcula-
tion of free energy. The average I values computed separately for
the three sets of data considered have a spread of 0.15 unit for the solid
and 0.05 unit for the liquid. The melting point is 83.80, and 290 0 0
calories per gram-atom is obtained for the heat of fusion.

ARSNIC
Eement.-The following investigators have studied the vapor

pressure of arsenic: Gibson (125) (742-842*), Horiba (172) (723-
1,1260), Preuner and Brockm6ller (2,91) (673-873*), Ruff and Berg-
dahl (316) (732-838*), and Ruff and Mugdan (333) (777-9060).
Preuner and Brockmoller have studied the reactions As 4=2As2 and
As2=2As in the gas phase. At 8000 their results show that the partial

!,0
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pressures of A%, and As are negligible in comparison with that of As,, 0
or at this temperature the difference between the total vapor pressure
and the As. partial pressure is well within the limits of error in the
measured total vapor-presqure values. Consequently, up to tem-
peratures in this region the gas may be treated as though it were com-
posed solely of As, molecules. In this case, if AC, is neglected the
following results are obtained for the gray or rhombic form of arsenic:

Solid-+Gad (A,,) 0
AH=31,000,
AF =31,000-35.12 r,
S. P.-883; ~u - 35.1,
APO's.,=20,531.

Triozide.-Vapor-pressure measurements of arsenic trioxide have
been made by Niederschulte (260) (514-580'), Rushton and Daniels
(340) (do not present actual data but give equations), Smellie (366)
(333-423'), Smits and Beljaars (d68) (537-616o), Stelzner (380) •
(426-438'), and Welch and Duschak (436) (373-573). The solid
exhibits two crvstalline modifications, the orthorhombic, stable
below 5060, and the monoclinic, stable between 5060 and the melting
point, 586'. The gas has the composition As4e 8 and, as in the case of
the corresponding antimony compound, AC, is ignored. Rushton
and Daniels, and Smits and Beljaars obtained much lower ressure
results for the orthorhombic form than did Smellie and Welch and 0
Duschak. In fact, the results of these two last-mentioned investi-
gators are about a mean of the figures for the orthorhombic and
monoclinic forms obtained by others. For the present purpose the
data of Rushton and Daniels, and Sinits and Beljaars on the orthor-
rhombic form are averaged. This is done by assigning the same
A/!0 to both sets and taking the mean of the average I values for the
two sets, which are -49.63 and -49.33, respectively. The equations
for the monoclinic and liquid forms are based largely on the results of 0
Smita and Beljaars.
Ortborhombie- Gas (Aae0.

&H=30,520,
AP=30,520-49.48 T.
APFms., - 15,770.

Monoclinle- Gas (AaO4)
AH= 22,300,
AhF=22,300-33.24 r. 0
ArM.1"12,391.

liquid- Ga (,aO#)
AH- 14,300,
APOF 14,300--19.58 T,
B. P.-730.30; aSnz=19.6,
Ar..j -8,463.

From these equations it follows that the transition point of the
orthorhombic --> monoclinic trhnsformation is at 5060, the heat and
entropy of transformation being 8,220 calories per formula weight
and 16.2 calories per degree per formula weight, respectively. The
monoclinic form melts at 5,96' with a heat of fusion of 8,000 calores
and an entropy of fusion of 13.7 calores per degree per formula weight.

Triddoride.-Baxter, Bezzenberger, and Wilson (19) (273-3720)
and Maier (232) (282-3970) have measured the vapor pressure of
liquid arsenic trichloride. Their results do not agree, although the *
#alues from each investigation are consistent among themselves. In
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obtaining the following equations the results of Maier were adopted, 0

since Baxter, Bezzenherger, and Wilson assumed a perfect gin in
obtaining their results below 3230, and their figures above 3230 are
probably in error due to the mutual solubility of arsenic trichloride
and sulphuric acid, as was discussed by Meier.

.1 LUquld-*Gas (Aaa.)

f-I 12 150-11.6 T
,t &~.r=12,150+26.7 *1lnl T- 100.11 T

B. P..-3950 ; Ail,- 7,687; A Sm- 1.4
%l.il,,. i,692; AFm., - 2,000

Pentafluoride.-Ruff, Braida, Bretschneider, Menzel, and Plant
(337) (156-20)o) have reported vai~r-preqsure data on solid and
liquid arsenic pentsafluoride, AsF. Since the temperatures involved 0 0
are considerably below 'lAinary temperatures and nothing is knowi,
regarding the specific heat of this substance, AC, is taken as zero to
obtain the following results.

Solid-. Ga. (A&s?)

AH - 7,780 -37.15 T.
ILquid-. ia (As.? ,)

AHffo4,90,
A*= 4,9S0-22.80 r, 1"
B. P. - 220.3*; A jm.-22.&

Other relevant thermal data corresponding to these equations are
the melting point. 192.40, the heat of fusion, 2,800 calories, and the
entropy of fusion, 14-55 calories per degree.

EimenS.-The vapor pressure of liquid barium was investigated by
Hartmann and Schneider (146) (I,333-1,411*) and Ruff and Hart-
mann (322) (1,203-1,403°). Their data are not in agreement but
apparentiy the results of Hartmann and Schneider may be taken as

superseding the older ones of Ruff and Hartmann. A X v. I plot of

the figures of Hartmann and Schneider gives AH,=40,500 and 0 0
1= -40.32, the extreme variation in I being 0.39. Data are not
available for obtaining equations for solid barium.

Uquid-.Ga (Be)
Gq 4.9,

i C2 %X : 7. W:,

AF=40,500+5.&I hog r-4o.32 r, 0
B. P.- 1911 ; A/, 1,35,6 66 *,. m-1&7,
Allm. , '=39,746; A-Pm.,=32,f81.

Oxide.-Vapor-pressure measurements of barium oxide were made
by Claasen and Veenemans (64) (1,200-1,500*) and Thompson and
Armstrong (407) (1,550-1,680*). The data do not warrant free-
energy calculations, so a log P equation only is given. This equation

* 0
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is that given by Claaaen and Veenemans with nun changed to atmos-
pheres.
Solid- Gas (B&0)

log P(.t.)=V= L91L7

Bromide.-Rahlfs and Fischer (294) (624-695o) have measured the 0
vapor pressure of solid beryllium bromide. They state that the gas
is composied of BeBr, and Be~r2 molecules, the dissociation being
around 50 percent at the sublimation point. Under these conditions
and with the present meager inforniation no free-energy calculations
are possible. However, an equation is given for the total vapor
pressure.

Solid-Ga (BesBr;+BeBirj)0
log P(GL) =6,540+7

S. P. -=74r*.

(7doride.- Rahhfs and Fischer (294) (613-733*) also studied solid
and liquid beryllium chloride. The same state of affaim concerning
dissociation exists here as in the case of the bromide, and only equations
for the total vapor pressure are given,.f
Solid-Gas (BesC4+ e416)

6450 I

Liqud- Gas (Be&C14 + 3.0,
5990log P(4.). -j +', +7.97S.

This substance melts at 6780.
Iodide.--Solid beryllium iodide also was studied by Raihfs and

Fischer (294) (578-703*). Here again and for the same reasons a
total v-apor-pressure equation only is included.
Sod-.Os (E.,L+ Bel)

l0g P(.L)- + 7.8M2
S. P.-76V.

This substance sublimnes at 7600, which is also approximately the
melting point.

Elemen.-Barus (16) (1,425-1.506"), Greenwood (181, 18*, 188)
(1,473-2,333'), Leitehel (2,?3) (1,8330), and Ruff and Berwtahl (816)
0l,493-1,7W3) have mei.aared vapor pressures of liquid bismuth. I
These Pwsults tshow wide diqagreenient, and there is also considerable
uncertainty concerning the molecular species present in the gas. To
settle the question of the course of the vapor-pressure curve Maier
and Anderson (236) have nmade some boiling-point determinations
under reduced pressure and have obtained concordant results covering
the range 2 to 35 mmn. Their data extrapolate nicely into the nora
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boiling-point determination of Greenwood. In view of the uncer- 0
tainty regarding the complexity of the gas only an empirical vapor-

prsueeuation, based on the data of Maier and Anderson and of
Greenwool, is given.
Liquid-Gas (BI.) 1,0

log P(at.)=- 'T -1 .32 log T+ 14.140,

very concord ant set of vapor-pressure measurements of liquid bismuth
brmde -function poofterdtasmn C= 14per

unit. adSkosi 11 64~6o aemd
Liquid-Gas (BiBra)

BP.-74;AH-,3 =18,024; AS3 4 = 24.6,
V ~ ~ ~ A~~ 417 AF0

2 ..4 - 13,048. o imt hoiewr
C(doride.-Vapor-pressure measurements o imt hoiewr

madebv vneichandSmkhod-kii (101) (612-746o) and Maier (232)
(367-7i2'). The two sets of data are in good agreement, except for
two vausblw4cngiven by Mlaier. The extreme variation in I
for both sets of results (excluding two of Maier's points) is 0.29 unit.
Liquid- Gas (RiCaS)

AC =-14,
&Wf=27,350-14 T,
AF = 27,350 +32.2 T log T- 130.20 T,
B. P. -7140; Ao171* 17,354; AS,, 4 = 24.3,
AH:,., -23.177; AF'm,., = 12,288.

BORON

Bromnide.-Stock and Kusz (384) (223-363') have measured the
vapor pressure of boron bromide. BBr3, in the liquid state. They
also give one result for the solid. The data have a high relative
accuracy, the extreme variation in I being 0.21. The necessary data
are lacking for obtaining equations for the solid.
Liquid-Gas (BBrs)

AC.=- 14,
AH=12,400-14 T,
AP 0 - 12,400 +32.2 T log T- 116.51 T,
B. P.=364.40 ; AHn.44= 7,299; AS. 4 ~=20.0,
A12. 8,227; AF0 ,., - 1,41g.

M7oride.-Boron chloride, BCI,, was studied by Regnault (300)
(245-355*) and Stock and Priess (39)) (193-2860). The two sets
of mneasuremuents are in only fair agreement, and the later work of0
Stock and Priess is utilized. Their dat a abov*e 2130 show an extreme
variation in I of 0.10 unit. Four lower-tenmperature determinations
show a larger variation.

Liquid-. Ga (13C1)

AP=T, 2. og T- 112.97 T, 0

AH=.== 5,507; &F 1 .1 = -24&

* 0A
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Fluoride.-Measurements of the vapor pressure of boron fluoride 0

BF 3, were made by Booth and Carter (36) (223-261'), Pohland and
ltarlos (288) (127-1700), and Ruff, Braida, Bretschneider, Menzel,
and Plant (337) (123-1690). The data of Booth and Carter are
above 13 atmospheres and are not useful for the present purpose.
The measurements of the other investigators are in agreement.

In this case it is possible to derive equations for both the solid and
liquid states. On account of the low temperatures involved 'C, is
ignored.

Solid- Gas (BF).iH=S,10O,

.%F =5,100-30.14 T.
Liquid-. Gas (B7 8)

.%H= 4,620,
AF = 4,620- 26.83 T,
B. P. = 172.2; ASrn=26.8.

These equations show the heat of fusion to be 480 calories per gram
formula weight at the melting point, 1450. The entropy of vaporiza-
tion, 26.8, seems abnormally high in comparison with the results for
the bromide and chloride.

Ilydrides.-Boron forms a whole series of hydrides somewhat
analogous to the hydrocarbons. Vapor-pressure measurements have
been made of a number of these compounds by Stock and his co-
workers.

The compound B116 was studied by Stock and Frederici (382)
(143-1S3') and Stock and Kusz (383) (125-181°). The later work
of Stock and Kusz is adopted, since the two sets of measurements
show considerable disagreement. AC is assumed zero, since the
temperatures involved are so low. The melting point of this com-
pound is 107.60.
Liquid- Gas (B2H.)

.sH= 3,685,

.F'=3,6S5-20.39 T,
B. P.= 180.7; AS,. =20.4.

Stock and Kusz (383) (160-291'), Stock and Massenez (386)
(279-2S9'), and Stock and Pohland (388) (154-2140) have measured
the vapor pressure of the substance Bjl, 0. The measurements for
the liquid state are in good agreement, but those for the solid are 0 0
scattered. Consequently, equations are given for the liquid range
only.

Liquid- Gas (BHw)
AH=6,470,
AF- =6,470 -22.39 T,
B. P.=2890; , ,-22.4,
AFOM., = -204.

This substance melts at 153.30.
Stock and Kusz (383) (232-2880) also have made measurements of

the vapor pressure of BH,. This substance melts at 226.20.

Liquid-. Gas (B*H,)
AH= 7,700,
aF- =7,700- 23.26 r,
B. P.=331°- AS ,- 2 3 .,
AFm., = 76

!i
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The compound, Bt11,,, was studied by Stock and Pohland (388) 0 0(220-2730).

Liquid-- Gas (N911)

aF°= 8,500-5.01 T,
B. P. = 340*; ABt - 25.0,&P*=., -f 1,045.

The entropy of vaporization figure, 25.0, is probably too high.
Stock and Kusz (588) report one vapor-pressure measurement of

the hydride B611,0, 7.2 mm at 273.10. Stock and Massenez (386)
(233-297') have measured the vapor pressure of BH, 2. Calculations
show that their data give an impossibly low entropy of vaporization,
consequently equations for this substance are omitted.

The hydride, B~lI,4 , also was studied by Stock and Pohland (389)
(328-429). Their measurements include both the solid and liquid
ranges, as this substance melts at 372.8'. When heated to moderate
temperatures this substance decomposes, the decomposition being
very marked around 4400.
Solid-. Gas (B,.Hj

AH= 19,400,
&P = 19,400-44.8 T,AF 0

2 . = 6,021.
Liquid-Gas (BoHm )

AH= 11,600,
aF=11,600-23.96 T,

SF*2., = 4,458.
These equations indicate a heat of fusion of 7,800 calories at 372.80
and a corresponding entropy of fusion of 20.9 calories per degree.

Derivatives of boron hydride.- Stock, Kusz, and Priess (401)
(193-268') have made vapor-pressure measurements of the compound
B 2HBr. The melting point of this substance is 1690.
Liquid-. Gas (B2Hl&Br)

AH=6,230,
A F=6,230-21-54 T
B. P. 289*; AS=-61.5,
%Fm.i - 191.

The derivative, BNH%, was studied by Stock and Pohland (387)
(197-273*). This substance melts at 215', but equations for the
liquid only are included since the data for the solid are erratic.
Liquid-. Gas (B UN1H)

AH-i 7,670,
AF=7,670-23.71 T,
B. P.=323.5*; ASwju23.7,£lP°.--1=602.

Elemnt.-Many investigators have studied the vapor pressure of

bromine--Cuthbertson and Cuthhertson (77) (193-266*), Henglein,
Von Rosenberg, and Muchlinski (151) (177-241*), Isnardi (178)
(252-273*), Jolly and Briscoe (190) (284-3240), Ramsay and Young
(2 ,8) (255-3290), Roozeboom (313) (273-333), Scheffer and Voogd
(347) (253-3620), and Wright (443) (289-294*). Bromine melts at
265.9', so that there are six sets of data on the liquid to be considered.
The !-function plot shows all the data on the liquid to be in good S S
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agreement with the values of All0 and 1, 10, 100, and -77.50, respec_ 0 i

tively. The I values of the individual sets lie between -77.45 and-77.5, .

Liquid-. Ga. (Brs)
2(V --9.0.

' 1.1oi -&I1 T,
.%iF= 10,100+1.65 Tlo T-77.50 T, - •
B. P.=331.1*; AHN1 .,=7,418; AS.-,,2.4,
.H1.1 = 7,685; AlPr.1- 784.

The data for the solid are in agreement for a considerable range of
temperatures below the melting point but are quite widely scattered
at lower temperatures. The following equations for the solid are
based on those for the liquid and the directly measured heat of
fusion, 2,580 calories per gram formula weight.
Solid-. Gas (Bra)

C,(e) 14.0,
A€. -8.0,
AWL 1 ,860-.0 .,
AF° =11,8d0+ 11.8 Tlog T-68.78 T,
AHm., = 10,370; Ar,..,- 436.

These equations for the solid are in agreement with all the data of
Scheffer and Voogd and with the other data in the temperature range
in which the data themselves agree.

F7uoride. -- Bromine pentafluoride, BrF,, was studied by Ruff and
Menzel (32:) (185-297'). This substance melts at 211.80, so that
measurements exist for both the solid and liquid states. In deriving
the equations AC, is ignored.

Solid-Ga. (Br?,,)A H= 8,825,S
AP -- 8,826- 30.23 T,
AF., - - 187.

Liquid-. Ge (BrF&)
AH = 7,470,
AP-=7,470-23.83 T,H. P.-313.50; ASj,.&-3.9,
APO.t- M

From these equations the heat of fusion is 1,355 calories per formula 0 0
weight at 211.80. CADMIUME

Element.-Vapor-pressure measurements of cadmium were made by
Barus (16) (717-1,054*), Braune (88) (618-8460), Burmeister and
,ellinek (54) (9560), Egerton (95) (401-4820), Egerton and Raleigh
(97) (523-5770), Folger and Rodebush (110) (594-8680), Hansen
(142) (1,0220), Heycock and Lamplough (161) (1,0390), Jenkins (186) • •
(773-1,1090), Kordez and Raaz (212) (1,0370), and Ruff and Berg-
dahl (316) (823-1,0550). For the liquid state the data are in agree-
nient, except those of Barus and Ruff and Bergdahl. Braune, and
Rodebush and Dixon, especially, agree remarkably well, and the equa-
tions to be given are based largely on these two works. In this case,
the values of I in the free-energy equations were obtained directly
from the entropies of the gas and solid at 298.10 and the high-tern-
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perature specific heats. The entropy of the gas at 298. 10, Calculated
* from the Sackur equation, is 40.07. The I values obtained are -31.75

for the solid and -01fothliquid. These figures in conjunction
with the !-function values result in the following equations:

Liquid-. Gas (0d)

and 26,111042.16 T

aF0 =2,O110+ 4.97 YTlog T-+4.315 ''317 T'
%Hn~ =25,74; aPF. = 18,89;7.dg 4.BUd-*Gn(d

Brmide-Geie an 4e.nk 149rp7, vppesueo

ide ereidsy ier a d Je,2i3ek,(14) (1,250 aind ( aier (,140
(1,310) have6measWith the excpon ofessare loes temimpierature
poit these dpatres i good bgeeent givingd anr etremsecii varat
vrinin I of ol 0.4 unit. Daaaeho vilab, fornobtaing eupatnso

oliqud-Ga (CdO)

AC= -0 5-.0X0, T

AF 0 =52,260+23.O Tlog T-104XO-.23 87 T,
B. P.= 1,820; aH,,..= 29,860; AS,,-.4L,_
aH,.1-58,214; Af*=g.-27,853;A.,-3

Iloide.- ao-esr easurements ofsoiad liquid cadmium odielwre-
mde byr SmadtyGri and alter e ( 154) (12 ) Thedat Mare (ot

100
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good enough to warrant taking account of AC,, but approximate
equations for both solid and liquid are given.

Soud-. Gm (Cd!.
AH=29,060,
AF* =29,060-29.32 T
AP'm.z=20320.

Liquid-. Ga. (Cdl,)
AII= 25,400,
A? =25,400-23.77 T,
B. P.=1,0690; ASOM=23.8,
APOM.1-18,314.

From these equations the heat of fusion at the melting point (660*)
is computed to be 3,660 calories per gram formula weight.

CALCIUM

Elemet.-Vapor-pressure measurements of liquid calcium were
made by Hartmann and Schneider (146) (1,254-1,546*) and Ruff and
Iartmann (322) (1,233-1,380'), while Pilling (286) (776-973*) has
studied the # or high-temperature form of the solid. Overstreet (273)
has computed free-energy values for calcium as up to 3,000* from
spectroscopic data. Since the heat of fusion of calcium has not been 0 0
measured, Pilling's data for the solid will be used to calculate A&*.
(In obtaining the equations for the liquid a value of heat of fusion,
2,380 calories per gram-atom, at the melting point, 1,1240, has been
assumed arbitrarily. This value corresponds to an entropy of fusion
of 2.1 units, which is a little lower than the average value for the
metals, 2.3. Consequently, the equations for the liquid are less
accurate than those for the solid forms by an unknown amount which
depends upon the error in this assumption. However, vapor pres- •
sures computed from the free-energy equation for the liquid agree
with the experimental values of Hartmann and Schneider.) At 8300

a smoothed value of - R In P=24.98 is obtained, and at the

same temperature an interpolation from Overstreet's figures gives

= -37.12 for he gas, while the corresponding value for the

-form is F E -10.93. Combination of these figures results

in - -- 51.17 at 8300 or AE 0 =42,470 calories per gram-atom.

Table 8, of which the first two columns are due to Overstreet, sum-

marizes the calculations of -- at various temperatures.

WS
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TA sxD 8.-FT.. awegyI of 941paria01 on e "for colcun

r-. .-.. ArI-Ar. As** AP*

36........................-1033 _&U -32 0 3147 13677

80 ---- ..................... -36.272 -9.7 -&26 - A&2 06 X4.3
9W -------------------------- 37.3M3 -11.45 -2&.07 47.19 21.12
1:W------------------------- -A6.04 -3113 -21.91 42.47 M 66

I.300 ..................- -- -2A516 -3176 -26.76 26 32.M
300 --------------------- -36.2W0 -1&47 -25.45 2129 9.91

-------2-------- -39.2US -14.17 -21.s31 1267 7.40

11W --------------------- 1 .... 3971 -13890 -~24 92 30.34 &.42

5W ................ .............. ...... -40. ON -37.6 -3.67R X.3 -I L60

f2,Os --------------------- -4L 438 -17.19 -3.70 21.2 -IL46

In deriving equations from the data in table 8 it was found expedient
tuse the value for the entropy of calcium gas at 298.10. This may
bobtained from the Sackur equation and is 37.00 calories per degree
pr gramn-atom. No correction in this figure is necessar7, since p=lI

for the lowest energy state, and no other states are effective at 298. 10*.
The entropy of vaporization of a-calcium at 298 'lP 27.05, is obtained 0
from the above figure for the gas and 9.95 for tlie entropy of the
a-form. Constant I is obtainable directly from the entropy of vapori-
zation and the specific-heat equations. A ppyn h au fIt
the X-function results computed from the data in the last column of
table 8, the qu~antity All0 is obtained at each of the three temperature.
pertaining to the a-form. The All0 values so calculated have a spread
of only 5 calories. The following equations are for the a-form, which 0 0
is stable up to 873*.
Alpb&-.# Gas (Cs)

2 (g) = 4.97,
(a) - 5.31 + 3.33 X 10-9T

AC - -O034 -333 XO-#
AW=42.8'20-0.3i4 T- 1.W8Xlfrfl,
A&P-42,820+0.78 T log T+ 1.665x 1O-611-.3O.31 r',

* AII. 3 42,571; Ar~m.j-34508; h2.-27.O6,
Sm,-=37.00.

The calculations for the p and liquid forms were made in a similar
manner; first I was obtained, and then values of All, were cornputed
from Z-function data. In the case of the p form the values Of alle
has an extreme variation of 7 calories, while for the liquid the spread
was 50 calories.

Bt.Gas (Cs)00
(P) -6.29 +1.40oX frT

Ar M4,4+3.04 Tlog T+0.70 XW?'-36.2O T,
AH 3m. 3-42,48; APm=.a,K3.
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Liquid-* G" (Ca)

AH, r41,020- 2.53 T.i

AP-=41,030+i.83 iog T-42.23 T,
B. P.- 1,760*; AHim 36,577; ASm- =20.78,
&I/m.s = 40,276; AP-m.A-32,741. 0 •

Oride.--Claasen and Veenemans (64) (1,600-1,750*) and Ruff and
Schmidt (335) (2,190-2,910*) have measured the vapor pressure of
calcium oxide. The results of Ruff and Schmidt are very erratic, and
Claasen and Veenemans do not present their actual data but report a
vapor-pressure equation. This equation aft" converting millimeters
to atmospheres is adopted here, but heat and free-energy equations are
omitted because of the uncertainties involved.

Solid-. Gm (CW0)
log P(aL) -27,400 +.89.

CANDBOX
Eleines.-A number of investigators have obtained experimental

vapor-pressure data for carbon-Alterthum and Koref (4) (2,000- 0 0
3,5000), Herbst (156, 157) (3,800-4,200o), Kohn (210) (4,015-",7050),
Kohn and Guckel (211) (3,980-4,705*), Marshall and Norton (239)
(4,200-4,705o), Ryschkewitsch (343) (3,015-3,670*), Thiel and Ritter
(405) (1,960-3,1500), and Wertenstein and Jedrzejewski (437)
(2,800-3,500o). Overstreet (273) has computed free-energy values
for monatomic and diatomic carbon gas up to 5,0000 and has clculated
the partial pressures of these species, in equilibrium with the solid, at
various temperatures.

Several difficulties are encountered with carbon, including (1) the
large proportion of diatomic molecules present, (2) the high tempera-
tures involved, which make extrapolation of specific heats uncertain,
and (3) uncertainty as to the form of the carbon. So far as the vapor-
pressure measurements are concerned there is only one investigation
that of Wertenstein and Jedrzejewski, where data have been presented
in such form that the partial pressures of the monatomic and-diatomic
species may be determined. These authors have arrived at vapor-
pressure results by studying the rate of evaporation of carbon from
filaments (Langmuir's method). Their data are much lower than
those obtained by observations of craters. However, they are in
agreement, at least in order of magnitude, with the data of Alterthum
and Koref, who also used the filament method. Furthermore, there is
reason to believe that the results from the crater observations are
high. Consequently, if free energy of vaporization equations are to 0 0
be derived, there is no other choice than to base them on the work of
Wertenstem and Jedrzejewski. These authors do not give their actual
data but report a vapor-pressure equation and one showing the rate of
evaporation as a function of the temperature.
The theoretical relationship for the rate of evaporation per secondper uat amet in

(,411), 0 0

S0 0

0 0
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i I !

where m is the rate of evaporation per second per square centimeter,
P the vapor pressure, M the molecular weight of the gas, R the gs
constant per mole and T the absolute temperature. If P is expressed
in millimeters and m in grams, this equation become.

m(g) 58.32X 1
0"P(mm)VY.

If PC and PC2 denote the partial pressures of the monatomic and dia-

tomic carbon, respectively, and m, and m, the corresponding evapo-"

raio rats, he
and 

VF

%,-58.32X 1O 4 P,' 0 0

The latter two equations and those for m = m, + m., and P= P,+ P,
given by Wertenstein and Jedrzejewski may be solved for the quanti-
ties P, PC2, m,, and m , at any temperature. The values of PC were
computed at 2,8000 and 3,5000 , the extremes of the range of applica-
bility of Wertenstein and Jedrzejewski's total vapor-pressure equation. 0 0

From these quantities, AF* values were computed, and the latter in

conjunction with Overstreet's table of T for the gas and thet,_ T
corresponding -- '- for the solid makes possible the calculation

of aEo= 197,000 calories per gram-atom for the monatomic gas.
The AE0

0 for the diatomic gas may be obtained from this value and

the figure given by Birge (28) for the energy of dissociation of dia-
tomic carbon gas, 161,400 calories per mole. AE*0=232,600 calories
is found for the diatomic gas. These AE%0 results are the same as
those obtained by Overstreet. Tables 9 and 10 summarize the calcula-

tions of aF° for the formation of monatomic and diatomic gases from
T ' -

the solid. In computing the o- . values for the solid the specific.
T

heat equation of a-graphite was used up to 1,5000. A plot was made
of these values and the resulting curve extrapolated to 5,0000. This
extrapolation is admittedly quite uncertain.

TAL5 9.-Pree ..wgy of vaporlsatio data for carbon (monatomi fpa)
ii  P~-r. ".-r... sF-W.% as. sr•

W ....................................... -3,517 -4. -3200 an. 95 an.7
2O ......................................... -3&213 - .08 -4. 13 31L00 oU

l~aoS..................................... 43- 3 ' -z~ -26.8 ?6.S 4ao.6

.000 .......................... -4A.266 -7.1 - & 03 6.D t 7
1.53.................................... 4. , -L.ie -26.6 86. 19.44•
4- 2.................................... - 221 -L -36.74 4279 7.4

M00......................... -4 18 L -24. -&6.14 4 .17lj ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ________U___-___&___74___4___.7______7.0____-4& 4 -430 3L 6 a 17
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TAULD 10.-Fru enrgy of vaporization data for carbon (diatomic gas)

T P~~-Ve F.-V..s A5F-AE** AE.s ai-y-T --- T TF

2.000 ........................................ -54-4 -10.76 -44.17 11630 7113
230) ........................................ -. A 73 i -12900 -a.84 9 6 0 0
3,0100 ........................................-- -5& 2M - 14.76 -43.48 77.6{3 3i. 05
30 ........................................ -50.522 -1&38 -43.14 S46 232

4.000 ---------------------------------------- o-00645 -17.64 -421 A 1 15.35
.N ...................................- .62l -14.78 -4.47 57.03 3.

6.M_.................-----------.-----.--62521 -2X40 -4112 46.82 C40

In handling these data empirical free-energy equations of the form
AF=A+B T log T+CT, were derived for the formation of C and CS
gases. It was found possible to fit the data with a maximum devia-
tion of less than 0.3 percent. The following are the derived equa-
tions. Wertenstein and Jedrzejewski's equation for the total vapor 0 0
pressure also is included.

Solid-. Ga (C)
aH= 199,350-1.009 T
sF*= 199,350+2.324 flog T-45.73 T
1',= I at. at 5,379*; AHW,= 193,923; a.=36.0.
AHM.., = 199,049; aF~m.,= 187,432.

Solid-Gas (C) I.

.t%1=239,600-4.52 T,
%F* =239,600+ 10.40 Tlog T-82.00 T,
P, 2 - I at. at 5 566'; AH.=214,442; &Ss=38.5.
a 1m. 238,253; Ak~,., = 222,827.

Solid-.Gaa (C+C,) (total premure),

log P(ag.)= -'T--0.75 log T+ 11.99,
8. r. = 5,00. ••

The combined equations for C and C2 gases would put the boiling

point at 5,2650 instead of 5,1000, as given by W ertenstein and Jedrze-

jeski's eution. This is due in part to taking the mean value of
AE;° for t e extreme temperatures covered by their investigation.
The difference in the computed AEo° values amounts to some 3,000
calories. Moreover, the equations for the formation of monatomic
gas do not give the correct entropy of this gas at 298.1, which means
the All equation is in error, since the AF' equation was made to fit
the data. For this reason, additional equations are given which are
somewhat better but applicable only below 2,0000. These equations
were obtained in the usual manner.
Solld- Gm. (C)

C,(g) =5.12, .
C,(&) =2.67 +2.617X lO-'T- 1.169X 10T',
AC 2.45-2.617X IO-'T+1.169XIOT'Pr,
ald= 197,720+ 2.45 T- 1.308X 10-'7'- 1.169X 10'-7',

r= 197,720-5.64 Tlog T+ 1.308X 10-T'-0.5845XI0'T-'-21.23 T,
all3.., 197,942; APO=., = 187,151,
A.., = 36.20; Sm.,(#) - 37.50.

Solid-. Ga (C6)
C,(G) - 8.00,
C, () = 5.34+5.234X 10-T-2.338X 106",

-C = 2.66 - 5.234 X 10-&T+ 2.338 X 10T-,
A1= 235,K20+2.66 T-2.617x 10-'7-2.338X I0'T-',
aFP=235,820-6.1

3 
Tlog T+2.617X 10-iT'-1.169X10T-'-30.7 T,

AHm., = 235,596; aP,., -" 221,972,
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Afonoxide.-Vapor-pressure measurements of carbon monoxide were
made by Baly and Donnan (15) (68-900), Clusius and Teske (66)
(60-80'), Cronuelin, Bijleveld, and Brown (74) (56-133'), Clayton
and Giauque (65) (60-83 ), Olszewski (267) (62-134o), and Verschoyle
(422) (73-89'). This substance exhibits two crystalline modifications,
S, stable above 61.55' and S, stable below 61.55'. The melting
poit is 68.090 and the boiling point 81.610. These figures, as well as
the accompanying latent heats, were determined by Clayton and
Giauque. Their measured heat of vaporization, after correction to
the ideal state, and the heats of transition and fusion may be used to
obtain heat and free energy of vaporization equations. The specific
heat of the liquid is practically constant at 14.44 calories per gram
formula weight and the beat capacities of the solid forms may be
represnted bv the equations, C,(81) 5.05+0.11 T and Cp(S,)
-1.25+0.24 0'. • 0

Liquid-. Ga (CO)
CW=6.95,KC,(I - 14.44

AC= - 7.49,
AII=2,080-7.49 T,
JAF0=2,080+ 17.25 Tlog T-58.36 2.

8,-Gaa (00)~C,(g) =6.95,
C.(S,)=5.05+0.11 T,
Ac =1 90-0.11 T
A= 1,86+ 1.90 f-0.0,5 ',
AF= 1,896-4.37 Tlog T+0.055 T1-19.78 T.

8,-,Gam (CO)
C,(g) =6.9k
C.(S,,) = -1.25+0.24 T,
AC =8 .20-0.24 T
Ai= 1,905+8.20 f-0.12 2',
APF=1,905-18.88 Tlog T+0.12 7J+2.04 2'.

Vapor-pressure equations obtained from the above free-energy rela-
tionships for the liquid and S, forms cannot be expected to represent
the experimental determinations since the equations involve correc-
tions to the ideal state. The following vapor-pressure equations
however, reproduce the experimental data closely and should be used 0
for actual vapor-pressure calculations.

lquid-G" (00)

log P (at.) = -- 0-3.77 log T+ 12.85,

B. P.-81.61.

Sr- G. (00)

log P a.=-24- .5 log T-0.0120 T+4.48&.

Three vapor-pressure measurements have been made on the low-
temperature solid modification, S,,. Since the vapor pressure is below
2 cm at all temperatures where this form exists there can be but little
difference between the actual and ideal gases, consequently the vapor-
pressure expression derivable from the free-energy equation is satis- S e
factory for this form.

* ,S

*" 0
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Dioride.-The vapor pressure of carbon dioxide was studied by 0

Amagat (5) (273-304o),Bridgeman (42)(273o), Falck (102) (135-1910),
Henning (152) (191-195o), Henning and Stock (155) (163-193*),
Jenkins and Pye (185) (213-303°), Meyers and Van Dusen (246, 247)
(93-304'), Olszewski (265) (66-83o), Onnes and Weber (269) (90-
1060), Regnault (300) (247-316o), Von Siemens (3860) (118-196*),
Stock, Henning, and Kusz (400) (63-1960), Villard (423) (194-293*),
Weber (434) (105-138°), and Zeleny and Smith (453) (139-2660). 0
The data other than those of Zeleny and Smith are in good agreement
in the temperature range of interest for the present purpose.

In deriving the heat and free-energy equations, the measurements
of Henning and Stock and their coworers were adopted. No correc-
tion was made for gas imperfection, and consequently the heat equa-
tion is somewhat in error. The free-energy equation, however, is
substantially correct. The specific heat of solid carbon dioxide above
800 may be represented by C,(s)=6.22+0.0355 T and the classical 0

value C,(g)=4R=7.95 is assumed for the gas.

Solid--. GA (COx)

I:e2+0.03M T,
AC,= 1.73-0.0355 T,
All6,440+ 1.73 T-0.0178 Ts,
AF6,440-3.98 Tlog T+0.0178 71-27.44 T,
S. P.= 104.6; AHti=6,103; ASIUA=3 1 .36.

The heat and entropy of vaporization values at the sublimation
point, 194.60 are somewhat different from those previousjy reported
(199). However, the entropy of CO2 gas calculated from the existing
low-temperature thermal data is probably too high by 1.3 units, as
compared to the most recent spectroscopic studies. The change in
the entropy of vaporization figure diminishes this discrepancy by •
0.6 unit.

Carbonyl sulphide.---Stock and Kusz (385) (138-223 ° ) and Ilosvay
(174) (273-358 ° ) have measured the vapor pressure of liquid carbonyl
sulphide, COS. The data of Stock and Kusz are very consistent.
Ilosvay's results are for pressures above 12 atmospheres and cannot
be used for the present purpose. Since no information is available
and the temperatures involved are low, AC, is taken as zero.

Liquid-Go& (COS)
aH-4 920

B. P.-22W*; AS=-22.t.

Biwulphide.-A number of investigators have studied the vapor
pressure of carbon bisulphide-Henning and Stock (155) (248-284*),
Mali (288) (294-3190), Regnault (800) (257-4101), Rex (801) (273-
3030), Von Siemens (360) (194-319°), Stock, Henning, and Kusz s 0
(400) (255-298°), and Wilner and Grotrian (446) (293-3580). These
data are very concordant, as the values of I for the different investi-
gations all lie in a range of 0.06 unit.

i i

I
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Ill quid-.Gas (Me,)

Ill IAC,1.2,
AF 0 =8,530+ 14.3 Tlog T-62.52 T,
B. P. =319.350; AH,,,j!:6,J550; AS&..=20.51,

Subsulphide.-Stock and Praetorius (390) (293-363*) have mess- 0 0
uired the vapor pressure of liquid carbon subsuiphide, C 2 . This
substance polymerizes when heated to 373'. The calculated boiling
point to be given is an extrapolated value assuming no polymerization.

j AC, is ignored.
Liquid-. Gas (C,8,)

APO= 10,500 -23.45 T, 0(B3. P.=4480 ) (A&.e=23.4),

Stock and Praetorius give 273.60 for the mielting point of this sub-
stance.

Sete nos up de.-Carbc'n selenosuiphide, C&eS, was studied by
Stock and Willfroth (395) (273-357*). This substance melts at

Ii, 188'. AC,=-10 has been assumed.

APO= 10,885± 23.0 T lo T-8.7T
B. P.=359.50 ; Aal .7300; &Saim=20.4 ,
Alias3 = 7,904; AP*=., - 1,268.

Carbonyl chloride.-Measureinents of the vapor pressure of carbonyl
chloride (phosgene), C002, were made by' Atkinson, Heycock, and
Pope (13) (90-373o), Gerinann and Taylor (116) (273-443*), and
Paterno and Nlazzuchelli (277) (250-298'). The results of Germann
and Tavlor and Paterno and Mazzuchelli are in good agreement.
This substance boils just below room temperature, and so AC, is
ignored.
Liquid-Gas (CO02)

APO k 1990213 T, 0 0

F0.- 363.

Mlethane.-Methane is included here for, while it is a substance
which falls outside the category of this compilation, it nevertheless
has considerabl e importance metallurgically. Vapor-pressure mess-
urements of this substance were made by Henning and Stock (155)
(80-109*), Karwat (194) (76-88o), and Stock, Henning, and Kusz
(400) (91-l23*). The specific heat of liquid methane may be taken
as constant, 12.95 calories, and that of the solid down to 500 is approxi-
m ated by ', (8 =4.85 +0.060 T. Using the low-temperature thermal
data previously= adopted for methane (199), which agree with the
entropy calculated from spectroscopic data, the following equations
result:

* 0

* 0
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LUqud-. Gas (CR,)

&a-, -&00,

&/=2,598-+1.0 log T-46.8 ,
B. P.=111.7*; All.f, =2,040; AS,IL-lS.2&

Solid-Gw (CH,)
C(g)= 7.94, 0 0
C,(#)=4.85+0.060 ,
AC -3.10-0.060 ,
&W=2,334+3.10 T-0.030 1',
AF°=2,334-7.13 Tlog T+0.030 7'-10.21 T,
M. P. = 90.6.

Vapor-pressure equations derived from the above results do not
fit the experimental data well, and so the following expressions are
included for use in more accurate calculations of this property. 0 0
Liquid- Gw (M11)

log P(at.) - 6- 2.514 log T+ 10.157.

Solid-Ga (CEJ 501.9.
log P(a.)= ---.-- +1 S5 log T-0.0066 T+2.157.

Tetraddoride.-Measurements of the vapor pressure of carbon 0 0
tetrachloride were made by Drucker, Jimno, and Kangro (91)
(251-270*), Grimm (135) (348-350°) Hertz and Rathmann (159)
(298-3490), Mali (238) (294-338o), Nifindel (256) (202-223o), Reg-
nault (300) (242-462'), Rex (301) (273-303*), Schreinmakers (353)
(306-349'), Wertheimer (438) (273-556*), and Young (450, 4-5)
(253-556°). The agreement between these sets of data is good, the
average I values of the individual sets lying in a range of 0.30 unit. j
Liquid- a. (CCI.)

Ac' - IO.5.
am= 10,960-10. t,
AF*= 10,900+24.2 f log T-92.87 T,
B. P.=3500; AHu=7,283; AS=20.8,
AHm..-7,830; A'm.j =- 1,125.

Tetrafluorid.-Menzel and Mohry (244) (80-146° ) have measured
the vapor pressure of carbon tetrafluoride. This substance melts at
8950 but only one measurement is given for the solid. Consequently,
calculations are restricted to the liquid state. AC, has been ignored.

IUquid- Ga (CF,)
AH-3,110,

AP"-L311-21.42 7, i 0
B. P. = 146.2; AS .,- 21.4.

Cyanogen.-Perry and Bardwell (281) (179;-2660) have measured
the vapor pressure of solid and liquid cyanogen (CN)2. Their data
are very concordant. Neglecting AW,, the following equations
result:

., 0

0 0

* 0
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Llquid-.Cam [(CN)sl *.
Ar-5,710-22.l6 T,
B. P.-=252*; ASw-=22.7,

AF ,=- 1,045.
Solid- Ca [(CN),1

I' aH=7,770,
AP-=7,770-31.05 ,
aF 0 ,g.1a- l486.

At the melting point, 2460, the calculated heat of fusion is 2,060
calories per formula weight, corresponding to an entropy of fusion of

8.4ants. boi.-Baxter, Bezzenberger, and Wilson (19) (255-
3080) have studied the vapor pressure of solid cyanogen bromide,
CNBr. This substance melts at 3250. AiC, has been taken as zero.
Solid-.Gam (CNBr)

AH=11,010,
Ai--=11,010-33.28 T,

=PM1-1,089.

('yanogen chdoride.--Solid and liquid cyanogen chloride, CNCI, were
studied by Regnault (300) (240-344'). Neglecting AiC,, the following
equations result:

Solid- Gas (CNQI)
,&H= 8,540,
AP=8,54O-30.39 T,
a41P0,= - 519.

liquid-. as (CNCI)
aII= ,300,
AF*=6,300-22.04 T,
B. P.=2860 ; 43m~=22.0,
a1Pm.1- -270.

The beat of fusion is 2,240 calories per gram formula weight at the
melting point 2680, and the entropy of fusion is 8.35 units.

('yanogen flioride.- Cosslett (68) (134-201') has studied solid
cyanogen fluoride. This substance sublimes at 1 atmosphere pressure.
Solid-. Gas (CNF )

AH=5,780,
ArO=5,780-28.85 T,
S. P.-=200.3*; A.Sj=28.S.

C~yanogen iodide.-Solid cyanogen iodide was investigated by Yost
and Stone (448) (298-374'). The vapor pressure reaches 1 atmos-
phere at a temperature below the melting point.

solid- Gasn (CNDI
AH- 13,980,
AP - 13,980- 33.76 T,
S. P. -414*; A8S,=-33.8,

AFM13,916.

Element.-Vapor-pressure measurements of cesium were made by
Fuchtbauer and Bartels (113) (461-506'), llackspill1 (140) (503-6701)),
Kroner (216) (522-629*), Langmuir and Kingdon (220) (2970), Ruff
and Johannsen (324) (9430), and Scott (857) (321-387'). Overstreet
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(273) has computed free-energy values for the gas, but these cannot 0 •
be utilized in this case, since low-temperature heat-capacity data are
lacking. A !-function plot shows all the data except those of Scott,
who worked at very low pressures, to he in agreement. The equations
for the solid are based on those for the liquid and thermal data
Liquid-. Gas (Cs)(',(V) =4.97,

C,(U) =8.00.
aC=- 3.03,D •
a W= 19, 240 -3.03 T 0.

AF* = 19,240+6.98 l log T-40.80 T,
B. P. = 963*; all," 16,322 AS= 16 95,

MI,.., = 18,337; AF-s., = l,227.

Soid-. Can (Ca)
C,(g) = 4.97,
C,(s) = 1.96+ 18.2X 10-IT,
.C -3.01-18.2X10-sT,
AW= 18,740+3.01 T-9.1 X 10-1', • •
aF

° = 18,740- 6.93 T log T+-9.1X 10-- T- 7.40 7',
attm.I= 18,828; AF

0
m., = 12,231; AASm., =22.13.

From the entropy of vaporization of the solid at 298.10, 22.13, and
the entropy of the gas, 41.95, the entropy of the solid at 298.10 is
computed to be 19.8 units. This property of the solid has never been
directly determined. No great accuracy is claimed for this calculated
value, but it is not greatly different from the result, 19.0, which was
obtained by other means (199) and was designated as being "probably 0
low."

Bromide-The vapor pressure of liquid cesium bromide was meas-
ured by Ruff and Mugdan (333) (1,250-1,5800) and Von Wartenberg
and Schulz (432) (1,325-1,5750). The data of the latter authors
were given the more weight in drawing the line in the Z-function plot,
which was made assuming AC,=-7. Data are not available for
deriving equations for the solid. 1 •

Liquid-. Gas (CaBr)

AH==47,000-7.0 T,
AF =47,000+ 16.1 Tlog T-81.34 T,
B. P. = i,573*; AI,:.3=35,990; AS,"=

2
-.

9,
AlAf.,= 44,913; aF 2 ., =34,629.

Choride.--Cesiuni chloride was studied by Fiock and Rodebush
(106) (1,097-1,2931), Ruff and Mugdan (333) (1,259-1,5680) and Von 0 •
Wartenberg and Schulz (32) (1,335-1,577°). The results of Fiock
and Rodebush and of Von Wartenberg and Schulz are in very good
agreement. Ruff and Mugdan's figures are in approximate agree-
ment but do not exhibit the relative accuracy shown by the other
two sets of data. Equations for the liquid only are derivable, and
again AC,= -7.0 is assumed.

Liquid-. Gas (CAI)

A&=46,7 - 7.0 T,
a F=46,700+ 16.1 Tlog T-81.15 T,
B. P. = 1,5730; 4II,?,=35,690; ASm=2

2
.7,

.'llj.j 44,613; APm., = 34,385.

F/uoride.-Measurements of the vapor pressure of liquid cesium
fluoride were made by Ruff, Schmidt, and 'Mugdan (339) (1,306-
1.5280) and Von Wartenberg and Schulz (432) (1,228-1,5240). The 0 0

*0 0

* 0 0
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jl~ data are consistent, excep~t tt the lower end of the temperature range
'IH covered.
~~~ I Liquid-.Ga (Cm?)

a7- 7.0,
aPF - 45,000 416.1 T log T- 90.78 ,
B. P- 15241;~ 34,332; &S", - 22.5,

Al~.-~42,913; - 275
Iodlide-The va por pressure oif liqu~id cesium iodide was measured

by HOTl and Mugdiin (333) (1,325-1,553*) and Von Wartenberg and
Schuilz (432) (1,296-1 ,553"). Theo data are much poorer than for the
other r-esiuiu halides. Bioth investigations set the boiling point at
I1,553', and bv analogy with the other halides the entropy of vaporiza-
tion at the boiling point should be about 23.1. Using these facts as

guides in drawing the 1 v. I, line, the following equations result: 0
Liquid- Gas (CW)

aC =-7.0,
AdI=46,80- 7.0 T,
aF* -46,800+-16.1 Tlog T-81.51 r,
B. P.s- ,5530; All,,,=35929* &S&u=23. 1,

CHLORI

Element-Vapor-pressure measurements of chlorine were made by
Ilarteck (145~) (I162-243'), llenglein, Von Rosenberg, and Muchlinski
(151) (11l9-195'), ,Johnson and Alclntosh (188) (167-24lo), Knietsch
(207) (185-419'), Pellaton (280) (194-420'), and Trautz and Gerwig
(415) (194-238'). Free-energy equations are derived, based on low-
tenmperature thermal data. The correction to the perfect gas state
amounts to 40 calories per inole (based on Berthelot's equation) on
the heat of vaporization and 13 calories per mole on the free ener y
of vaporization at 238.40, the boiling point. The specific heat of tile
liq1uid may be taken as constant, 16.0; and the average specific heat
of the solid over the temperature range of importance is 13.0. These
figures and the heat of fusion are utilized in obtaining the following
results.

Liquid-. Gas (Cis)

&)7'=6,3i6-S.0 T,
AF = 6,330 + 18.4 T lo T- 70.28 T.

Sold.GoA (CIs)
C,(g) 8.00,
C,(s) =13.0,

AC_ -0,
W-I=7,40L-5.0 T,
AF 0 =7,430+ 11.5 T log T-61.26 T,
M. P. - 170.8*.

For the calculation of actual vapor pressures the following relation-
ships are given, which are based on te experimental vapor-pressure
data:
Liquid- Gas (Cl) 1495

log P(al. = - - 4.022 log T+ 15.1104,
13. P. - 239.4'.

*
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Solid-Ga (Cls .)

log P (08.) -17-,2.51 log T+ 12.964

M. P. - 170.8.

Moiioride.-Chlorine monoxide, C120, was studied by Goodeve
(127) (173-288'). This substance melts at about 1570. In the
absence of information, at these lo- temperatures AC, is taken as zero.
Liquid-. Gas (CiO)

AH=6.280,
AF =6.280-22.83 T,B. P.=275.1*; m.a.8
AP~m.1- -526.

Dioj4de.-King and Partington (203) (193-284 ° ) have measured the
vapor pressure of chlorine dioxide, ClOz. Neglecting AC,, the follow-
ing results are obtained:
Liquid-. Gas (0O,)

AH=7,100
AF-=7,100-25.00 T,
B. P.= 284.0; ASmo,,=25.0,
a- .j., = -352.

The value for the entropy of vaporization seems too high.
Jleptoxide.-Measurenents on liquid chlorine heptoxide, C120 7, were

made by Goodeve and Powney (128) (244-303*). This substance
melts at about 1820. AC, has been neglected. 0 •
Liquid-. Gas (ClAO)

AII= 8,480,
AF 0=8,480-24.11 r,
B. P.=352*; AS,-f24.1,
&Po0 *= 1,293.

Some decomposition of this substance probably occurs in the tem-
perature range studied, which accounts for the magnitude of the
entropy of vaporization.

,fonofluoride.--Chlorine monofluoride, CIF, was studied by Ruff
and Laass (329) (128-173°). The data are too erratic to warrant free-
energy calculations, and only a vapor-pressure equation is included.
Uquid- Gas (CIF)

log P (at.)= --- +6.52,

B. P. - 172-.
Trifluorid.-Ruff and Krug (328) (201-273') have studied chlorine

trifluoride, CIF3. This substance melts at about 1900. AC, has been
neglected.
Liquid-. Gas (CIF)

&H=5 890,
AF=5,8g0-20.71 T,
B. P.=284.40; ASmg. 4 20., 0 0
AFPm.= -284.

CHROMIUM

E/ement.-The only vapor-pressure measurement of chromium is
that of Greenwood (131) (2,4730), who determined the boiling point
at 760 mm pressure. Overstreet (273) has computed the free energy
of the gas up to 3,0000 from spectroscopic data. Examination of
Greenwood's boiling-point data for the metals indicates that his

"-A
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boiling-point temperature for chromium should be raised too about
2,7500. At this temperature, then, 4E.=O, and interpolation from

Overstreet's table gives -47.84 for the gas. The quantity,
2~T

~ is computed to be - 1554 at this temperature. These

figures result in AE 0
0=88,825. The calculations of -Tat various

temperatures are summarized in table 11.

TA SLZ 11.-Free energy of vaporization data for clwouiuus

6.. ................. .......--- -- -39.276 -4.33 -34.M3 297.7.6 2427

SO....................40.151 -&.25 - 36. OD 141L04 11046
7W ...................- 4.917 -&.P9 -3&.03 12&89 9. 6
SO)0.............. .............. .....---- -4t. M0 -G.M0 -34.go 111.01 7X04
900................................-412(6 -7. M -34.93 96.so 4&76

LOW....................-1163 -1.61 -34.72 7A02 1&93
24100...................-4a.3a2 -9.6 -34.0 9D K36 396
1,3.....................4& Bo0 -4s7 -34. 71 3X52 3.24
MW0.....................-43.23M -22 -3427 612 M 263A7
1.40D ..................................-- -436 -9106 -31640 47 22.6
2.990..................................-__-44.70 -12.33 -33.6 4045.42 it78

I'w- ----- 4.2 030 -1L7 -34.8 S 2 2.841
1,70D................ .....- 47 36 -11012 -21334.17 625 1.a

2.80D.......................---------------- -47.9438 -2M71 -32.3 34.12 .6

From these data the following equations may be derived by the
usual methods. The specific heat of the gas has been taken as 5.04,
0.07 higher than the classical value, to account for energy absorption
in electron transitions. This is a roughly computed average value
between 298.1 and 3,0000.

Sold- Gs (Cr)
C, (g) = 5.04,
C,(s) = 4.94 +2.95x X lr-T,
aC =O.20-2.95XI10IT,
A If=89,440 +0.20 T- 1.48 X 10 -71,
&P0 =89,440-0.46 Tlog T+1.48XiO-8T'-35.58 T,
aHm. ,89 368- Al~m.1-78,627;
AS=,,I = 36.03; Y~..,() -=41.63.

Liquid-. Gias (Cr)

AC - -4.66,
AW=8g,450-4.66 7,
a = 89,450 + 10.73 rTlog T-69.39 ,
B. P. = 2,7500; AH27,.= 76,635; A&*- .'27A4
All,,,., = 88,061; AF*M,4 - 76,883.

Chldorid.-Ephraim (98) (1,153-1,206*) and Jellinek and Koop (188)
(973-1,273*) have studied the vapor pressure of chromic chloride,*
CrCl3 , and are in complete disagreement Work now in progress at
the Pacific Experiment Station of the Bureau of Mines definitely
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shows that the vapor is not stoichiometrically chromic chloride. 0
Consequently, no equations will be given for this substance until the
entire system has been investigated.

Ozychoride.-The vapor pressure of liquid chromium oxychloride, p

CrOCl, was measured by Moles and G6mez (251) (353-394*).
AC,= - 18 has been assumed for this substance.
Uquid--. Cam (OCr0

A ,2t - 18 •BP=390,20 --1H ,U82; m21
APOl= 15,270+41.5 Tog T- 146.68 TB. P. -390*; AHs*-8,2;0; i.S'f21.2,

A.H..1.=9,904; AP*j=2,156.

COBALT

iement.-Ruff and Keilig (325) have reported 30 mm for the
vapor pressure of cobalt at 2,3750. This is the only available figure 0
for this substance and consequently no free energy equation is derived.

Chloride.-Maier (232) (906-1,3650) has measured the vapor pres-
sure of cobalt chloride, CoCi,. His results are somewhat erratic in
the lower part of the temperature range studied but are very con-
sistent above 1,1000. In the following relationships AC,=-10 has
been assumed.
Llquid-.Gau (Co0la)

A=40,400-10 T,
AF*=40,400+23.0 Tlog T-102.3 T,
B. P.- 1,323*; AH,.,=27,170; ASm20.5,
AH.l.37,419; AFwj-26,860.

Carbony.-NMond, Hirtz and Cowap (252) have reported 0.072 mm
for the vapor pressure of o,(CO)s at 288.1 ° .

coL*NI 0
F/uorid.-The only columbium compound whose vapor has been

measured is the fluoride CbF,, studied by Ruff and Schiller (334)
(457-490*). The data are too erratic to warrant any but the simplest
possible treatment.
Liquid-.,w (CbF.)

AHf-i11,070
AF*d 1,070-22.22 T, 0
B. P.=f498; AS.;-i12,A P o ".z = 4,446 . C P E

EDement.-Greenwood (131, 132, 133) (2 253-2,583*), Ilarteck
(144) (1,419-1,463-), Jones, Langmuir, and Mackay (191) (1,186-
1,2980), Mack, Osterhof, and Kraner(230) (1,0830), Ruff and Bergdahl
(316) (2,378-2,5730), Ruff and Konschak (327) (2,138-2,6430), and
Von Wartenberg (425) (2,4730) have measured the vapor pressure of
copper. Sherman (858) recently reported a value of 105.2 mn at
2,4900 obtained by Fischer and Grieger, whose results have not been
published. The data of Harteck are probably the most reliable and
indicate that the higher temperature results of Greenwood, Von
Wartenberg, and Ruff and his coworkers are in error. Harteck's
data were used in obtaining AEr =81,240 for this substance, which
already has been discussed as an example illustrating calculations
from spectroscopic data, and it was shown that the free-energy

' '", e t t t t ,
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equation obtained for the liquid is in agreement with the recent value
of Fischer and Grieger at 2,4900 reported by Sherman. It should be
noted that Fischer and Grieger's result is in the temperature range
covered by the investigators who are believed to be in error. The
explanation of this discrepancy must be either that errors were made
in temperature measurements or else gaseous impurities were present

flt' ,in the samples of copper used. For completeness, the table giving
fill and the equations for copper are repeated.

- . AAE. 'A'F-
r!; T T T T -T -"

4W---------------------------------- -& 4.7 -a1m -11 2M 0 70...................................... .3-247 -3.13 .1
750 -7.90......... ..................... .. . _& 21 -31.16 4 1 31.3
.29 -]O . .................................. -3 261 -7.10 -31.16 I7.40 106. 90
1 ...................................- 31 02 -7.90 -31.13 3111.4.
4W -- O ............ ...................... - .60 - .62 -31.07 10 66 70.48OW -- - - -- ................. ... .... .......... .. .40.274 -9.26 -31.01 90.77 59 2

1.1)o.------- _ .----------------------------40.797 -9.45 -30.35 81.24 092

1t10 .......................................... - 41.71 -1.40 -30.83 73 8 .65 42 ,
1,200 ............................... -4.3 -1.390 -30.9 47.79 X7.8
1,400 .................................. -414 -13.9 -30.78 58.03 2.45
1,9 0 .................... ... ...... ..... - -42.812 - 1.47 -3 0 34 2.16 13.8S1,80 ------------------..--................... -4.3 -& -13. OD -30L.13 K0 -78 20.e •

S1,70D ----------............................... -- .AU -13,5 -a 994 47.79 17.95
,M ........................................ -43 718 - 1&.9 - 2 .T 75 4 .13 i1& .3,
OW --- ......... ........................ . -44.242 -14 2 -29.42 MI.62 11.1

2,3W ....... ........................... -4.360 -,861 - 2.7 53 2.60 &-73
3,900. ------- --.------. _--- -4& 290 -111,86 -2&.23 27. 0 -L 16

Solid- Gas (Cu)

C,(s). 5. +1.462X10-T,
AC - -0.47-1.462X 10-4 ,
AH, 81,730-0.47 T-0.131X10a-f,
AF*=81,730+ 1.08 T log T+0.731X I0-'T'--35.41 T,
AH".6 =81,525; AP . -72,036,
Asne.- 31-.5; h4.l.,(jj-ff39.71i

Liquid .Ga (Cu)
v(/) 7.50,

,,(7,,=-2.53,
AH=80,070-2.53 T S 0
A&*F80,070+5.83 log T-48.08 I,
B. P.-2,868°; AHm.,=72,814; ASu.-26.4,
AHme-,= 79,316; AFum., - 70,037.

Oxide.-Mack, Osterhof, and Kraner (280) (873-1,223*) have
made vapor-pressure measurements reputed to be of cupric oxide,
CuO. These data are for pressures below 0.001 mm and are con-
sequently erratic, so that reliable free-energy calculations cannot be
made. Mloreover, due to the dissociation of cupric oxide, the sig-
nificance of these measurements is at least questionable.

Bromide.-Liquid cuprous bromide, Cu2Br2, was studied by Jellinek
and Rudat (184) (1,173-1,373*) and Von Wartenberg and Bosse
(431) (1,270-1,624*). The data are in fair agreement, those of Von
Wartenberg and Bosse appearing the better. AC,=-14 has been
assumed in obtaining the following results.

0 0
t !I _ _ ____
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Liquid-. Ga. (CulBr.) 0
AC - -14,
AII=39,100-14 T, I
AF* -39,100+ 32.2 T log T- 127.43 T,
B. P.- 1,628*0. AH,,,.. 16,308; ASim- 10.0
AHfg.a39ih AF7, 1 -24,864.

The entropy of vaporization is abnormally low, and the explanation
is by no means apparent. The other cuprous halides will be seen to

g ive even lower values. Assumption of dissociation of the vapor into
CuBr molecules does not im prove the situation much, since AS=~ 11.2 if

AC -- 7 and AS= 12.1 if AC,=O. Whatever the cause of this
di'culty may be, the vapor-pressure relationship corresponding to the
above free-energy equation represents the data obtained from two
independent investigations. 'Te author believes, however, that the
equations for heat and frce energy themselves have no significance.

C0dorid.-Niaier (f232) (1,228-l,731*) and Von Wartenber ad
Bosse (431) (1, 151-1,642*) have measured the vapor pressure of quid
cuprous chloride, CuCI2. In both investigations duplicate sets of
determinations were made, Von Wartenberg and Bosse using both
quartz and platinum containers. Maier found it necessary to have
mnetallic copper present during the preparation of the sample and dur-
ing the vapor-pressure measurementssince preliminary studies showed
that chlorine was evolved in the vapor-pressure apparatus when cu-
prous chloride was heated alone. Uip to aboutl1,400' the data from thet
two investigations are in agreement, hut above this temperature Von
Wartenbe rg and Bosse's results have a greater temperature coefficient
than in the lower temnperature range. It will be seen that the entropy
of vaporization is abnormally low in this case. The comments made in
discussing cuprous bromide apply here also.
Uquid-. Gas (Cus~~g

AC -14,
aif= 36,6W0-14 T
&F'= 36,600+32.Y T log T- 129.25 T,

Af.n=-32,42 ; AF 0
2 *.,-2l,822.

Iodide.-Greiner and Jellinek (134) (1,0730) Jellinek and Rudat
(184) (1,183-1,373*), and Von Wartenberg and Bosse (481) (1,264-
1,4270) have measured the vapor pressure of liquid curous iodide.
Greiner and Jellinek and Jeilmek and Rudat claim the molecular
species in the gas is Cul, and Von Wartenberg and Bosse state that the
substance is strongly dissociated, Cu12 I2=2CuI. For the present
calculations the gas is assumed to be entirely Cul, and AC, is taken
as -7.
Liquid-Ge. (Ciii)

A =27,200-7 T,
&P0=27,200+ 16.1 Tiog -68.53T [II,
B. P. = ,609; &H,n= [5,937; ASm=9 .9,
aIlm.,= 25,113; AF w..,-18,647.

Here again an abnormally low entropy of vaporization figure results,
and the reader is referred to the remarks made in discussing cuprous
bromide and chloride, especially with reference to the significance of
thes equations.
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flUORI N 0 0

Element.-The vapor pressure of liquid fluorine was measured by
Cady and Hildebrand (58) (72-86'). In the absence of information
concerning the specific heats AC, is taken as zero. The extreme
variation in I is 0.06 unit.

Liquid- Gas (F)411=1,640,
A= 1,640--19.31 T,B. P.=84.9*; As.==19.3.

Monoride.-Ruff and Menzel (830, 381) (80-128*) have measured
the vapor pressure of liquid fluorine monoxide, F20. They report
49.30 for the melting point. If the preliminary measurements in their
first paper are discarded, the remainder show an extreme deviation Li
I of 0. 19 unit when AC, is neglected in calculating Z-function values. 0 0
Liquid-- Gas (F,0),,,'.= 2,88,

r =2,650- 20.66 T,
B. P. = 128.30; ASms-20.7.

GALL=

Element.-Harteck (144) (1,198-1,3910) has measured the vapor
pressure of liquid gallium. His results are quite scattered and depend 0 0
upon the assumption of the molecular species present in the gas.
(Harteck assumed the gas to be monatomic.) A log P equation only
is justified in this case.
Liquid-. Ga (Ga)

log P (at.) = 16,2-0 1.27 log T+ 11.242,T
B. P. = 2,344".

012MAXIUM

fonogermane.-The hydride of germanium, GeH4, was studied by
Corey, Laubengayer, and Dennis (67) (128-190*). Paneth and
Rabinowitsch (274) (1261860), and Schenck and Imker (34.9) (118-
1830). This substance melts at 1080. The three sets of data do
not agree, and those of Paneth and Rabinowitsch were adopted for
the present purpose, since they are very consistent and about the
mean of the other two sets. Taking AC, as zero, the variation in the
I values from Paneth and Rabinowitsch's data is 0.08 unit if one
determination is omitted.

Liquid-G*a (GeL)
A5H=3,580,
aP = 3,580- 19.46 7,
B. P. - 184.0; AS 11e--1.& 1 9

Bromide.-Vapor-pressure measurements on solid and liquid rr

manium bromide, GeBr, were made by Brewer and Dennis (4l)
(277-4600). Their results for the liquid above about 3550 are con-
sistent, but below this temperature they do not show a proper tem-
perature coefficient. Also the beat of vaporization computed from
their data for the solid is lower than that obtained for the liquid
which, of course, is impossible. Consequently, equations for the

II I I I • I I I I I I I I I III I III I I I I 0 I
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liquid range only are given. These are based on the data above 355*
and the assumption that AC,-= -18. The melting point is 299.20. 1
L1quk1-. G (Ge4)

AC - -is,
Ad= 16,880- 18 T,
AF= 16,&S0+41.4 Tlog T-146.87 T
B. P.-462*; AH..=8,564 ASon= is.6,
AHm., - 11,514; A,*,.t= ,631.

C/oride.-Laubengayer and Tabern (2) (233-358*) and Nilson
and Pettersson (261) (283-550') have measured the vapor pressure of
liquid germanium cldoride, GeCI4 . The inelting point is 223.60. The
two sets of data are in good agreement, the I values from the individ-
ual sets differing by only 0.06 unit. Nilson and Pettersson have
taken their measurements up to 38 atmospheres. No attempt has
been made to represent these high-pressure data, although it happens
that the equations given do fit up to 7 atmospheres. AC, has been
assumed to be -18.

Liquid-,Gas (Ge024)
AG' -- 18,
AI 13,460 -18 r,
SF=13,460+41.5 Tlog T-143.63 T,
B. P.-357*; AHu7 -7,034; ASP=' 19.7,
AHm.,- 8,094; AF*,- 1,255.

Trichlormonogermane.-This substance, GeIICI3, was studied by
Dentis, Orndorff, and Tabern (81) (248-352'). This compound melts
at about 202' and undergoes noticeable decomposition at 3130 or
above. These investigators showed the vapor to be monomolecular.
Assuming AC,= - 18 the following equations result.

Lqukt-Gae (GeHC.)
ACl= 14,250-- 8 r,

AF* I 14,250+ 41.4 T log T- 146.17 T,
AH-.- 8,884; AP 4mu= 1,214.

The free energy becomes zero at 3480, which is a hypothetical boil-
ing point assuming no dissociation.

Tetramethyl.-Germanium tetramethyl, Ge(CH3 )4 , in the liquid 0 0
state was studied by Dennis and Hance (79) (184-3200). The melt-
ing point is about 1850. A --function plot assunung AC,- -10
gives a straight line with an extreme deviation in I of 0.37 unit if
two determinations are omitted.

Liquid-. Gas (Ge(CH.O)
25- 10o ,AH= 9,625- O T, •

AFO = 9,625+ 23.0 T log T- 87.90 ,
B. P.=317o; AHwn-6,455; AS,.,-20.4,
AH,.., 16,644; A&P-,j - 387.

Digermane.-Dennis, Corey, and Moore (80) (175-273*) have mesas-
ured the vapor pressure of liquid digerniane, Ge211,, which melts at
about 1640. In this case AC, has been taken as -4, and the equations
obtained are satisfactory above 2170. Below this temperature the *
calculated and observed vapor pressures deviate somewhat.

*
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= 142'0-4 T,

B. P30450; H3m.&=,gO2; ASUA..=19.4,
Allm, - ,928 Arm, -128.

Tripermane.-Dennis, Corey, tindf Moore (80) (275-385*) also stud-
ied trigeriano, (ie 3116. Tite Inelting point given for this substance is
167.50. M-f unction values calculated on the assumption that AC,= -6

give a straight line when plotted against y, with an extreme variation
in I of 0. 14 if two erratic points are omnitted.

Liquid- Gas (GetHs)
AC =-6,AI,850-6 T,
aF* - 9,1450+ 13.8 T log T- 61.33 T.

K'B. P.=383.7*; .11[3,,. '7 3 48 - ASS,,,, - 19.7,
iF W.ili=8,061; affi~..=i,74f.

GOLD

Eement.-Vapor-pressure measurements of gold were made by
Harteck (144) (1,436-1,463'), Ruff and Bergdahl (316) (2,588-
2,8W3), Ruff and Konschak (327) (2,258-2,783'), and Von Warten-00
berg (425) (B. P.>2,2000 ). Overstreet (273) has comnputed free-
energy values for the gas front spectroscopic data at various tem-
peratures between 298 and 3,00W0. Ilarteck's determinations are
used in conjunction with Overstreet's figures to obtain the free
energy of vaporization values given in table 13. AE* was found

from a smoothed value from ilarteck's data, 4AF-= -R In P=30.06,
at I ,5))*. The corresponding AFJ0 value is 90,450.

TABLE 13.-Free enIergy of vaporizationl data for gold

T T 7' T T'

3................ ...........---. 3&160 -165 -31.00 3. 42 Vt..60
40......................................-- -3.6 804 -31.88 226.12 194. 6
am --------- .- ._------------- .-.-------- .. 4.729 -9.21 -31.32 136. 90 149.39am) ....... 4.634 -1to.21) -31.43 IBM 75 119.32

440 -11.07 -31.33 123.21 W7.as
8 --- ---- A .. ..- 4.063 -11.64 -31.22 113.06 61.64

9u.....0................ ............ 6 447 -116 -31.1 1 60 69.39

1 100 ._... 4.645 -13.99 -3.02 Ili21 A 33
I'm0 ....- 447 -17 -3.70 so.W 3.16

LOW6 49. 5M0 -21.2 -3.102 . 5 2 1

I for the solid was computed from entropy fl;u res at 298.1' and high-
temperature thermal data, and A110 was ohbtained in the usual manner
from the Z'-function values. The individual values of All0 varied e
over a range of 32 calories giving a mean of 90,740. The &Hl, value
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for the liquid, obtained from that of the solid, the heat of fusion, and
the high-temperature specific heats, is 88,280. This latter figure
when combined with -function results for the liquid gives individual
values of I having an extreme variation of 0.06 unit.

Soid-. Ga (Au)
G.(9) = 5.00,
C(s)= 5.61+A.44X10-$T ,  

•
AC= -0.61 -1.44X 10-"T,
AH1=90,740-0.61 T-0.72X 10-'T',
.%F* 90,740+ 1.40 T log T+0.72X 10-17'.-36.23 T,AI1I., 90,494; AF% .,=81,037; S,..(g) =43.13.

Liquid-Ges. (Au)
2f") =5.00,
(M =7.00,

AC = -2.00,
AiH=8 ,280- 2.00 T
AF°=&%,280+4.61 Tlog T-43.44 T,
B. P. - 3,239*; alm,= 81,80 2 ; AS,. 25.26,

.=87,684; ,.Fm., = 78,731.

Chloride.--Several investigators have attempted to obtain the par-
tial pressures of the chloride, Au2CI,, in the gaseous phase in equilib-
rium with the solid of the same composition-Biltz, Fischer, and Juza.
(27) (513'), Fischer and Biltz (108) (473-518'), Petit (284) (454-
6000), and Rose (314) (343-551'). This substance decomposes 0 0
readily, and at temperatures even as low as 3430 the partial pressure
of Au.C 1is only a snmall fraction of the total pressure. Consequently,
the partial-pressure results obtained are very discordant, making it
advisable to onit equations for this substance.

ERIfJUE

Element.-Vapor-pressure measurements of liquid helium were 0 •
made by Keesom, Weber, and Norgaard (197) (1.72-4.22o), Keesom,
Weber, and Schmidt (198) (0.843-4.90'), and Onnes and Weber (270)
(1.47-5.16'). The liquid exists in two forms, the transition between
which takes place over a range of temperature centered around
2.19'. The following vapor-pressure equations are those of Keesom
and his coworkers, atered only by the change from millimeters to
atmospheres.
Liquid- Ga. (He)

log P (at.) =-- -+0.
9 22 

log T+0.154; (T<2.19*),

log P (at.) -3"4+ 2.208 log T-0.664; (T>2.19),

B. P. - 4.22. 0 0
KY'DlOGIUN

Eement.-Vapor pressures of hydrogen were measured by Bon-
hoeffer and Harteck (85) (13.8-20.40, both normal and pars), Bulle
(53) (20-320), Cath and Onnes (62) (24-330), Henning (153) (14-21-),
Keesom, Bijl, and Van der Horst (195) (15-20*), Onnes, Crommelin,
and ('ath (271) (32-330), and Travers and Jaquerod (417,418) (14-210).
It would be very difficult to derive entirely satisfactory heat and free 0 0
energy of vaporization equations for this substance because of the
very low temperatures involved and the difficulty in taking account

* 0
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of gas imperfection. Furthermore, liquid hydrogen has some unusual

properties. For example, the heat of vaporization rises as the temn-
perature is decreased below the boiling point, reaches a maximum at
tionships are given, but vapor-pressure equations are mncl ed for
ordinary hydrogen and for the paraform.
Liquid-. Gas (H,)

Ordinary hyjdrogen,

log P(a.)=- -255

B. P. =20.25*.

hydrogen from a consideration of the heat of vaporization of the
solid and the specific heats of solid and gas. This equation, after
changing from centimeters to atmospheres, follows.

Solid-.Gas (112) 0
Ordinary hydrogen

log P (at.) 40.123 +2.5 log) T+

5.30X 10-107'+3.67X 10-11Tn- 1.1108.

The symbol E(91) refers to the energy corresponding to the Debye

funtio ofjr=91. Table 14 gives vapor-pressure results computed 0

from this relationship.

TA1DLM 14.-Vaor~ pressusres of solid Aydroe

70.......................... ..... 4X1's 11.0 -............. .79X10_1

7 --- -- --- --- *-- ---------- 5. 8X W & 11.5 ..... ........................ . 0X1011
a95..............................--- .3I2X -- 133................5.9
1.0....... -......... .............. 1.7X10-4 12.... ................. ..... .... 7.0X10'

10.5 .............................. w

Waer.-M any investigators have studied the vapor pressure of 0
water-Crafts (69) (408.5020), Derby, Daniels, and Gutsche (82)
(2980), Drucker, Jiinkno, and Kangro (91) (139-1560), Fenhy (105)
(278.2980), Hlolborn and Baumiann (168) (473-MV3), Holborn and
Henning (169) (273-4730), Jolly and Briscoe (190) (297-325%)
Kahlbaum (193) (283-3151), Keyes and Smith (202) (373-5830)
Osborne, Stinison, Fiock, and (linnings (272) (383-6470) Scheel and
Heuse (344, 345) (213.3230), Smith and Menzies (367) (322.3690)
Washburn (433) (183-2730), Wertheimier (438) (273-6470), and many 0
others. With a few minor exceptions the data below I atmosphere

0 0
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are in very good agreement. The higher-pressure figures were not

utilized for the present purpose. To avoid the effects due to associ-
ated molecules and other gas imperfections the equations have been
based largely on the lower-pressure data, particularly on the figures
for ice. It is to be noticed that the free-energy equation for the
vaporization of the liquid gives AF'=0 at 373.4', which is 0.30 above
the normal boiling point. According to this equation the fugacity
of the monomolecular species is unity at this temperature. However, 0 0
because of certain minor corrections which have not been made, this
statement probably has but little significance.
Solid- Gas (HO)

C,(g)=8.22+0.15)X 10IT-- I.34XO7',
C,(s) =0.56+31.3X 10-IT,
AC =7.66-31.2X10-'T+1.34X I0T',
AH= 11,260+7.66 T- 15.6X 10-8'7+0.446X l07%,
&AP= 11,260-17.64 T log T+ 15.6X 10-1T'-0.223X 10-7%+7.656 T, 0 0
AHm.&= 12,169; AFr.,= 1,910.

Liquid-Gas (131O)
C,(g) =8.22+0.15X1(0-T+ 1.34X IO"-'7,
C,(1 = 18.03,
AC = -9.81 +0.15X 10-3T+ 1.34X 10-7%',
Al!= 13,425-9.51 T+0.075X 10-'T'+o.446X 10

- 7,
AF= 13,425+22.59 Tlog T-0.075 1 -0.223 X 10r7

t-
94.00 T,

AHm.. = 10,520; A m = 2,054.

It is to be noted that the value AF ,=2,054 for the free-energy 0 0
difference between gas and liquid is virtually identical with the figure
2,053 given by Lewis and Randall (226).

An approximate equation also is included for the vapor pressure of
water composed of the heavy isotope (atomic weight 2) of hydrogen.
Leiis and Macdonald (225) compared the vapor pressure of a sample
of this water of over 99 percent purity with that of ordinary water
in a differential tensimeter. Their pressure differences have been 0 0
subtracted from the results of Holborn and Henning for ordinary
water at the corresponding temperatures.

Liquid- Gas (BHO)
log P (at.) -2 i2---+6.106,

B. P.=374.5.

Water composed of the heavy isotope of hydrogen has a heat of 0 0
vaporization greater than that of ordinary water by about 260 calories
per mole. This corresponds to about 0.6 unit in the entropy of
vaporization at the boiling point.

Peroride.-The vapor pressure of liquid hydrogen peroxide, H,01 ,
was measured by Maass and Hiebert (228) (296-349*). Some de-
composition of their sample occurred during the course of the meas-
urements. Z-function values, computed on the assumption that

-C,=-14, when plotted against may be fitted by a straight line 0 0

with an extreme variation in I of 0.34 unit if one obviously erratic
point is omitted.
Liquid-. Gas. (HO

AC = - 14,
aL= 16,300-14 ,
AP = 16,300+32.2 r log T-122.67 T, :.
B. P.=4310; Al,,,= 10,266; A&Am-2.0 0
AH. 12,127; AP-%8,48&

* 0
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Sulphide.-Biue (30) (164-214'), Klemene (204) (153-207'),
Klemenc and Bankowski (205) (153-213'), Regnault (300) (247-
340), Steele and Bagster (377) (198-214*), and Steele and McIntosh
(378) (185-213-) have measured the vapor pressure of hydrogen
sulphide. The solid exists in three different polymorphic forms, and
Blue has measured the temperatures and beats of transition as well
as the heat and temperature ef fusion, boiling point, and heat of 6 0
vaporization. The free-energy and heat of vaporization equations
are obtained from his thermal data. Correction to the ideal state
was made for the heat of vaporization. The specific heat of the liquid
may be taken as constant at 16.25, and that of the solid state stable
between 126.20 and the nielting point, 187.60, is approx.wnated by
(Cv(S,)=9.83+0.024 T. For the specific heat of the gas the value
7.95=4 R is used.

Liquid- Gas (HA8)
(',9() 7.95,
C,(l)= 16.25,
aC= -8.30,
AW= 6,254-8.30 r,
AF1 6,254+19.11 Tlog T- 73.83 T.

Sold (S)-Gas (HAS)
C0 (g) = 7.95,
C,(S)= 9.83 +0.024 T,
AC - -. 88-0.024 T,
AH=f,040-1.88 T-0.0i2 7,
AF*- t;,040+4.33 Tlog T+0.012 T-41.34 T.

No equations are given for the other solid forms, since the transi-
tion between S, and S. is not sharp but is of the amnmonium chloride
type. The vapor pressure of the liquid is represented by the follow-
ing equation, which agrees with Blue's data and is also a fair repre-
sentation of the mean of the others:

Liquid- Gas (H13)

log P (at.)= - 4.177 log T+ 16.195,

B. P.=212.8*.
Disulphide.-Liquid hydrogen disulphide, H, was studied by

Butler and Maass (57) (273-3180). Their data are quite erratic, and
therefore a log P equation only is included. They give 183.50 as the 0
melting point.
L iq u id - G a a ( H )2) 0 7

log2077+...log P (at.)= -- +--.1o0,

B. P. = 337*.

Bromnide.-Vapor-pressure measurements of hydrogen bromide were
made by Drozdowski and Pietrzak (90) (83-360o), Henglein (149)
(177-209'), Steele and Bagster (377) (197-207*), and Steele and
McIntosh (378) (168-208°). Heat and free energy of vpporization
equations are obtained from low-temperature thermal data, correc-
tion being made for gas imperfection. This substance undergoes
three transformations in the solid state between 15° and the melting
point, 186.20. Only the liquid and highest-temperature solid form
are considered. The specific heat of the former is nearly constant, I •
14.26, and that of the latter may be represeuted down to 1200 by the
average value, 11.40.

0
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Ujquid--Ga (HBr) i.,

AC -- 7.31,
AF=5,752-7.31 T,
AF 0 =5,752-+16.83 Tlog T-66.77 T.

Scid (S)-Gax (HBr)
C(g) = 6.95,
C,(SI)= 11.40,
AC- -4.45,
AW=5,795-4.45 T,
AF- 5,795 +10.25 T log T- 52.06 T.

The equation for vapor pressure of the liquid derivable from the
above free-energy relationship, on the assumption AF°= -RT In P,
does not fit the experimental data. However, that for the solid
similarly derived is satisfactory, since under the low pressures involved
fugacity and pressure are virtually equal. The following equation is
a good representation of the experinentally detenined vapor pres- S 0
sures for the liquid range.

Liquid-. Gas (HBr)
1,290

log P (at.) - ,- -3.679 log T+ 14.

Chloride.-Vapor pressures of hydrogen chloride weio measured by
Briner (45) (298-3240), Cardoso and Gerinann (60) (248-3240),
Drozdowski and Pietrzak (90) (83-299°), Giauque and Wiebe (122)
(132-196°), llenglein (149) (1H15-16l), lenning and Stock (155)
(155-186"), Karwat (194) (122-160'), Steele and McIntosh (378)
(163-1930), and Stock, Henning, and Kusz (400) (162-188'). This
substance exhibits two solid modifications with the transition point
at 98.40. The melting point is 158.90. These values and the corre-
sponding latent-heat results and the heat of vaporization obtained
by Giauque and Wiebe are used to derive heat and free energy of * 0
vaporization equations. Correction has been nade for gas imperfec-

tion. The following specific-heat equations are employed!- ,(g)=
6.95, ((l) 13.97, C,(S )=5.70+0.O38T, and C(,(S,) =0.86+
0.0074 T. Those for the solid and liquid forms are in agreement
with the measurements of Giauque and Wiebe, that for I, being
good only down to 400, however. The equation for the gas is the

7
classical C,-R.

Liquid- Gas (HCI)

Ail= 5209-7.02 T,
aF*=5,209+ 16.17 Tlog T-64.42 T.

Solid (',)-Gu (HCI)
C,(g) = 6.95,, 0 0
C,(s) =5.70+0.038 T, *1

AC = 1.25-0.038 T,
411=4,51+1.25 T-0.019 7',
AF*=4,851-2.88 Tlog T+0.019 '-23.25 T.

Solid (SM)-Ga (HCI)
C W=6.95,
C(S,,) ='0.8+0.074 T,
AC =6.09-0.074 T,
Ail= 4,833+6.09 T-0.037 7',
Ar= 4,833-14.03 T log T+0.037 TA-2.622 T.

PA

" 0

*/
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'3 !; The corresponding vapor-pressure equations are satisfactory for

the two solid forms where the vapor pressures are low, but in the
case of the liquid the correction for gas imperfection is important.
For the latter the following equation is suggested:
Liquid- Gas (HQI)

log P (at.) log T+ 14.l99,
B. P.,1&1° .

R1uoride.-The vapor pressure of liquid hydrogen fluoride was
measured by Simons (862) (192-320°), and Simons and Hildebrand
(363) have studied the density and complexity of the gas. They find
that the properties are explainable on the assumption of the presence
of the two molecular species, HF and (HF),, and have given informa -
tion sufficient for obtaining the partial pressures of these two species
in equilibrium with the liquid at various temperatures. Ignoring
AC,, the following results are obtained.

Liquid- G a (HF)
AH= 7,460,
aF, 7,460-24.35 7,
P (HF)-I at. at 306.4.AP~M., = 201.•

liquid- Gas I (HF)j
AH= 5,020,
AFO-5,020- 15.48 T,
P (HF)g- 1 at. at 324.3,
AF~m a ,= 4051.

The total vapor pressure is adequately represented by the following
equation: 0
Liquid--.Gas 1BF-k (W)d

log P (aL)- -- -3+4.49,
B. P.-293°.

Iodide.-The vapor pressure of hydrogen iodide was measured by
Drozdowski and Pietrzak (90) (83-420'), Henglein (149) (177-2090),
Steele and Bagster (377) (220-234°), and Steele and McIntosh (878) 6
(195-238'). The beat and free energy of vaporization equations
are based on low-temperature thermal data, as was done with HCI
and HBr. The data usd for this purpose are those of Gisuque and
Wiebe (123). The heat and free energy necessary to convert the
attual gas into the hypothetical ideal gas at the boiling point were
computed, as usual, on the assumption of Berthelot's equation of
state.

The specific heat of the liquid is nearly constant, 14.25, while for I •
the solid form stable below the melting point the average value for
the temperature range 125 to 222.30 (melting point) is 11.15. (This
substance shows two transitions between 15 and 222.30, the character
of which precludes the utilization of simple specific-heat equations
for the lowest and intermediate temperature solid forms. The
highest temperature solid form above 125' gives a specific-heat curve
having a relatively small temperature coefficient and this form only
is considered with the understanding that the equations are not 0
valid below 1250.)

t!* S
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LUquid-G#A (HI)

-C, - 73,
AJ= 6,502- 7.30 T,
AF-=6,502+ 16.81 Tlog T-67.23 ".

Solid (S,)- Ga, (HI) 0 0

S(g)=]6.15,

AC- -4.20,
AH=6,499-4.20 .
AF*=6,499+9.67 f'log T-0.46 T.

The following equations repreqent the experimental vapor-pressure
measurements with the exception of those of Steele and Bagster, 0 0
which appear to be in considerable error.
Liquid--. G (HI)

1 458
log P (at.)= -:.----3.764 log T+14.859.

Solid (S,)-.Ga (HI)

log P (at.)=--- 2.114 log T+ 10.516.

Cyanide.-Bredig and Teichmann (40) (258"4530), Hara and
Sinozaki (143) (273-3201), Perry and Porter (282) (243-301'),
Shirado (359) (2910), and Sinozaki, Hara, and Mitsukuri (365)
(187-320') have studied the vapor pressure of hydrogen cyanide,
HCN. All the results are in good agreement. Taking AC, as zero, it1

was found that for the liquid the Z-function values plotted against 

give a straight line, and the I values from the data of the individual
investigations lie in a range of 0.01 unit, while for the solid similar
calculations give 0.13 unit.

Liquid- Gas (HCN)
etH= 6,600,
A 0 -6,660-22.29 T,
B. P.=298.8*; AS=j.-22S
Ar,.m- 15. 0 0

Solld-.Ga. (HCN)
AH- 8,940,
AF* 8S940-31.06 T,

,A?=.1 -319.

The melting point and heat of fusion corresponding to these
equations are, respectively, 260.00 and 2,280 calories per gram
formula weight.

Sdenide.-The vapor pressure of hydrogen selenide was measured I 0

by Bruylants and Dondeyne (51) (194-2530), De Forcrand and
Fonezes-Diacon (111) (231-304'), and Stein (379) (173-2290). This
subsrance melts at 2070. For the liquid range the results of Bruy-
lants and Dondeyne are the most consistent and not far different
from the mean of the others. The experimental data for the solid
are sketchy and show an abnormally high temperature coefficient.
Consequently, equations for this form are omitted. Taking AC, as 0 0 0
zero, the individual I values obtained from Bruylants and Dondeyne's
data vary over a range of only 0.05 unit.

0
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Liquid-Gag (H,&e)

arF%4,88O-21.05 T,
B. P. - 231.8*; ASmsj= 2 1.0.

Telluride. -Bruylants (50) (213-273*) and Stein (579) (195-273*)
have measured the vapor pressure of hydrogen telluride, H2 e. The

iTresuilts of Bruvltaits are undoubtedly the better, and about half of
Sinsdata fall on Bruvlants' curve. Again taking AC, as zero, it is

found that Bruylants' results give a variation in I of 0.09 unit for the
liquid and 0.20 unit for the solid.
Liquid-Gaa (RTe)

41H=5,650.

B. P. =270-90; AS=,,, ,20.91
AF 0

2 1, - 588.

Solid- Gag (H,Te)
AH7,320,

Ar-=7,320-28.31 T.

From these equation,, the melting point is 224.20 and the heat of
fii-.ion 1,670 calories per grain formulA weight. However, since there
tire only a few vaipor-pressure results for the solid, this heat of fusion 0
value may be qiiite seriously in error.

XODMN

FMerent.-Arctowski (8) (286-345o), Baxter and Grose (18)
(273-368'), Baxter, Hlickey, and Holmes (20) (273-328*), Dewar
(83) (273-303'), Gerry and Gillespie (117) (305-358o), Haber and
Kerschibaumn (138) (225-264'), Naumann (257) (232-286'), Ramn-
say and Young (2-98) (331-4590), Richter (302) (358-3860), Strass-
mann (403) (:305--358'), Wiedenmann (440) (273-4530), and Wright
(442) (352-3730) have gvnapr-pressure data for iodine. Fo
the solid, the results of Baxter and his coworkers and Ramsay and
Young are in good agreement. The data of Haber and Kcrschbauin
also aire consistetit among themselves, but the pressure ran e studied
is below 0.009 min, and, because of increased expimen error at
these low pressures, their results do not agree very well with the extra-
polation of Baxter and his coworkers' data.

Giauque (119) has obtained a vapor-pressure equation for solid
iodine based on gas-free energies calculated from spectroscopic data
and the vapor-pressure data of Baxter and his coworkers. The heat
and free-energy equations given here for the solid correspond to the
vapor-pressure relationship of Giauque.

8olid Gas ',)0
C (0)-g.0,

F.)13.0,
AC - -4.0,
AWL 1606- 40T
4P -#606 l .2' g T_ 61. 186 T,

For the vaporization of the liquid, the constant I was obtained from
the free energy of vaporization at the mnelting point, 386.10, and AN *
was taken from the ---funuction plot of the data of Ramsay and Youn
and of W~iedlemann, which aire the only ones extending intoD the liquid
range. The equations finally adopted agree with the measurements
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* of Wiedemann, who found slightly higher pressures than did Ramsay
and Young.

Liquid-Ge. (I,)

aI/'13,ii 6 -7.O T,
aF = 13,5M0+ 16.1 T log T- 72.59 T,
B. P.-456*; AH,5 6.= 10,388; AS,,,= 22.8,
&Hn..1 - 11,493; &P, = 3,817.

The heat of fusion is computed to be 3,650 calories per mole at the
mnelting pon,361.The entropy of fusion is 9.45 units.

Iptfuoride.-Solid iodine heptafluoride, IF,, was studied by
Ruff and Keiin (326) (210-2730). They state that this substance 0 0
has the theoreticul molecular weight in the gaseous state correspond-
.I ng to the formula IF,. The melting point reported is 278-2790.
7C, has been neglected in this case.

Solid-.Ga. (IF,)
&P=7480-2.9 T,
S. P. =277*; Ag?69,

IROK

Element.-Vapor-pressure measurements of iron were made by
Greenwood (131) (2,7230), Jones, Latngmiuir, and Mackay (191)
(1,270-1,5800), and Ruff and Borrnann (319) (2,723*). Overstreet
(273) has computed free-energy values for iron gas at various tempera-
tures up to 3,000' from spectroscopic data. The vaspor-pressure re-
suilts of Jones, Langinmir, and Mackay, of -)-iron are the most reliable 0 0
experimental data. From their filgires is setected the smoothed

valti-RMP A!7F 3. at 1,400'. Fromn this value, Overstreet's

results, and the F~~data for -y-iron there is found AEOT
96,030. The suminary of the free energy of vaporization calcula-
tions is given in table 15. 0

TABLE 15.-Free mntgy of 90 poribolion data for irons

___________ T ___ F_ 7- -

us..... ..... -. -574 31 -2499 -33.75 322.4 M.799
40.. .... -- --- -39.272 -4,(A -33.23 24008 304.C 8
4M_00 - - -41.504 -5.96 -3&393 f 00 334.44 30 0
8M--- - --- -4&.250 -7.62 -3& 63 311.06 K9441I

03, . -44,515 -9.07 -33.45 9K.03 K0.M
t.19 - 4&054 -9.77 -35.233 87.30 510

1.3- ---- -45.543 -M044 -55.10 am02 44.92
1. .... -44& 409 -11.67 -34,74 09.59 33.9M

]:m. - - --0 -443.789 -1123 -34.5 6 0402 23.46
3.000 -47. 143 -1215 - 34. 3v 00. 02 25.0
1.7w- . .. . -47.481 -13.24 -34.24 B&4V 212
1A. ... -47 7M - 13. 72 -34. 01 5335 it.27
I3low - 4K 005 -14.25 3..M 30.94 It70
II2 . ..... .& 49378 -it.I's -23.060 49.02 I4.4
2,1. .... ... -44 447 -1527 -33. M 45.73 32.99
3230..... -- - -4&W4 -3.74 -2&.34 43 68 30.0
2.M .. ........... ... -49.130 -39.37 -3299 41.75 & 77

ii0 0

0 0
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Designating the solid forms of iron by a, P, y, and 5, as is customary,

the following results are obtained from the data in the last column of
table 15. The figure 5.63 used for the specific beat of iron gas is an
approximate, average value for the temperature range 298 to 3,0000.

The increase over the classical value 3 R=4.97 is due to the energy
freedym.

absorbed in electronic degrees of freedom

*. Solid (a)--Gae (Fe) (273-1,041*)
C,(g) =5.63,i ~C, (*) 4.13 + 838X 10"42r,

AC,= .50-6.38X 10-IT,
A// 96,520+ 1.50 T-3.19X 10--T,
AF

° 96,520- 3.45 T log T 3.19X 10-ITP-28.77 T,
96,684; AF*2WA = 85,682; Sm.,(g) =43.38. 0

Solid (8)-Gas (Fe) (1,041-1,1790)
Gkg) = 5.63,
C, 0 )=6.l2+3.36X10-'T
SA5=-O--0.49--3.36X 10-',
A =96,620-049 T- 1.68X 10-7T',

F= 96,620+ 1.13 T log T+ 1.68X I-*T'-41.10 T,
AH.w.,= 96,325; AF-m, =85,351.

Solid (vY)-Gas (Fe) (1,179-1,6740)
C (g) =5.63, 0 0
Cy) - 8.40,

aC, -- 277,
tW= 96 ,610-2.77 T
i.F0=96,610+6.3ST log T-55.22 T,

AItm., = 95,784; ,F~m~t = 84,855.
Solid (W)-. Gas (Fe) (1,674-1,803*)

C(g) =5.63,
4(3) = 10.00,
AC- =-4.37,
.W= 99,090-4.37 T,
AF 0 =99,090+ 10.06 Tlog T-68.54 T,
411t, = 97,787; AF0

2 .= 86,078.
Liquid-.Gas (Fe) (1,803 - )

C(g) =5.63,i ~C,() =8.l8,
&C-252,
aH,92,200-2.52 T
&P0 =92,200+5.80 fTlog T-50.83 T, 0
B. P.= 3,0080; lHm,= 84,620; hSam= 29.1,
ATHm..,- 91,449; & j.jo81,I26.

Ferrous cldoride.-The vapor pressure of ferrous chloride was meas-
ured by Maier (232) (972-1,268'). The data are quite concordant.
If one point is omitted, the extreme variation in I is 0.43 unit when
Z-function values are computed on the assumption that AC,- - 10.

Liquid- Gam (FoeCI) 0Ac',- - 10,

AH=43,200- 10OT,
hF 43,200+23.0 Tlog T-104.87 T,
B. P.= 1,299*; AHem=30,210; ASIm-23.3,
AHm. 1 40,219; AFm.-=28,903.

Ferric chloride.-Jellinek and Koop (188) (473-553*), Maier (BSS)
(489-592'), and Stirnemann (381) (526-766') have measured the
vapor pressure of ferric chloride. Stirnemann has obtained the most •
extensive data, covering the temperature range of importance for the
solid and extending wel into the liquid range. His results, corrected
for dissociation, for the solid fall between those of Jellinek and Koop

II l II i
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and of Maier, while for the liquid he is in approximate agreement with
Maier, who covered only a short temperature interv . The equa-
tions that follow are based on Stirnemann's work. The specific heat
of the gas is taken as 34 calories per mole of Fe.CI4 . The variation in I
for the solid is 0.16 unit and for the liquid (.05 unit. The latter figure
applies only to vapor pressures below 2 atmospheres. The data of 0
Stirnemann go up to over 9 atmospheres, but the figures above 2 atmos-

pheres have not been considered because of the effects of gas imper-
fection, which are readily apparent in the 1.function plot.

Solid-. Gas (Fej' 10
C (g)= 34,
F() =40.8+26.4X 1o-'T,
aC - 6.8- 26.4x 10-T,
AD=41,400-6.8 T- 13.2X 10--7M, •
AF=41,400 +15.7 Tlog T+ 13.2X 10-7'-122.17 T,
aHm., = 38,200; APm..,--17,735.

Liquid-. Gas (FeCI)
C (g) - 34.

AH 29,soo-3o T,
AP=29,80o +69.1 Tlog T-241.90 r,
B. P.= 5920; &H!t= 12,040; a8m-20.3,
4lM.,- 20,960; APFM.,8,669.

From these equations it follows that the heat of fusion at the
melting point, 5770, is 20,590 calories per gram formula weight.

Carbonyl.-Iron pentacarbonyl, Fe(CO)5, was studied in the
liquid state by Trautz and Badstiibner (413) (320-378o). If A',
is neglected, their extensive set of data shows a variation in I of
0.12 unit, two determinations being discarded.

Liquid- Gas (Fe(OO)s)A H-9,000,
AP = 9,000- 23.83 T,
B. P.=3780 ; &Sm- 23.8a,=~.ff 1,896.

KRYPTONJ

Element.-The vapor pressure of krvpton was studied by Allen
and Moore (3) (114-121'), Peters ana WVeil (283) (81-122o), and 0 0
Ramsay and Travers (296) (84-291'). The most extensive data
for the solid are thoe of Peters and Weil, with which the other
results are in fair agreement. The liquid range is not considered
here, since the results of Allen and Moore andof Peters and Weil
cover only a short temperature interval and those of Ramsay and
Travers are very erratic. The melting point is 116.50, and the
boiling point of the liquid is 120.20, according to Allen and Moore.

Solid- Gas (Kr)
&iH=2,640,
AF'=2,540--21.03 T.

LIAD

Element.-Several investigators have studied the vapor pressure
of liquid lead-Egerton (96) (600-1,200'), Greenwood(131, 135,
133) (1,593-2,3730), Harteck (144) (1,353-1,4770), Ingold (175)
(1,195-1,6110), Leitgebel (223) (2,0130), Rodebush and Dixon (509 1 •
310) (1,391-1,5970), Ruff and Bergdahl (316) (1,548-1,828*), and
Von Wartenberg (425, 427) (1,081-1,9030). The results show con-

ItI
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siderable disagreement and on the X-function plot fall into three

group,;. The data of Egerton, Harteck, Leitgebel, and Rodebush
and Dixon are in fair agreement, while those of Ingold and some
of Von Wart-enberg'q results form a second distinct set. The third

Ij ~ consists of the data of Greenwood and of Ruff and Bergdahl. The
present author believest that the results of Egerton, Harteck, Leit-
gebel, and Rodehush and Dixon are the most reliable. Greenwood,
and Ruff and Bergdahl generally find too high a pressure for the
corresponding temperature reported, and Rodebush and Dixon
have made it appear highly probable that Ingold's temiperature ;

mneasuremients tire, in serious erro)r. The value of I for the vapor-
ization of the liquiid was obtained from the entropy of the gas as
given by the Sackur equation, 8029#.,=41.90, the entropy of the
solid at 298.10, aind the high-temperature thermal data. Application
of this value of I to the X-function figures from the four investiga- 0
tions considered leads to four values for AMI0-46,360, 45,700, 45,660,
and 45,890, respectively. A weighted mean, 45,750, has been
adopted. Ileat and free-energy equations for the vaporization of the
solid were obtained from those for the liquid and the necessary
thermal data.

Liquld-. Gas (Pb)

C( )-4 97,

Aif= 45,750 - 1.83 T,

B. P. - 2,0170; iIf.= 42,059; AS 0j20.85,
All,., = 45,204; AF0

2 .. , =37,948.
Solid- Gas (Pb)

C,,tq) = 4.97.
C,,(#) = 5.77+ 2.02X 10-3T 0.
AC = - 0.0-2.02X 10-34,
aP0 

= 46,720 +1.94 T log T+ 1.01 X W3-7'2-32.23 T,
AHm.1-46,392; AF"~.,=38,559; 8n.,(g)=4.90.

* Ornde.-Feiser (103) (1,023-l,745*) has given some indirectly
* determined vapor-pressure approximations for lead oxide, PbO, and

a directly determined boiling point at 1 atmosphere pressure, 1,7450.
Maier. (234) has obtained the following heat and free energy of

vaporization equations from Feiser's boiling-point temperature, a
computed value for the entropy of vaporization of the solid,
A~.=93 and a heat of fusion, 2,820 calories per grain formula
weight, computed from melting-point data for the PbO -SbAO and
PbO-PhF2 systems. The melting point is 1,1630.

SoI~d-Gaa (PbO)

eC(s) 10.33+3.ISX I0-T,00
AC =- 1.83 -3.18X 10-T,
AlA 61,610-1.83 r- 1.59X 10-P?,
aP%=61,610+4.21 T log T+ 1.59X(I0-3'1-52.31 T,

A 1. 60,923; &P0
1 1 ., =49,203.

Liquid-Gaii (PbO)
AC =-a-55,

-a 'Vt 910-5 5 T
Ap. 6, 910+ 12.61 T lo T- 75.96 T,
B. P. - 1,745*; all174= 51,312; &8114s=29.4,
AH,,.1,-59,270; AP 0

1 .,- 47,612.
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Sudphide.-Vapor-pressure measurements of solid lead sul hide
PbS, were made by Schenckand Albers (348) (1,123-1,2050) rs
the specific heat of the gas as 9 calories per mole of PbS in computin

* Z-function values, it was found that the data could be represente
wAith an extreme variation in I of 0.13 unit after two obviously
erratic results are discarded. This substance melts at about 1,387*.

Solid-.Gas (Mb)
C()=9.0,
C#)=10.63+ 4.01 X 10-9,

AC = -1.63 -4.01 X10-T,
Aif= 60,YssO- 1.63 T-2.OOX I0--',
AF*=6,XXS0+3.75 Tlog T+2.OOXI-T'-54.62 T,
A112 3 , = 60,216; arm,.1 = 47,542.

Bromide.-Greiner and Jellinck (134) (1,0430), Voliner (424) (683-
.943*), and Von Wartenberg and Bosse (431) (1,008-1,i91o) have
studied the vapor pressure of lead bromide. Since Von Wartenberg
and Bosse report a slight dissociation near the boiling point, at
first sight it would appear better to base the heat and free-energy
equations on the data obtained by Volmer for the solid. However,
Volxner's data for solid and liquid lead bromide cannot be reconciled
with the directly measured heat of fusion, this also being true in
the case of lead chloride. His results for the liquid range a ppear00
to be verv reliable when compared with other investigators, but if
his data for the solid also are adopted in the present instance an
error in the heat of fusion of about 2,000 calories, or approximately
50 percent of the mecasu red value, must be postulated. Consequently,
the heat and free energy of vaporization equations below are based
on the vapor-pres-su re data for the liquid and the directly measured
thermal data. Z-fuinction values for the liquid show an extreme
variation in I of 0.27 unit, all the available data being considered.

Liquid- Gas (PbBrg)
C()14.0,

AC-=- 13.4,
AJ/=43600-13 '4 T
AF*=43,60+30.9 l~og T- 131.'73 T
B. P. =I1, 87*; &11,,0 27,694; ASua,"2i3,

laI~ua = 965 Ap..= 27,123.
soli- Gas (PbBri)

AC = - 4.13 -3.10 X 10-8T,
aif=.41,730-4.13 T-1.55X 10-47"
AF 0 -=41,730 +g.51 T lo T+I1.55 X10-97T'- 8.82 T,

am,= 40,361; arms., =28,368.

CMoride.-Eastman and Duschak (92) (775-1,218*), Greiner and 0
Jellinek (134) (1,033-1,043'), Jellinek and Golubowski (182) (933-
1,0530; extrapolation from a study of mixtures), Mfaier (232) (880-
1,2660), Voliner (424) (713-873'), and Von Wartknrierg and Bosse
(431) (1,043-1,2270) have measured the vapor pressure of lead
chloride. The results for the liquid range show disagreement, and
the data of Greiner and Jellinek, Maier, and Voliner are adopted,
since they give the more reasonable value for the entropy of var-
zation. The same procedure was followed as in the case of the 0

bromide, no weight being given to VoLiner's results for the solid

12024?-45---4
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on account of the lack of agreement between his results and the
directly measured heat of fusion.
Liquid-. Gas (PbCl)!! ~2 -,, 14.0,

,(O -27.2,
~A- - 18.2,

all= 45,800- 13.2 7',
F = 45,800+ 30.4 1 log T-131.22 T.

B. P. - 1,227; , Hm =29,604; AS,mff=24.1,
&~llm. = 41,865; AF~m. = 29,107.

Solid- Gas (PbCIj
C,(g) = 14.0,
C,(s) = 15.88+8.35X 10T,AC C= - 1.88 -9.35X 10"-&T,
W-= 45,210- 1.88 T-4.18X 10-87-,
AF*=45,210+4.33 Tlog T+4.18X10-9T7'-58.41 ,

aH.a = 44,279; AF
0
,-., = 31,363.

luorid.-The only available vapor-pressure measurements of
lead fluoride are those of Von Wartenberg and Bosse (431) (1,351-
1,5620) for the liquid. These measurements are very concordant, the
variation in I being only 0.1 unit if Z-values are computed on the
assumption that LC,=-10.
Liquid--. G- (PbF) 0 0

Aa-, - 10,
AM= 54,000- 10 7',
AF* = 54,000+ 23.0 T log T-107.96 r,
B. P.- 1,566*; AHsu= 38,340; ASM=24.5,
A 2 0.1 = 51,019; 

0
FM.,= 38,782.

Thermal data for obtaining equations for the solid are not available.
Iodide.-Liquid lead iodide was studied by Greiner and Jellinek

(134) (1,033-1,0730) and Jellinek and Rudat (184) (923-1,0730). S
Their results are in good agreement, the variation in I being 0.13
unit. The equations for the solid are obtained from those for the
liquid and high-temperature thermal data.

Liquid--. Ga" (PbI)
C,(g) =14.0,

,(1 32.3,aC,= - 18.3, •
AH= 45,80- 18.3 T
A °=45,800+42.1 #Iog T-168.78 T,B. P. - 1, 145*; AH ... =24,846; AS "au-21.7,
AHm., = 40,345; AF-m. = 26,541.

Solid-. Gs (PbI*)
Cp(g) = 14.0,

(s) = 18.66+ 2.93X IrT,
AC = - 4.66- 2.93X 10'T,
&WI=42,760-4.66 T-1.46X 10-3'7, 0
aF0 =42,760+ 10.73 Tlog T+ 1.46X 10IO-7-76.83 T,
AlHl. = 41,241; AF."@, = 27,902.

Tetramethyl-lad.-Tanaka and Nagai (404) (298-3080) havegiven
two vapor-pressure results for tetramethyi-lead, Pb(CHa),. These
results indicate a heat of vaporization of about 9,100 calories per
gram formula weight and a boiling point of 376.50. However, two
determinations which are separated by only 100 in temperature and 0
10 Dim in pressure do not really warrant such calculations, and
consequently these results are not considered significant.

I i
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Mement.-Bogros (33, 34) (723-845o), H~artmann and Schneider
(146) (1,204-1,353*), and Lewis (227) (852-926*) have measured the
vapor pressure of lithium in the liquid state, and Ruff and Jobannsen
(32~4) have stated that the boili point is above 1,6730. Calculations
from spectroscopic data of the free energy of the gas at various tem-
peratures up to 3,0000 were mnade by Overstreet (273). Since the
results of th~e three investigations on ii u{id lithium do not agree,
some arbitrar choice must be made. V this case, the data of
Hartmann and Schneider are selected, since they have studied several
of the metals and it is possible to obtain information concerning the
accuracy of their work by comparison with the results of other

investigators. At 1,2500 a smoothed value, T _RIn 6.2
is obtained from their result--. This leads to the figure, 36,100
calories, for AEO. Table 16 sutmmarizes the free energy of vapor-
ization calculations.

TADLIC 16 -ree eniergy of vaporizationl data for' lithium

IT T _T T T~

---- _----- -2.14 -3.6 -2C50 121.10 9& s0
4M0 ----- -29.644 -4.93 -34.71 90.25 ft.94
M ---- _------ .. -0.133 -& 20 -24.55 r 720 47.66
am.... -33. W2 -7.48 -34.13 90.17 3X.go
790 ..........- .. . . -31424 -& 56 -2&86 33.67 27.71
am... ....... .... -- .-- -3303R7 -W 52 -2& 37 4& 12 21.35
9M . .... .. -33 672 -14.34 -3.31 40.11 16.o3
3. 000 - -----.......- 34.196 -11.12 -23.018 3630 M3.02
I . ......... .. ... __. .. . -34.366 -31.30 -2.97 3182 9.96

)' ......... .. - ---- -33.101 -1144 -n306 3003 7. 42
.3 ........................... ......... -3U.499 -3102 -23.48 27.77 & 23

A X-function plot for the values in the last column of table 16 for
the liquid state gives AIJ0=36,4l0 with an extreme deviation in I of
0.04 unit, while for the solid AH0,=35,960, with a deviation in I of
0.05 unit. [

Solid- Gas (M)
C t 4.97,

i?, () = 0.68 + I8.0X IO0T,
a =429 - 18.0OX 10-'T,
&H3,960+4.29 T-9.0xi0-T'%,

AP0=35,960-g.88 rTiog T+9.ox 10-87-2.23 T,
AIIm. , 36,439; Ar,,.-28,807; S*1*A,() -33.15.

Uquid-.Gas (UI) 0

A 36410-2 6
Ar* = 3;,410+ i.83 tigr4ou,
B. P. = 1,645'; Hw3228 So 1.
aH99 . = 35,656; AFw., -2",24.

Bromide.-Ruff and Mfugdari (333) (1,283-l,538*) and Von War- [. 0
tenberg and Schulz (482) (1,387-1,590') have measured the vapor
pressure of liquid lithium bromide. The results of the former authors
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S are very erratic and are given no weight. Taking hC,=-7, the

!-function values from Von Wartenberg and Schulz's data, when

plotted against 1 on a straight line with an extreme variation in

Liquid-*Gas (LiBr) •

& == -7,aH 46,500-7 T,

AF 0
=46,500+16.1 Tlog T-80.88 7,

B. P. -!,5S3*; AHs=35,420; ASi"'22.4,
, It~i = 44,413; 4F~mai = 34,266.

~loride.-Maier (32) (1,154-1,525o), Ruff and Mugdan (333)
(1,318-1,598'), and Von Wartenberg and Schulz (432) (1 442-1,6570)
have measured the vapor pressure of liquid lithium eloride. The 0 0
results of Von Wartenberg and Schulz are the most consistent.
Maier agrees with them, except for his two highest and one inter-
mediate temperature determinations, while the vapor pressures
given by Ruff and Mugdan appear to be considerably too high. The
extreme variation in I for Von Wartenberg and Schulz's data is 0.25
unit when M-function values are calculated with A ,=-8.
Liquid-. Gs (Lici) 0

Ac,= -,
A= 49,200- 8 T,
AF

0
= 49,200 + 18.4 Tlog T-88.95 T,

B. P. = 1,6550; AHfw-35,960; ASau-21.7,
a mj=

4 6
,815; AF-mu.,-36,256.

FluoHde.-The vapor pressure of liquid lithium fluoride was
measured by Ruff, Schmidt, and Mugdan (339) (1,671-1,939") and
Von Wartenberg and Schulz (432) (1,626-1,820). The two sets of 0 0
data are in fair agreement but permit considerable latitude in the

I
drawing of the straight line in the Z v. - plot.

Liquid-- Gas (LiF)

AL=66,600-8 7,
AF0=66,600+ 18.4 Tlog T-94.64 T,
B. P. - 1,954'; AH,. = 50,968; AS,...-26.1, 0
AHm. 1=64,215; AFma u.=51,960.

The entropy of vaporization value seems high, but the experi-
mental data themselves do not permit a lower value. However, the
equations for this substance are certainly less accurate than those for
the chloride and bromide.

Iodide..-Ruff and Mugdan (3883) (1,223-1,273*) and Von Warten-
berg and Schulz (432) (1,223-1 2730) have reported the same set of
measurements for lithium iodide. The results, extending over the
short temperature range of 500, allow considerable choice in the slope1
of the - v. , line and probably do not warrant free-energy calculations.

The magnitude of the entropy of vaporization at least indicates that
such calculations are uncertain. However, the following equations
are given as approximations and, with the exception of the lowest
temperature determination, the corresponding vapor-pressure rela-
tionship fits the experimental resulta.

,fI
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Liquid- Gas (Wi)

4&=5,SO 7T
AF*=50,880+i6.ITog T-8.11T,
B. P.= 1,4440; AHI...=40,772; hS,.m-28.2,
AHm.i = 48,793; AF~m8 1= 37,087.

E'iemen.-Vapor-pressure meaGsumt of magnesium were made
by Greenwood (131) (1,3930), Ilartmann and Schneider (146) (1,009-
1,293'), and Ruff and Hartmnann (322) (911-1,344'). Von Warten-
berg (4:25) has stated that the normal boiling point is at a temperature
above 2,5730). The data of Hlartmann and vwchneider are undoubtedly
the best and will be used in con junction with Overstrcet's (273) free-
energy calculations for the gas to obtain the beat and free energy of
vaporization equations for the solid and liquid. At 1,200' a smoothed

curve through the results of Hlartmann and Schneider give TAP

-R 1n P=3.55. From this figure and the gas- and liquid-free,
energis, AE',r=35,560 is computed. Table 17 gives the resulting
free eergy of vaporization calculations.

TABULE 17.-Free energy of vaporization data for magneajum

TT T T T~

318.1..............................------ - -3..545 -3.80 -26.74 11929 9Z.44

am..................................------ -3.114 -&.20 -2& 91 71.12 44.21
am0...................... ..... ............- 3.019 -7.12 -2680 19.27 32.27 0
700................................. .......- 3.78S -7.95 -26.83 10 80 2&W9
OW..... .............................- 5.44 -. 68 -26. r,44.95 17-08
90 .................... ............ .033 -8.37 -26.77 44.41 17.65
1.000....................................... -X557 -10.09 -26.48 X23 9U0
I.10D0........-.--------- .---- .------------ .-.. 430 -10.77 -26 26 3Z.33 6.07
1:200 .................................. -T482 -11.38 -26.04 29.63 3.65
1.30D ---------........................ .....- 3.840 -11.90 -25.90 27235 1.43
3.400..................... ..............- 3. 228 -1249 -25.74 25.40 -. 34
JAW...........................----------- ---- -W 71 - 12 W -25.58 33.&711 -1.87

The value of I in the free-energy equation for the solid was obtained
from the entropy of vaporiztion at 298.10, which is the difference
between the entropy of the gas as given by the Sackur equation
35.51, and the entropy of the solid. The I value when subtracte

from Z0ie A' H for the liquid may be obtained from the. Allo
value for the solid and the high-temperature thermal data. This in
turn when app lied to the L- values makes; possible the calculation of.
I for the liquid.

Solid- Ga.sMg
C,(g) = 4.97,
C,(#) =6.20 +1.33 X 10-' T-O0,678 X10r7-,
AC = - 1.23 - 1.33 X I 0-r 4-O.678 X 10'?'-'
AWb36,560- 1.23 T-0.65X 10 -71.67SXl10-7t,
&F* = 36,5W + 2.K3 r log T+ 0.665 X 10-11 - 0.339X 10'?'-- 38.74 T,

=~m 35,907; AP0 ,g., =27,640; .Snv(g) =35.51. I00
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Cg W= 4.97,
F.() = 7.40,
AC = - 2.43,
A =35,870- 2.43 T
AF =35,870+5.60 #'log T-43.58 T,i' B. P. = 1,3,S0°; AH,s, 32,517; AS1 -23.6,

. 35,146; aF~m.1 F 27,010.

Oride.-Ruff and Schmidt (385) (2,223-3,033*) report some vapor-
pressure studies of magnesium oxide. The results are very uncertain,
the same pressure being recorded at temperatures differing by as
much as 600', consequently equations for the substance are omitted.

('lorke.-Maier (232) (1,056-1,401') has measured the vapor
pressure of liquid magnesium chloride. Except for his three lowest
temperature points the data are very consistent, showing an extreme
variation in Iof only 0.09 unit when I.- values are computed on the 0
assumption that AC,= 10.

Liquid-. Gas (MgCI2)AC,= - 10,
AH=49,600-10 T,
AF

° = 49,600 + 23.0 T log T- 103.58 T,
B. P.= 1.691*; AH,. =32,690; ASlo,= 19.3,
A12",= 46,619; AF., = 35,688.

The entropy of vaporization figure may be a little low and consider-
able extrapolation is involved in its calculation since Mater's deter-
minations are all below 10 cm.

Mh.NGANESi

.Element.--Only two vapor-pressure determinations are available for
manganese, those of Greenwood (131) (2,1730) and Ruff and Bormann 0
(317) (1,783'). Gayler (114) has stated that just above the melting
point manganese vaporizes under a pressure of I to 2 mm. A com-
parison of Greenwood's boiling-point determinations of the metals
with those of other investigators leads to an adjusted boiling-point
temperature, 2,425', which is used in conjunction with Overstreet's
(273) free-energy calculations for manganese gas and high-temperature
thermal data to obtain the heat anl free energy of vaporization equa-AF o

tions for the various forms of manganese. Taking T-0 at 2,4250, 0

there is obtained AFo*69,400 calories. Table 18 gives the calcu-

lated -FT values for the vaporization of manganese. These values
T

differ somewhat from the figures found previously by Maier (238),
because different data were taken to obtain AF 0

0 . However, Maier's
calculations do not lead to the correct entropy of manganese gas at 0 0
298.10, while the present results are in accordance with the spectro-
scopic calculation of this quantity.

* 0'

*
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TABLE 18.-Free energy of vaporization data for manganea.

T 2' T T r _r

2 1 ----. - ---- ................ .6.. . 4 -. 44 -3.09 232.81 199.72
40.---- -------- - -37604 -4966 -32.33 173-50 140L17 W
am0 ------.--. - .. . -40. 0% -. 6 -33.33 115.67 2.34
800 ---------------- - -41.437 -. 39 -33.05 8.75 3.70
.100,..... .. .....- -42. '46 -9.90 - 32. 0.40 36.75
l,1to ....... .... . -4101Y -10.61 -3.41 63.9 30.66i:20 -43.451 -11.28 -32 17 57.83 25.66
1.300 -43 4 -11.92 -31.93 53.38 2.45
1440 ... 4.... . .4.217 -12.11 -31.71 4 57 17.96
1.500 -44.,560 -13.40 -3147 4&.27 14.80
1.600 -" 94.8W -13,84 -33.04 43.39 12.34
1.700 -45 3 2 -14.49 -30.9 40.83 10.13

-0 - 45.45 -15.11 -30.35 356 &.21
1,90 .---- -45 734 -M.69 -30.04 3.53 6.490
2.00 .... -45 999 -3 19 -28.90 3.70 4.60
2,100 ...... . . -46 231 -38.77 -29.46 3.0 &.e
2."N3 -46 464 -17.27 -2. 39 31.55 16
2,300 -4, G.3 -17,75 - 2.93 30.17 1.
2.400 - -4A. 39 -18.21 -25.68 2& 92 .24
2.30 -.- 4---- -38 & -144 27.76 -. 08

The following extreme variations in I for the different forms of
manganese indicate tile accuracy with which the free-energy values of
table 18 are fitted by the equations presented below-0.02 unit for
a, 0.03 for #, 0.02 for y, and 0.07 for liquid.

Solid (a)-Gas (Mn) (273-1,1080)
C,(g) = 4.97,
C,.(a) = 3.76+ 7.47X 1o-T,
AC = 1.21 - 7.47X 10-'T,
All -69,7004 1.21 T-3.74X10-'7',
AF' - 69,700-2.79 T log T+3.74X 10--87%-28-31 T.,

l 69.729; AF ,3 ,= 59,535; S'"o.1(g)-41.5.
Solid (S)-Gax (Mn) (1,108-1,317*)

C(9t) = 4.97,

()9Cf) = 5.06+ 3.95X 103T,
AC =0.09-3.95X10-'T,
Ad= 68.,910-0-09 T- J.98X 10-7,
AF

0
=6X,910+0.21 T log T+ 198X 10"7'- 34.78 7',

AIIm., 6S,707; AF'm. = 58,873.
Solid (v)-Gas (Mn) (1,317-1,493 ° )

C,(g) = 4.97,
C,(-r) = 4.0 + 4.22X 10-T,
AC =.17- 4.22X10-T,
A1=68,670+0.17 T-2.1lX10-87v,
AF = 6s.670-0.39 T log T+2.11X 10-37'-32.91 T,
All 9 =6s,533; AFm.1=58,760.

Liquid-Gas (Mn) (1,493-
S4. 97,

&C.= -6.03, '
AI1= 69,770- 6.03 T,
AF ° =69,770+ 13.89 T

log T-75.79 T,
l. P.=2,45 .. , aill,,,=55,147; &.uss=22.75,
AI, .3 = 67,972; AFlm., = 57,423.

Coride.--Maier (232) (1,071-1,4240) has measured the vapor
pressure of manganous cloride, MnC 2 . Z-function values were corn-
put.,ed on the assumption that AC,= - 10. The data permit but little
choice in tlce manner of drawing tie straight line in the Z-function
plot, although they are somewhat erratic near the ends of the temper-

II
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ature range covered, the extreme variation in I being 0.97 unit if the
lowest temperature point is omitted.

Liquid-. Gas (MnCla)

, Afl=44,260- 10 T',
AF*- 44,260+23.0 Tlog T-103.05 T, 0
B. P. = 1,463*; Ml!. =29,630; ASHU=20.3,' Altlm. -=41,279, AF'u a fjia0,506.

KIRCURY

Elment.-Many investigators have studied the vapor pressure of
mercury. Among them are Bernhardt (24) (673-1,7080), Bodenatein
(32) (3560), Egerton (95) (273-3090), Gebhardt (115) (403-583-),
ltaber and Kerschbaum (138) (2930), Hertz (158) (273-4930), Hey- 0 0
cock and Lamplough (161) (6300), Itill (162) (272-308*), Hirst and
Olson (165) (2990), Jenkins (186) (479-6710), Kahlbaum (193) (393-
4930), Knudsen (208, 209) (263-428'), Kordez and Raaz (212) (6310),
Menzies (245) (394-7080), Millar (248) (468-614'), Morley (253,
254) (273-343'), Neumann and V6lker (258) (289-3440), Pfaundler
(285) (288-3720 ), Van der Platts (287) (273-358'), Poindexter (289)
(194-2930), Rainsay and Young (297) (495-721*), Regnault (300) 0 0
(273-785'), Rodebush and Dixon (309) (443-476*), Ruff and Berg-
dahl (316) (478-6300), Stock and Zimmermann (397, 398) (213-2830),
and Young (449, 451) (323-6330).

Most of the measurements for the liquid are in good agreement,
arid the data of the following, more recent investigators may be men-
tioned as being most concordant--Menzies, Rodebush and Dixon,
Neumann and V61ker, and Stock and Zimmermann. The results on
the solid are quite scattered, however. • 0

Free-energy calculations from spectroscopic data for mercury gas
were made by Overstreet (273). Mercury vapor contains a small
proportion of diatomic molecules. To avoid error from this cause,
A/f ° is computed from the smoothed value-R In P= 13.11 at 4000.
The pressure is low enough at this temperature to warrant the assump-
tion of a virtually negligible proportion of diatomic molecules. From
this value of -k in P, Overstreet's results, and thermal data AF°= 0 •
15,320 is computed. The resulting free energy of vaporization calcu-
lations are given in table 19.

TABLr 19.-Free energy of vaporization data for mercury

r'-E' Fo-E".. Ah-AE, & , 5P
r __'yT T 7'_T_

* 0
2U - -3& -34 -'0.9 -2-2 1. n X47

.. . -3 M -10.95 -25.91 51.07 2. I

350 (-3760) -12.11 -2S.49 4&77 1&2
4 .0 -3K.294 -13.10 -2.19 W 31) 1&
40 (-3 S) -13,96 -24.92 34.04 9.12
,.. -39 43 -34k72 -24.68 6.4 & 96

550 (-3V K9) -15.41 - 24L48 27.85 3.37
amO -40 30 -1& 02 -2C_ 2 2 .63 1.24
630. (-40 56) -1&38 -24.17 24.32 .13

700 .. -41,07 -17.31 -2,96 21.0 -2.

I The flgure in parenthbe are interpolated from a Bwoo d eir

f'I0
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Tbe value of I was obtained from the entropies at 298.10 and the
s ecilic heats of gas and Ii uid. The extreme variation in All 0 for

tdata in table 19 is 10 clonies. The equations for the solid were
obtained from those for the liquid and thermal data. Down to 10O*
the specific heat of the solid is represented by C,(s).=5.37+0.006 T.
Liquid- Gia (Hg)

AC -l-.K4
affW= 15,024 -1 64 T
AF*=15,024+i.78 flog T-34.29 T,
/'(fig) -I at. at 6.340; all. - 13,984; AS".-' 22.06,

Al11 14,535; aF0
2 ,. ,-7,590; -S'MAzOg41.80.

Solid-Gan (Hg) S0
(g) = 4.97,
S(a) =5.37 +0.006 T

AC = - 0. 40 -0.006 f,
ad-I=15455 -0.40 T- 0.003 7-.
AF -l5,455 +0.92 T log T+ 0.003 71- 30.06 T.

The free-energy equation for the vaporization of the liquid indicates
about 7 percent 11g, molecules at the normal boiling point, 6300.
An expression for the total vapor pressure of the liquid follows.

Liquid-Gasn (Hg+ Hg,)
3 327

log Pag)-----.2 log T+7.593,

B. P. =6&W.

For the solid the vapor pressures derived from the free energy of
vaporization equation and AP ozR T In P are satisfactory.

Oride.-Stock and Zimmermann (3.97) (273.10) have determined
the vapor pressure of mercuric oxide, ilgO, at a single temperature.

Bromide-The vapor P ressure of mercuric bromide was studied by
Johnson (187) (435-592 ), Prideaux (293) (539-604'), V6lmer (424)
(363-463')), and Wiedemann (440) (363-593'). These data agree
exceptionally well. X-function values were calculated on the assump-
tion that (() = 14 for the gas. The average I values from the
individual sets of data fall in a range of 0.24 unit for the solid and 0.06 0 0
unit for the liquid.

Solid-G&ai (HgBra)
C,()=14,

(,(#) = 13.9+ 13.8X 10-4T,
AC =-0.1 -13.SX 10-T.
aif=20,590+0.I T-6.9X 10-8 P',
AF* = 20,590 -0.23 T log T+ 6.9 X 10-87" -39.26 T',
Al 1 m.,=20,007; AP 0

2 .,=g,330 0
Liquid- Gasn (HgBri)

-10,
a 20,000 -10 ,

AF* =-20,000 +23.0 T log T- 97.54 T,
B. P. = 592*; aH,,.= 14,080; ASw - 23.9,
aH,..,= 17,019; AP,..., - 7,888.*

These equations give for the melting point, beat of fusion, and
entropy of fusion, respectively, 5140, 3,960 calories pr gram formula
weight and 7.70 calories per degree per gram form a "weight.

* 0

* 0
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(ldoride.-Fischer and Biltz (108) (439-489°), Johnson (187)
(423-5751), Prideaux (293) (559-582°), Richter (802) (473-550°),
Schmidt and Walter (862) (373-453°), Stock and Zimmermann

.(897) (273.10), and Wiedemann (440) (333-573 ° ) have measured
the vapor pressure of mercuric chloride. Their results are in good
agreement, although those of Johnson and of Wiedemann appear 0 0
somewhat the best for the solid, while Prideaux's results for the
liquid are the best. However, the variation in the individual average
I values is only 0.08 unit for the liquid and 0.47 unit for the solid.

Solid-. Gas (HgCI2)
G,(g) = 14,
C =(s) = 15.3+ 10.3X 10-IT,
aC = - 1.3-10.3X 10-IT •
AW=20,770- 1.3 T-5.15X 10-71,
AF*.20,770+ 2.99 T log T+5.15X I0-Ts-47.57 T,
AHm.,= 19,924; &F~m.1-9,252.

Liquid- Ga (HgCIh)()=14.

=19,850-10 T.
AF-F19,850+23.0 Tiog T-97.90 T,
B. P.=5770; AH&77 14,080; hSrn= 24.4,
AlHm.,= 16,869; AF~m. - 7,631.

The melting point is 5500, and the heat and entropy of fusion per
gram formula weight are computed to be 4,150 calories and 7.54
calories per degree, respectively.

Iodide.-The vapor pressure of mercuric iodide was investigated by
Ditte (85) (468-581°), Rinse (306) (403--621'), Johnson (187) (450-
6140), Prideaux (293) (570-634), Stock and Zimmermann (897)
(273.10), and Wiedemann (440) (373-603'). Rinse detected no dis-
sociation below 7230 but estimates about 5 percent at 8730. In the
liquid range there are five sets of determinations, and the agreement
is good except for the data of Ditte. The other four sets show a
variation in average I values of only 0.03. For the high-temperature
or p-crystalline form there are four sets of determinations, and again
Ditte is in disagreement. The average I values of the others have a 0 0
spread of 0.22 unit. In the temperature range where the low-tem-
perature or a-crystalline form is stable, there are four measurements
of Wiedemann and the one of Stock and Zimmermann. These results
are scattered, but fortunately thermal data are available for obtaining
results for this form from those for the p modification.
Solid (a)--Gas (Hgl2) (273-403)

G(g) - 14,
C.(a) =17.41 + 4.00X 108T,
AC -- 341- 400 X 10-IT,
AHf=22,960-3.41 T-2.00X 10"71,
AF*=22,96O+7.X5 TIog T+2.00X 1O-82'-61.93 T,
Altm., = 21,765; AFm., = 10,467.

Solid (W)-.Ga (Hg! ) (403-524)
(g) = 14,
(0) = 20.2,

All23,150-6.2 T,
AP"=23,150+ 14.3 Tlog T-78.40 T,
AH,.. 21,302; &P~u.- 1O,327.

0 0
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Liquid--Ga- (Hg1) 'W-
2% t) ff2k,
AC.f -- 11,

Ai=21,160-11 T,
AF=21,160 +25.3 Tlog T-104.51 7.
B. P.=627*; AH,7= 14,263; ASv=22.7,
.%H2".,= 17.881; AFrma -8,668.

MOLYBDINUM K
Element.-Langinuir and Mackay (221) (1,800-3,890*) and Jones,

Lanugmuir, and Mackay (191) (1,000-5,960*) have given vapor-pres-
sure data and calculations for molybdenum. The actual measure-
ments of the latter authors are rates of evaporation of molybdenum
filaments in the temperature range 2,070 to 2,5040. The experi- I0 0 0
mental results and not the calculated values have been used here.
These results are excellent for the high temperatures involved but
nevertheless permit considerable choice in the manner of drawing the
strait line m the Z-function plot. This may be shown by appl
the Ivalue given below to the individual Z-function values to obtain
AH 0 results. These values have a spread of 3,600 calories. Atten-
tion also is called to the facts that at the high temperatures involved
the specific heat of molybdenum gas probably is higher than the • 0 0
classical value, 4.97, andthe specific heat of the solid is an extra-
polation from experimental results which only extend up to 1,7730.

Sold- Gas (Mo)
c,(g) = 4.97,
C'p() = 5.69+ 1.88X 10-sT-0.503X 10T,
A= - 0.72- .SX 10-T+0.503X 106T-,
AI- 155,960-0.72 T-0.94X 10-37'1-0.503X 10'27- , ii - S
AF

0  155,960+ 1.66 T log T+0.94X 10-a7'-0.2515X 1 T--42.31 T,
AHoU. 155,493; AF'=.= 144,571; Sm.j(g)=43.5.

Approximate equations may be obtained for the liquid from those
for the solid, provided one is willing to make sufficient assumptions.
The melting point of molybdenum is 2,895' (218), and if the assump-
tion is made that molybdenum has an entropy of fusion which is the
average value given by all the metals whose heats of fusion have been
measured, 2.3 units, then a heat of fusion of 2.3X2,895=6,660
calories may be obtained. The heat and free energy of vaporization
of the liquid at the melting point iuay now be found. These results
and the assumption that AC,= -5 make possible the deriving of the
following results:

Liquid-- Gas (Mo)
AC.= -5,
&W= 153,800-5 T, .0

AF*= 153,800+ 11.5 Tlog T-72.91 T,
B. P. = 5,077*; AHm.n7 128,415; ASmn- 25.3,
Am.,= 152,310; AFPm.,= 140,549.

O.ride.-Feiser (104) (873-1,428 ° ) has made some indirect vapor-
pressure determinations of molybdenum oxide, MoO. He has
calculated his results, which are based on measured evaporation rates
according to three assumptions and reports three different sets ol
figures which are not in agreement. Furthermore, it is difficult to i 0 0
reconcile these results with the melting-point determination of Jaeger
and Germs (180), 1,0680. Consequently, only vapor-pressure equa-
tions will be included. These reproduce well Feiser's set of figures

* 0 0
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72 CONTRIBUTIONS TO DATA ON THEORETICAL METALLURGy 0 0{Ii based on the assumption that the vapor pressure is proportional to
the mass of material vaporized in a definite time interval from a
surface of definite area.
Liquid-, Gas (MoOs)

log P (at.)= T 7 0 4 log T+30.494.
B. P. = 1,424.

Solid-*Gas (MoO.)
15,110log P (at.)= - -- + 1.46 log T-1.32X 10-T+9.071.

ilexafluoride.-The vapor pressure of molybdenum hexafluoride,MoF,, was measured by Ruff and Ascher (315) (225-2950). Their
results extend into both the solid and liquid ranges, those for theliquid being much more consistent than those for the solid but cover- 0 0ing a narrower temperature range. AC, has been neglected.
Solid- Gas (MoFs)

Aff=8,500,
AiF = 8,500- 28.03 T,

FPma = 144.
Liquid-. Gas (MoP.)

tH=6,000,
A=6,00- 19.4 T, 0
B. P.=309*- AS319.4

The melting point is 2900, and the heat of fusion is 2,500 calories
per gram formula weight. The corresponding entropy of fusion is8.6 units.

NIR
Element.-Cath and Onnes (62) (24-44.4'), Crommelin and Gibson 0 0(75, 76) (15-44.4'), and Travers and Jacquerod (417) (15-21*) have

measured the vapor pressure of neon. The results of Cath and Onnes
and Crommelin and Gibson are in good agreement. The meltingpoint is 24.590. The following simple vapor-pressure equations
represent the data below 4 atmospheres.
Solid-, Gas (Ne)

log P (at.)= -17 +251.

Liquid-- Gas (Ne)
log P (at.)= 9. +3.5,3
B. P.27.15.ICL

Element.-The vapor pressure of nickel was measured by Ruff andBormann (318) (2,6140) and Jones, Langmuir, and Mackay (191) 0 0(1,318-1,602'). The latter results are the more reliable and were
used with Overstreet's (273) free-energy values for nickel gas to obtain
the free energy of vaporization. A smoothed curve through the
data of Jones, Langmuir, and Mackay gives A =-R In P=30.43 at
1,5000. This makes possible the calculation of AE 0 =.97, 800 calories.
Free energy of vaporization calculations are shown in table 20.

0 0

0 0
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TAULz 20.-Free energy of vaporization data for nirkd

F"-rE r.-M.. A - AV* ArT-f-- ---r T P -r

2M ......................................... -3X 58 -3.28 -34.78 32.06 203.30
400 ....................................... -- 39.672 -4.52 -35.15 244. 0 200.86

......................................... -40. 9W -5 58 -35.33 19. 0 100.27 3
000 ------------------. ----- ........ - -41.A2N -6.53 -35.40 103.00 17.80
7W ..................................... -- 42.796 -7.42 -35.38 13. 71 104.33
o0 ------------------ .----- ........ ------- _43.557 -6. -3.33 122.5 6& 402
90 ...................................- 44 I -6.96 -35.27 I0K 67 7 40
5i, ...... ... . . . .. -44.833 -9.64 -35.19 97.60 62.61
1.100 ................................... -45.312 -0.28 -35. 0 66. 91 53.81
,820 ................................ -45. 5 -10.6 -35.02 61.50 46.48
1,3 ......................................... -46.348 -1.34 -31.96 75.23 40.27
1.400 ............................... -46.777 -11.91 -34.7 0.86 34-
1.3 ....................................... -47. 174 -1240 -34.77 65.20 0.43
1.0.................. ........ -..- 47.548 -12.85 -34.70 61.12 X 42
1.7o ................................. -47.01 -1&28 -34.62 57.53 2l91 0
I................................... -4. 230 -13.&7 -34.44 54.33 19.3a
I.0 ....................... ..... -48.540 -1431 -34.3 51.47 17.24
2.003 ................................... - -48.83 -1490 -34.03 48.90 14.-7
2-50 ..................................... -50.10 -16.s -33.22 39.12 .0

Equations were derived in the usual manner from the figures in
table 20 for the a, 0, and liquid forms of nickel.

Solid (a)-.Gss (Ni) (273-626) 0
C.g) = 5.71,
C,(a) = 4.26 + 6.40X 10-T,
AC = 1.45- 6.40X 10-4T,
Al= 98,130+ 1.45 T- 3.20X 10-"-7,
AF =98,130-3.34 Tlog T+3.20X10-7'-28.57 T,
allm., = 98,278; AF

0
m. = 87,433; S,-m.,(g) = 43.5.

Solid (W)-Gas (Ni) (626-1,725)
C,(g) =5.71,
C,(P) =6.99+0.905XI0-'T, S
AC= - 1.28- 0.905X 10--a,
A1= 9.,670- 1.28 T-0.452X I0-'T',
A F= 95,670 +2.95 T log T+0.452X 10-'T7

s - 45.38 T,
AH.-, = 98,248; AP2,s.i = 87,358.

Liquid-Gsa (Ni) (1,725- )
C,() =5.71,

&C = -2.84,
ai.= 95,20- 2.84 T
AF

0=95,820+6.54 2Tlog T-54.63 T, 0 0
B. P. =3,005*; AH3-=87,286; AS.- 29.05,
,M 2 .1 = 94,973; Arne.1 = 84,359.

CMorie.-The vapor pressure of nickel chloride was measured by
Maier (232) (814-1,267*). His two sets of determinations show some
divergence, especially at the higher temperatures. The extreme
variation in I is 1.11 units if two points are omitted.

Solid- Gas (NIC 9) s 0
(J)'=54,0-.7T .61~'

C (g)-=H1F,(# = 17.07+3.12X IT,
AC- -3.07-3.12X IO"8T,L W= 54,7'00 - 3.07 T- 1.56X 10-87-,

aF
° 
=54,700+7.07 Tlog T+ 1.56X 10-

3 7's-67.29 T,
S. P. = 1,260*; AH,m = 48,355; AS,- -38.4,
A",. 1 53,646; AFm.1 -39,995.

Carbonyl.-Nickel carbonyl, Ni(CO)4 was studied by Anderson (6) r

(238-316 ), Dewar and Jones (84) (264-303*), and Mittasch (249)
(275-3130). Anderson's more recent data are given preference over

1 0 0
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the older values of Dewar and Jones and of Mittascb. Dewar and
Jones agree with Anderson at the higher temperatures, but their
vapor pressures a pear to be too high at the lower temperatures. The
results of Mittasch all seem to be low. This substance melts at about
2480, and dissociation becomes apparent around 3090 .

Liquid- Gas (Ni(CO)W 0
Iii .H=7,000,%P° = 7,000- 22-18 T,

i B. P.-315.6%; &13$ ,_s-22.2,

%F*ML= 388.ill JIT1lO013l

EFement.--Several investigators have measured the vapor pressure
of nitrogen-Baly (14) (77-91'), Cath (61) (57-850), Crommelin
(72, 73) (SI-1250), Dodge and Davis (87) (76-122*), Fischer and Alt 0 0
(107) (62-78-), (iauque and Clayton (120) (54-79'), Henning and
Ileuse (154) (67-78°), Henning (153) (60-80*), Hoist and Hamburger
(171) (69-8l'), Olszewski (265) (60-79'), Porter and Perry (290)
(90-122'), Von Siemens (360) (56-81), Verschoyle (422) (63-68*),
and Wroblewski (445) (71-1270). Nitrogen exhibits two crystalline
modifications between 15' and the melting point. The heat and free
energy of vaporizattion equations aire derived from the thermal data
of Giatnque and ClaYton after correcting, where necessary, for gas
imperfection. The specific heat of the liquid is nearly constant, 13.53,
and those of the two solid forms may be represented by C,(S,)=
5.42+0.09 T and C,(S)=-2.57+0.365 T. The latter equation is
valid from the transition point, 35.61', down to 150.

Solid (Sit)-*Ga (N2) (15-35.61)
C,(g) =6.95,
C,(S,,)= -2.57+0.365 T, T
AC =952-0.365 T,
.%f= ,652+9.52 T-0.183 7',
AF

0
= 1,652-21.92 Tlog T+0.183 'P+5.862 T.

Solid (S,)-.Ga (N) (35.61-63.14")
C,(g) =6.95,
(', S,)=5.42+0.09 T,
AC = 1.63-0.o9 T
air= i,707+ 1.53 t-0.04* 71,
&F* 1,707-3.52 Tlog T+0.045 T- 19.33 T.

Liquid-Gas (NI) (63.140-,() =6.95(4' = 13.ii,
AG -,f - 6.5%,
Am= 1,867-6.58 T,
AP=1,867+ 15.15 Tlog T-52.65 T.

The free energy of vaporization equation for the S-crystalline
form may be used to obtain vapor pressures by means of the relation- 0 0
ship, AP) = - R T In P since the pressures are so low that gas imper-
fection is negligible. The same procedure cannot be followed for the
S, and liquid forms, and so the following vapor-pressure equations
are given.

Solid (St)-Gas (NI) (35.61-0.140)
log P (a.-.) 8 1 +0.769 log T-0.009 T+4.269.

0[

0 0
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Liquid-.Ga (Nt) (63.14-77.32?)
log P (at.) ~4443.311 log T+ 11.613,

& P.-77.32.

Nitrous ozide.-Black, Van Praagh, and Topley (29) (103-123*),
Blue (S0) (148-186°), Britton (48) (192-308"), Burrell and Robertson
(56) (129-1850), Eucken and Donath (100) (135-162°), Kuenen (*16)
(277-309*), Ramsay and Shields (295) (1830), and Villard (4M8)
(273-293° ) have measured the vapor pressure of nitrous oxide, NO.
Blue has measured the specific heats of solid and liquid, the heat of
fusion, and the heat of vaporization. His thermal data, after correc-
tion for gas imperfection, were used to obtain free-energy and heat of
vaporization equations. The specific heat of the liquid may be taken
as 18.57 and that of the solid between 750 and the melting point, 0 •
182.30, as C,(8)=5.16+0.047 T.

Solid- Gas (N20) (75-182.3*)
C (g)= 79,
e(.)=5.1+0.047 T,
AC =2.79-0.047 T,
AW=5,809+2.79 T-0.0235 P,
Ar*=5.809-6.43 Tlog T+0.0235 T'-21.34 T.

Liquid-, Gas (N20) (182.3* -  ) Y•
C (V) 7.95,

AC -10.62,
A= 5,911*-10.62 T
AF-=5,911 +24.46 T-87.45 T.

The following relationships are suggested for vapor-presmu :
calculations.

Soid-. Ga (NO) 1

log P (at.)= - 1j;+ 1.405 log T-0.0051 T+4.800.

Liquid- Ga. (NjO)
logP (t.) 1,333log P (.) T -5.346 log T+1940,

B. P..ff184.6.

Nitric oxide.-The vapor pressure of nitric oxide, NO, was measured 0 0
by Adwentowski (1) (98-180°), Goldschmidt (126) (94-123*), Hen-
glein and KrUger (150) (73-125*), Johnston and Giauque (189) (94-
1230), Miindel (256) (74-87'), and Olszewski (264, 265) (96-1801).
Again the procedure of obtaining the heat and tree-energy equations
from thermal data is followed. In this case he thermal measure-
ments of Johnston and Giauque are used. The average specific heat
of the liquid in the temperature range of importance or the present 0
purpose is 17.2 and that of the solid is C,= 1.80+0.068 T between 550
and the melting point, 109.50.

olid-. Gas (NO) (5-109.5*) ,

() = !.80+0.068 T,

AH =3,822+5.15 T-0.034 7'
AFO=3,822-11.86 Tlog T+6.034 '- 11.39 T.

I:
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Liquid-Gaa (NO) (10.5-I 'I C,(g6.95
QL 17.20
&iC - 10.25
W=I-4,551 -%.25 T
iFO =4,551+ 23.61 # log T-8&.66 2'.

It is necessary to include also a vapor-pressure equation for the
liquid. The vapor-pressure relationship for the solid derived from
the free-energy equation is satisfactory.
Liquid-.Gaa (NO) (109.5-121.4*)

log P (at.) - -'O14.- 181 log T+ 19.115,

T,-ioxide.--Vapor-pressure measurements of the oxide, N201, were
attempted by Ciuye and Drouguinine (187) (80-273*). The data are
poor, perhaps because of dissociation, and so equations for this sub-
stance are not included.

Tetroxide.-N-apor-pressure measurements of nitrogen tetroxide
were made by Baume aind Robert (17) (257-3 ) Egerton (94)
(195-.2370), Ciuye and Drouguinine (1,36) (100-285'), Mittascb,
Kusz, and Schlueter (250) (276-3220), Ramisa aind Young (299)
(247-277'), Russ (341) (193-258'), Scheffer andTreub (8346) (237-
431'), and S-heuer (351) (163-288'). For the liquid, the data of
Scheffer and Treub, Mfittasch, Kusz, and Schlueter, and Ramsay and
Young are in agreement, while for the solid those of Egerton and of
Scheffer and Treub are the only reliable figures. This substance
undergoes dissociation, N,0 4=2N0 2. Lewis and Randall (226)
have discussed this reaction and have obtained a free-energy equa- 0 0

tion for it, AF" 13,600-41.6 T, where Af'o=-R T In p; 2o4

a ssuming thle perfect gas law is obeyed, that is, at low pressures. This
free-energy equation tas ben used to obtain the partial pressures of
N2 0. from" tile total vs por pressure of the liquid between 260 and 280'.
In this range the total pressure is under 0.6 atmosphere. The dis-
sociation below 2200 is not important, so that for practical purposes 00
the total vapor pressure and N20, partial pressure may be taken as
equal below this temprature. In derivilig the following equations
AC, has been negletd

Solid-. Gas (NtOO)
a 12 5W0

AF- = 1 sd- 44.67 T,

Liquid-.. Ga (NsA)
AR7,040,

AFP*=7,040-23.27 T,
P, NO,, I at. at 303*; AS30- 23.3.
aP,,., = 103.

From these results aind the free energy of dissociation equation,
tile following relationships for the formation of NO 2 gas from solid

and liquid are derived.
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Solid- G-, (NO,)
AH= 13,090,
AP-=13,090-43.14 T,
APjg.- 230.

iUquid- Gas (N0j)
AH= 10,320,
AF'= 10,320-32.44 T,
P(NO2)= I at. at 3180; AS ,=32.4,

,QM. -j6 5 0
.

The total vapor pressure of the liquid is given by the following
equation:

Liquid-. Gaa (NO,+ NOx)

log P (at.)- -'7-- +5.939,

B. P.-294.10.

Pendoie.-Daniels and Bright (78) (258-306o) and Russ and
Pokorny (342) (243-291') have measured the vapor pressure of
solid nitrogen pentoxide, N 20 5. The results are in good agreement.
If AC, is neglected the following equations are obtained.

Solid-. Gas (NA) 0 •

AH= 13,800,
AF* =13,800- 45.22 T,
A

F
'.1= 320. j,

Nitrosyl chloride.-The vapor pressure of nitrosyl chloride, NOCI,
was measured by Briner and Pylkoff (47) (204-288 ° ) and Trautz
and Gerwig (414) (201-268'). Te data of the latter authors are
adopted, since those of Briner and Pylkoff are very erratic. AC, 0
had been neglected.

Liquid- Gas (NOel)
AH=6,140, r
AF* = 6,140- 23.02 T,
B. P. =266.7*; ASm. = 23.0,
aPO.- - 722.

Ammonia.-Several investigators have studied the vapor pressure
of aminionia-Beattie and Lawrence (21) (303-405'), Bergstrom (23)
(195-243o), Bluimcke (81) (254-337'), Brill (44) (193-240'), Burrell
and Robertson (55, b6) (159-239o), Cragoe (70) (239-323o), Gibbs
(124) (2390), Henning and Stock (155) (193-238o), Hoist (170)
(292-3190), Karwat (194) (162-1940), Keyes and Brownlee (201)
(239-398'), Miindel (256) (145-167°), Regnault (300) (242-306°), and
Stock, Henning, and Kusz (400) (196-2400). The results for the
liquid are in good agreement up to 6 or 7 atmospheres pressure. 0 0
A comparison of the higher-pressure results was not made, since they
are not suitable for the present purpose. For the solid Karwat's
data are the most consistent, and they agree favorably with the i
average of those of the other investigators who have studied the
solid-Brill, Burrell and Robertson, and MUndel. The specific
heats of the solid and liquid may be exprese.d as C,(a)=0.64+0.0600
T and C,(l) = 18.36. Tie first equation is valid for the temperature
range 80 to 195.50, the melting point.

120241-".----
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The procedure used in obtaining the heat and free energy of vapori-

zation equations was to compute AHo from the directly measured heat
of vaporization at the boiling point and then to calculat4 an average
value of I for each of the 10 investigations covering all or part of the

* pertinent liquid range. These 10 average I values have a spread of
only 0.11 unit. The equations for the solid were obtained from those
for the liquid and thermal data. These latter relationships were
checked against the !-function plot for the solid and found to corre-
spond within very narrow limits, corresponding to not over 0.03 unit
in I, with the data of Harteck.
Liquid-. Gas (NHs)

8.36,
(0-18.36,

at,= - 10.00, 0 0
AH-8,037-10.00 T,aF*=8,037+23.0 Tlog T-88.26 T,
B. P_ 239.7 ; AHa n=5640; ASm.1=23.53.

Solid-. Gas (NH&)
C (g) 8.A6,

,(a) =0.64+0.0600 T,
AC .7.72-0.0600 T,
ad.=7,146+7.72 T-0.0300 P',
A F=7,146-17.8 Tlog T+0.0300 T'+3.91 T.

It should be noted that correction to the ideal state has not been
made in this case. The free-energy equations, however, are affected
but little by such correction, since the alterations in the heat and
entropy nearly compensate each other.

Tr-fluoride.-The vapor pressure of nitrogen trifluoride, NF3 , was
measured by Menzel and Mohry (24.4) (80--143*). This substance
melts at 89.50, but only one result is given for the solid form. The 0
data for the liquid are very consistent, the extreme variation in I
being 0.04 unit if Z-function values are computed ignoring AC,.
Liquid-. Ga (NFP)

AH= 3,000,
AFO -3,000- 20.82 T,B. P. = 144,.1*; S,,.j -20.&.

Tetroxide.-Ogawa (262) (288-404*), Ruff and Tschirch (336)
(368-408'), Krauss and Wilken (214) (273-309*), and Von Warten-
berg (429) (235-273*) have measured the vapor pressure of osmium
tetroxide, OsO . This substance is known in two crystalline forms,
white and yellow. The results of Krauss and Wilken are not in
agreement with the others for either of the two crystalline forms of
this substance. On the other hand, Ogawa and Ruff and Tschirch
are in fair agreement for the liquid if one determination of the latter 0 S
investigators is discarded. Ogawa also records a consistent set of
data for the white modification. Von Wartenbeg's results are all
for the yellow form. If the data of Ogawa and Ru and Tschirch for
the liquid state are accepted, it can be shown that Krauss and Wilken's
figures for the white modification are thermodynamically impossible
and that those for the yellow result in an impossibly high melting
point. The conclusion is that the data of Krauss and Wien are in
error both as to man itude and temperature coefficient, and con-
sequently they are eliminated from the present calculations. AC,
also has been ignored.
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Sol'd (white)-.Gas (0v04)
AH 117,90
-P=I 7g-3089T,M. P.=i15-; P°a,5.

Solid ellow)-Gs (0O64)

AF = 13,510-35.78 T, 0
M. P.= 329°; &F*1F...= 2,844.

Liquid- Gas (0s04)
&-H= 9,450,
AF°=g ,450-23.45 T,
B. P.=403; AS8.-,=23.4,
&,. g -- 2,400.

It is seen from these equations that the yellow modification is the
more stable solid form. Both varieties have a solid-liquid-gas triple 0 S
point; and the two solid forms cannot be in equilibrium at any
temperature, since the hypothetical transition point is above their
individual melting points. The white modification melts at 3150, with
a heat of fusion of 2,340 calories per gram formula weight. The heat
of fusion of the yellow form is 4,060 calories at 3290. These figures
correspond to the entropy of fusion values 7.4 and 12.3 units,
respectively. 0

Jle.rnuoride.-Ruff and Tschirch (886) have reported 476.60 for
the boiling point (760 rm) for osmium bexafluoride, OaFs.

Oilafluoride.-- The vapor pressure of osmium octafluoride, OsF,, was
measured by Ruff and Tsehirch (836) (311-321'), and the melting
point was reported as 307.50. Taking AC, as zero, the following i'
equations result.

a H= 6,840, r!

AFO=6,840-21.34 T, 0
B. P.=320.5°; AS .,21.3,
AF*M.3= 479.

E'lement.- Several investigators have measured the vapor pressure
of liquid oxygen-Baly (14) (77-91'), Bestelneyer (26) (82-910),Bulle (58) (92-136'), Cath (61I) (62-91°), Crommelin (72) (118-154*), :

Dodge and Davis (87) (77-134'), Estreicher (99) (62-91*), Henning
(152) (87-91°), Henning and Heuse (154) (68-830), Keesom, Van
der Horst, and Jansen (196) (900), Olszewski (265) (62-920), Onnes
and Brank (268) (86-91'), Von Siemens (360) (57-91*), Stock Hen-
ning, and Kusz (400) (88-94o), Travers, Senter, and Jaquerod (419,
420) (77-91°) and Wroblewski (444) (89-140'). The data of Cath,
Crommelin, Dodge and Dovis, Henning, Henning and Heuse, Keesom
Van der Horst, and Jansen, Onnes and Braak, Stock, Henning, and
Kusz, and Travers, Senter, and ,Jaquerod are in good agreement. 0

Solid oxven exhibits three polynorphic forms in the temperature
range 12 to 54.390 the melting point. The transitions occur at
23.66 and 43.76'. fhe thermal data of Giauque and Johnston (121),
after correcting to the ideal state, are used in obtaining the equations
that follow. The specific heats of liquid oxygen and the highest-
temperature solid form, S,, are taken as constants, 12.80 and 11.03
calories per gram formula weight, respectively. The two lower-
temperature solid modifications, S,, and Srn, have specific heats which
are represented sufficiently well by C(Su)=-2.55+0.310 T and

o 0

0

" " "
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C,(S,..)=-3.15+0.326 T, the latter equation n6t being valid
below 120.

Solid (Si,)-.Gaa (0-) (12-23.66*)* Cp(g) = 6.95,
CSin)-3.15+0.326 T,
AC = 10.'0-0.326 T, 0
a &f=2,080+ 10.10 T-0.163 T',
aF*=2,080-23.26 Tlog T+0.163 T't+4.97 T.

Solid (Sl)-.Gas (02) (23.66-43.76*)
C,(g) =6.95,
C,(S,) = -2.55+0.310 T,
AC= 9.50-0.310 T,
AJI=2,068+9.50 T-0.155 7,
aF°-2,068-21.88 T log T+0.155 T+3.75 T.

Solid (S,)-. Gas (02) (43.76-54.39) 0 •
Ckg) =6.95,CIAS) =11.03,
AC 4.os,
61fo2,188-4.o8 T
AF =2,18S+9.40 Ilog T-43.54 T.

Liquid-.Gas (0) (54.39*-C(#) =6.95,
(1)0 12.80,

AC,= -5.85, •
AI= 2,178-5.85 T,
AF'=2,178+13.47 T log T-50.42 T.

The vapor pressure is low enough for the three solid forms that
AF=-R T In P may be used in conjunction with the free-energy
cquations to obtain vapor-pressure relationships. For the liquid this
is not the case and the following vapor-pressure equation is included.

Liquid- Gas (0s) (54.39-90.13)
log P (at.) -4R306_ 2,944 log T+ 11.117,T
B. P.=90.13

° .

Ozone.-Riesenfeld and Beja (303, 304) (103-1651), Riesenfeld and
Schwab (305) (1610), and Spangenberg (376) (81-90') have measured
the vapor pressure of zone, 0s. The results of Riesenfeld and his
coworkers are consistent. Those of Spangenberg are for pressures
below 0.1 mm and are given no weight. AC, has been neglected in 0
obtaining the following equations.

Liquid-Gas (0s)
AH= 2,880,

F- = 2,880- 17.78 T,
B. P.=fi2*; u.$ m=17.,

PHOSPHORUI

Element.-The following investigators have studied the vapor 0
pressure of phosphorus-Bridgman (43) (black, 630-7181, and
dense red, 630-717'), Centnerszwer (63) (yellow, 293-3130), Ilittorff
(16') (three varieties, 503-803'), Joubert (192) (yellow, 278-3730),
Macrae and Van Voorhis (231) (liquid, 317-423'), Nicolaieff (259)
(violet, 4730; red, 6190; and black, 7630), Preuner and Brockm6ller
(2,91) (liquid, 403-563o), Smits and Bokhorst (369) (violet and liquid,
563-907'), and Sndits, Meyer, and Beck (373) (black and violet,
630-8530).

The phosphorus system is quite complex, several solid modifications
having been reported, and in the gaseous phase there are present the

Ii

II II
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molecul ar specieg, Pl, P2, and P. However, of the solid forms, the
ordinary yellow and 0', violet are known to be pure crystalline modi-
fications. It is al,;, known that there is a lower-temperature form of
yellow phosphorus which is stable below 195'. Evidence alsio favors
the accepts, e of the black form as a pure crystalline variety. On*
the other hand, red phosphorus is a mhture of two crystalline species,

t htransitional product between ellow and violet, and the various
shades of color encountered are presumably due to differences in degree
of sudiision of the pairticles. The polymopimopopou a
been discussed by Mellor (243).

c The present considerations are confined, therefore, to the higher-
temperature yellow., the violet, and the black varieties of solid phos-
p ors and toliquid phosphorus. Preuner and Brockrn6ller (291) and00
Stock, Gibson, and Stanim (3,99) have studied the reactions P4 =2P2
andP = 21'. The I itt ter authors claimi t hat dissociation of the P4-species
is not important below9 730 Although the former do not agree with
the laitter on the order of magnitude of the partial pressures of the
gaseous constituents, they do agree thait the P, and I'speciesare present
beo~w 1,000' in anmunts that are negligible for the present purpose.
Consequently thle equalttions to be giv'en are for the formation of P. gas
from the given solid or liquid phase. AC, bais been neglected, of nec-
essity. The vapor-pressure results give-n by Siits and Bokhorst
(some of wh~ich they report as being due to Jolibois), Macrae and
Van Voorhis, and L'reuner and Brocknioiller are in good areement
for the liquid form. The data of Sinits and his coworkers are
utilized in obtaining the equations for the violet modification. For
the black variety there are avai-lable the results of Bridgemian and of
Sinits, Mleyer, and Beck. The equations for the yel-low variety are in 0
agreement with the data of Centnerszwer.

Solid ( ellow)-.Gaa (Ps)

a F* - 3,135 -24.59 T,

AFM' 5,805.
SoLid (violet)-Gas (Pi)

aH=25,600,
aF'0=25,600-37.lI T,
S. P. -690*; AS = 37. 1,

Solid (black)-Ga (P.)
tAH= 33,100,
A F = 33,100 -45,58 T,
S. P. = 726*; AS?%= 45.6,

Liquid-Gas (Pa) 0 0

a F- 12,520 -22, M T,
Kt P. -= 5530; ASw =22.6,
al~ 5,768.

The vapor pres-,ires of the violet and black modifications both
exceed I atinos-pere at temupera tures below the'r mielting points.
The yellov.' varle ty inelts at 317.3' with a heat of fusion of615 calories

r grain forila weight of P4, te eutropy of fu~.mon being 1.94 units. S
vihe e ualt iouS given may not be e~xtrapolated to high pressures, and
th eti n " X transition point,. which formally might be computed
are not correct largely because the equations for the liquid were made
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to fit the lower pressure range where the liquid is in a supercooled
condition ith respect to the melting point of violet phosphorus.
Marked deviation fromn the experimental data begins around 7000
where the pressure is already over 7 atmospheres.

Trioride.-Van Doormaal and Scheffer (89) (32945Io) and Schenck,
Banthien, and Mlihr (350) (293-365') have determined the vapor 0 0
pressure of the so-called trioxide, P406. The results of the latter

authors are erratic, a-A the In P v. I plot for the formers' results
shows more curvature than is usually encountered. AQ, has been
neglected, and the equations are based on Van Doormaal and Scheffer's
results.
Liquid- Gas (P.Oq) 0 0

AH= 10,380,
APF= 10,380- 23.23T',
B. P. = 4470; 4S, 23.2,

AF=,3,455.

Pentoride.-The oxide, P 4010, was studied by Iloeflake, and Scheffer
(167) (633-835') and Smuts and Deinum. (370) (722-9730). The
result,; of these two in vest igations are in disagreement, and for the
present those of Hloeflake and Scheffer are adopted because they give 0 0
what a ppear to be mnoie reasonable entropy of vaporization figures.
The oryinary metastable form of the solid is considered by the latter
authors to he a mixture and not a true crystalline modification.
When heated above its normal sublimation 'point a transformation
occurs, and the vapor pressure drops from about 4 atmospheres to
nearly zero. On further heating, this substance melts into what is
presumably a supercooled liqid , and dfrom the latter crystals of a 0
pure modification separate out on standing. These crystals melt at
842'. The following results are obtained if AC, is neglected. For the
usual, metastable variety a vapor-pressure equation only is given.
Solid (a-Gas (P405e)

AH37,750,
aF 0 =37,750 -44.20 T,
M. P *= 842'

Liquid- Gas (P4 0.)
AH= 20,670,
aF*=20,670-23.91 T',
B. P. = 864*; ASm = 2 3 .9 ,
aF%,., = 13,542.

Solid (ordinary roetastable form)- Gas (P 40.,)
4,940

log P (at.) T . +7.823,
S. P.-631*. 0

Sulphi&e--Bodenstein (32) has determined the normal boiling
point of phiosphorus sulphide, P2S3 , as 781'. This is the only avail-
able figure for this substance.

Orychloride.-Tho vapor pressure of liquid phosphorus oxychloride,
PO(13 , was measured by Ani (9, 12) (293-378'). If AC7, is neglected
in calculating 1, the resulting I values vary over a range of .0 6 unit.

Liquid-Gam (POCIs) 0 0
aH= 8,380,
AF*=8,380-22.16 7',
B. P. =378 2* - sj 22

* 0

* 0
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ph ou rc ird, P I. Hs m as r m ns ae vr o c r at

Triloride.-Regnault (300) (273-341') has studied liquid phos-

giving an extreme variation in I of 0.06 unit.

liquid-.Ga. (PC'!8)

G(1 =28.7.

aI 10,820-10.2 T
A?0 10,820 +23.51 flogT- 90.96 T,
B. P. = 347.30; af~ = 7 ,27 8; ASuJ= 2

-.O
Allm,,,= 7,779; AFm., = 1,069.

Phosphene.-The vapor pressure of phosphene, PHs, was measured
by Briner (45) (298-325'), Henning and Stock (15) (160-1790)
Steele and M,\clntosh (378) (167-1870), and Stock, Hennig, and
Kusz (400) (140-186*). The measurements of Briner are for
pressures above 38 atmospheres and are not considered here. Of the
other three sets, those of Steele and McIntosh appear to be low, and
the remainder are in very good agreement. AC, is neglected.

Liquid- Ga. (PH&)
aH= 3,650,
A?0=3,850-1967 T,
B. P. - 185.6*; AS,*.,= 19.7.

Thiophosphoryl fluoride-The compound, PSF,, was studied in
the liquid state by Thorpe and Rodger (408) (276-294*). Their
data are for pressures over 7 atmospheres, and consequently only a
vapor-pressure equation is given here. It is not advisable to use
this equation at temperatures much higher or lower than the range
actually studied. 00
Liquid-Gaa (PSF&) (276-294*)

log P (a. - ,5 +5.3T

PLATINUX

Elemen.-Jones, Langrnuir, and Mackay (191) (800-4,8000) and
Langmuir and Mackay (221) (1,000-4,180') have given vapor-pres-
sure figures for platinum. Their results are calculated from rates of
eva p ration from filaments. In the more recent paper of the former
aut ors the rate measurements employed are for the temperature
range 1,697 to 2,035'. For the present purpose the actual experi-
mental data were utilized. With the val tie of I in the free-energy
equation given below, the individual experimental determinations
give AIll, values varying over arange of about 2,800 calories, althouh
if one result is omitted this range is decreased to 980 calories. No
systematic trend with the temperature is shown by these values.

C,#=5.92+1.16X 0T
Ar' = - 095 -1.16X I0-sil
Df= 124,690-0.95 T-0.58X 10-'T',
aF'-* 124,690+2.19 n~og T+0.s8xWI37'-38.44 T,

al.= 124,355; AF',.1 = 114,898; S',,,.j(V) -41.7.

Approximate results for the liquid mnay he obtained from those for
the solid assuming the entropy of fusion is 2.3, the average for al
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the metals whose heats of fusion have been measured, and taking
AC,= -3.3.
Liquid- Ga (Pt)

AC -- 3.3,
A= 122,370-3.3 T
A F= 122,370+7.6 flog T-54.03 T,
B. P. 4,680); AtI,.o= 106,926; ASm= 22.8,
SAl,= 121,386; AF°O., 111,870.

!!j POTASSIUM

EDement.-The investigators who have studied the vapor pressure
of potassium are Edmondson and Egerton (93) (372-474'), Fiock
and Rodebush (106) (679-1,033'), Hackspill (140) (537673'),
Hansen (142) (940'), Heycock and Lamplough (161) (1,035'), 0
Krbner (215) (522-672'), Lewis (227) (581-714'), Neumann and V01-
ker (258) (417-473'), Ruff and Johannsen (324) (1,030-1,032'), and
Weiler (4S5) (429-628'). A !-function plot shows the results of
Fiock and Rodebush, Lewis, Kroner, Edmondson and Egerton, and
Neumann and Vblker to be in agreement. Overstreet (273) has com-
puted free-energy values for potassium gas from spectroscopic data
which are used here to obtain free energy of vaporization fig res.
Since diatonic molecules, K,, are present it is necessary to choose 0 0

the value used in obtaining AE' at a low enough temperature
2 e

that the proportion of K2 molecules is virtually negligible. Lewis'
figures for the ratio of K2 to K molecules show that this is the case

around 500'. Consequently, the result, ---- =-R In P=20. 78 at

5000, taken from the smoothed curve representing the experimental 0 0
vapor-pressure data, is employed to find AEO=21,730 calories.
Table 21 summarizes the free-energy calculations.

TABLE 21.-Free energy of vaporization data for potassium

T r 7- -T T

2 1 ...............
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

-3 i -9.53 -23.81 72 0 49. (D
300 . . ....... - . ..... -3,3, ,fiK -9 5 -%_%.9$1 T.L43 4& 02

40D -34.7V7 -11.55 -23.25 b4.32 31.07SOD ........ ............... . ............. . - 3& W 6 - 13.23 -2Z.8 44 20L.78
00 ..... ... .. ... . ....... .... -36. KI 1 -14.62 -27.19 X 22 It 03

7W .......... ......... .......... ......... -37.577 -1& 78 -21.80 31.04 9.26
.Am -. .------ . . ....-- ...-.--- .---.---- . -3 . 240 - .M 0 no -21.44 27.16 &.72
9W0 -------------------------- .... ........ - 39. Y25 - 17.70 - 21.12 24.14 & 02
1.0010 --------------------------------------- .-- -3 . 344 -1& 50 -- X 86$ 21.73 .0

Solid- Gas (K)

C,(g) = 4.97,
C,(s) = 5.24+5.55X 10-T
AC = - 0.27-5.55X 10-2f,
Ai-21.54S-0.27 T-2.775X O-T',
AF = 21,45 4 0.62 T log T+ 2.775X 10fl'-26.55 T,
4!12,.=21,521; AF

0
zm.= 14,637; Sm.,(g) =38.30.

ii '
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Liquld- Gas (K)
C()= 70,

AC = -2.73,
a =21,788-2.73 T
AFo=21,788+6.29 flog T-39.77 T, 0 0
P (K) = I at. at 1,049'; A1,.. = 18,924; AS,.= 18.04,
.sttn. = 20,974; AF°m..1= 14,573.

The boiling point (totAl vapor pressure=1 at.) is given as 1,0350
by lievcock and LaMplough. However, on the Z-function plot this
value seems too low. The following vapor-pressure equation for
liquid potassium is representative of the experimental determinations
of Fiock and Rodebush, Levis, Kr6ner, Neumann and V61ker, and
Edmondson and Egerton:

Liquid-Gaa (K+ K)4at 4769
log P (at..) - ._ 1.375 log T+8.708,

*.T
B. P. = 1,047*.

Jlydrorid.-Jackson and Morgan (179) (1,063-1,068*) and Von
Wartenberg and klrecht (430) (1,443-1,600') have studied the vapor
pressure of liquid KO1. The equations are based on the results of
the latter investigators and the assumption that AC,=-10. The
extreme deviation in I is 0.18 unit.

Liquid-. Ga (KOH)
AC= -10,
Alf= 46,950- 1o T,
AF =46,850+ 23.0 Tlog T- 102.98 T,
B. P.= 1,600*; All,.=30,850; ASAMl 19.
Allm. ,=43,869; AFm.,-33,125. I

Bromid.-The vapor pressure of liquid potassium bromide was
measured by Fock and Rodebush (106) (1,179-1,336°), Ruff and
Mugdan (333) (1,361-1,668'), and Von Wartenberg and Albrecht
(430) (1,368-1,648'). The results of Fiock and Rodebush are the
most consistent and correspond to about the mean values of the
others. The extreme variation in I is only 0.03 unit when Z-values
are computed on the assumption that AC,=-7.

Liquid-Gas (KBr)
aC. -7,
AI[=48,650-7 T,
aF =48,650+ 16.1 Tlog T-81.20 T,
B. P.= 1,6560; AiI,= 37,060; ASim22.4,
A.Im.,= 46,563; AF0

2 .. =36,320,

CMloride.-Fiock and Rodebush (106) (1,179-1,378*), Greiner and S S
Jellinek (134) (1,453'), llackspill and Grandadam (141) (1,071-
1,383'), Iloriba and Baba (173) (973-1,524°), Jackson and Morgan
(179) (1,074-1,773°), Kordez and Raaz (212) (1,684*), Ruff and
Mugdan (333) (1,393-1,6880), and Von Wartenberg and Albrecht
(430) (1,3S9-1,69Io) have measured the vapor pressure of liquid
potassium chloride. Again, the data of Fiock and Rodebush ap ear
to be by far the best and are adopted for the present purpose. Re
values from their data vary over a range of only 0.07 unit. The equa-
tions for the solid were derived from those for the liquid and thermal
data.

S

* 0
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SoI~d- G" (KCI)

JillAC &=-1.93-3.76X 10-T,
ia l~3770-1.93 T-1.88XID-fl',

%)=9j06,
ii~aC =-70O

AIJ=50,ii6-7.O 2',
AFP=50,600+ 18.1 Tlog T-82.04 T,
B~.-!6O' AH 1 m=3S,840; AS,.c-23.1,3
AHmw.1- 4 8,5 13 ; AFO=.j=38,2O. 1 0

fluoride.-Ruff, Schmiddt, and Mugdan (339) (1,551-1,773*) and
Von Wartenberg arid Schulz (4.32) (1,624-1,776*) have measured the
vapor pressure of liquid potassium fluoride. With the exception of
the lowest temperature determination of Ruff, Schmidt, and Mugdan
the data are in fair agreement, giving an extreme I variation of 0.26
unit when AC, is taken as -7.
Liquid-.Gas (KIP)0 0

iO'537O-7 T,
Ar =53,700+ 16.1 Tlog T-82.56 T',
B. P.=1,775'; AH,77&=41,275: A81 778 .23-.
AH,.l=51,613; AF*=.l=40,Ya5.

Iodide.-Liquid potassium iodide was studied by Fiock and Rode-
bush (106) (ll1,0oGreiner and Jelinek (134) (1,4530), Ruff
and Mugdan (333) (1,319-1,590'), and Von Wartenberg and Albrecht
(430) (1,336-1,6060) . The results of Fiock and Rodebush appear to
be the most reliable and are used in obtaining the equations. The
extreme I variation from their data is 0.08 unit, AC,=-7 being
assumed.

Liqud- Gas (HO)

A =45,W70-7 T',0
AF*-45,87O+16.1 Tlog T-80.30T7

,6H,n.,.=43,783; aF.j=33,O9.

Sidphate.-Jackson and Morgan (179) have reported a vapor pres-
sure of potassium sulphate-0.35 mmn at 1,4020.

'V RADON
Element-The vapor pressure of liquid radon was measured by

Gray and Ramsay (130) (202-3781), and some results for the solid
were determined by Kovarik (213) (84-112'). The latber's figures
are for pressures below 106 atmospheres, however, and are not con-
sidered here. The following equations result from Gr!a1 and Ramsay's
lower-pressure results. This substance melts at 202 under its own
vapor pressure, 500 mmr.

Liquid-.Ga. (RD)

B. F.=211.3*; &%uia-19.
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Hepto.ride.-Ogawa (263) (503-633*) has given vapor-pressure
results for solid and liquid rhenium heptoxide, ReO7 . His results
are quite concordant; and, with AC, neglected, the following equa-
tions result:

Soid-. Gas (R ) )
AH= 33,400,
AP =33,400- 65.40 T,
AP-M._ 16,885.

Lquid--. Gas (RsO,)
An= 18.060,
AP = 18,060-28.42 T,
B. P.=635.5°; AS.=28.4,-~.:9,588.

The equations give 15,340 calories per gram formula weight for the
heat of fusion at 5690, the melting point.

Odforide.-The oxide, Re2O,, also was studied by Ogawa (263)
(373-493'), who found marked decomposition so that equations are
not warranted. However, his results indicate a heat of fusion of
3,800 calories at 4200.

Tuoride.-Ruff, Kwasnik, and Ascher (338) (273-2921) have 0 •
reported results for the fluoride, ReFs. Their results are too erratic
to justify any sort of computations.

RUBnDIDI

Flement.-The vapor pressure of liquid rubidium was measured by
Hackspill (140) (523-640'), Scott (357) (364-400'), and Ruff and
Johannsen (324) (9700). The data of Scott, which extrapolate nicely
into the higher-temperature values of Hackspill, have been given the
most weight. Scott's data show an extreme variation in Iof 0.44
unit. The equations for the solid are based on those for the liquid
and thermal data.

Sod-.Gm (Rb)
C,(g) = 4.97,
C =(s) 3.27+ 13.1 X 10-3T, S •
AC =1.70-13.IX10-'T,
Aif=20,580+ 1.70 T-6.55X10'

i , 168
AP* = 20,580- 3.92 T log T+f.55X 10-16.50 T,
AHm., = 20,505; APFm., = 13,352; ASm. -24.0.

Liqud-.. Ga (Rb)
()-4.97,

AC = -2.8, IW
aW=20,850-2.88 T
APo=20,5O.+6.3 Thog T-41.64 T,
B. P. =952*; AHu= 18,108- AS,- 19.0,AH*, = 19,991; AxP0,..,-I3,327.

From the entropy of vaporization of the solid, AS2".1=24.0, and
the entropy of the gas, S°m.,=40.64, the value 16.6 is computed for
the entropy of solid rubidium at 298.10. This property has not been
direcly determined. The figure given here is considered more relia-
ble than the value, 17.2, previously obtained from other considers-tiona (199).

/
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4 Bromide.-Ruff and Mugdan (333) (1,323-1,638') and Von
Wartenberg and Schulz (432) (1,369-1,631') have measured vapor
pressures of liquid rubidium bromide. The values given by the
latter authors are the more consistent and are used here. Taking
AC,= -7 in computing Z-function values, the extreme variation in I
is 0.30 unit for their data.

Liquid-. Gas (RbBr)
ALc, -7,
A s= 4 8 ,50- 7 T,
AF°-= 49,5WO+ 16.1 Tlog T-81.54 T,It. P. - 1,625'; ,l,11,- 37,125; AS.,nu22.9,

= 46,413; F'm.-36,069.

Chloride.-The chloride, RbCl, also was studied by Ruff and
Mugdan (333) (1,415-1,668') and Von Wartenberg and Schulz S
(432) (1,434-1,6570), and again the results of the latter authors are
the better, the extreme variation in I being 0.12 unit.

Liquid- Gas (RbCi)
C =-7,

At[= 48,500- 7 T,
,F'-4R,500+ 16.1 Tiog T-81.14 T,
B. P.= 1,6540; &11 II-36,922; AS,%-,22.3, 0 0,altm. = 46,413; AF*m~l - 36,188.

Fluoride.-Ruff, Shmidt, and Mugdan (339) (1,415-1,673*) and
Von Wartenberg and Schulz (432) (1,436-1,683') have measured the
vapor pressure of liquid rubidium fluoride. Their results are in fair
agreement, those of the latter authors appearing somewhat the better.
TheI values lie in a range of 0.27 unit.
Liquid- Gas (RbF) • 0

AC = -7,
AW=51,280-7 T,
5F'=51,280+16.1 Tlog T-82.44 T,B. P.=1,691'; AH Gs1 39,513; AuSua==23.8,
AHm.,= 49,193; AF'm.1-= 38,581.

Iodide.-V, por-pressure measurements of rubidium iodide were
made by Rutf and Mugdan (333) (1,348-1,598') and Von Warten-
berg and Schulz (432) (1,308-1,5750). The results of the latter 0
investigators, which show an extreme I-variation of 0.43 unit, are
used for the present purpose.
Liquid- Gas (RbI)

all= 47,000- 7 T,
aF°=47,000+16.1 Tlog T-81.29 T,
B. P.= 1,5771; al/,,7=35,961 ; AS,,7=22.8. • 0
4Hm.. = 44,913; &Fom.. = 34,643.

SULIIUN

Element.-The vapor pressure of selenium was measured by Dodd
(86) (204-467°), Jannek and Meyer (181) (473-503'), and Preuner
and Brockmller (291) (663-983'). The latter authors have studied
also the equilibria in the system Se.=3Se2 between 823 and 1,0730.
'rom their results, AF' = 59,960-58.36 Tis computed for this reaction. 0 0

I -r the present purpose, the vapor pressure results of Preuner and
BrockmbUer are adopted. Jannek and Meyer's two determinations
appear to be erratic and Dodd's figures were obtained on the assump-

,~1*0 0

* 0
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tion of Se2 gas. His results may be recomputed on the assumption of

entirely Se, gas by multiplying by ;. However, it seems safer to
use Preuner and Brockm6ller's vapor pressure results for the liquid.
The partial pressures of Sx, and Se, may be obtained at any tempera-
ture from the vapor-pressure and the fre-energy change for the 0 0
reaction Se6=3.e 2. This was done at several temperatures and
L-function plots made for the formation of both Se, and Se.2 gases in
order to derive the desired equations. The relationships given for
the solid were obtained from those for the liquid and thermal data.
.(C has been i-nor.d in the computations involving Se,.
Liquid-. Gas (Ses)

sH= 20,600,
.F1 - 20,600--20.42 T 0 0

e ) =I at. at 1,0094; a.S00=20.4,
,%Flmj 14,513.

S,]id-. Can (Se)
All 27,920,
aP=27,920-35.30 T.
APm., = 17,359.

Liquid-. Gas (Se,)C; j) = 9.0,
C(1) =16.7,•

AC -- 7.7,
AW=33,400-7.7 T,
AF=33,400 - 17.7 Tlog T- 85.84 T,
P(Se,) = I at. at 1,026'; Alo,=25,492; 4Brn=24.8,
all. , = 31,105; AlP m , =20,867

Solid-. Gas (Se)
C,() = 9.0,
C,(s) =9.06+ 11.00 10-0TX
AC, - 0.06- i 1.0 X10-,.
Al= 33,420-0.06 T-5.5X 10-3T,
.F = 33,420+0.14 T log T+5.5X i0-'T"-41.34 T,
1nu,= 32.913; AFm.= 21,689.

The total vapor pressure of the liquid is represented by the following
equation:

Liquid-Gas (Se,+Se)

log P (at.) -- 5230 440,
B. P.-961*

.  7

Oxide.--annek and Meyer (181) (293-593 ° ) have measured the
vapor pressure of selenium dioxide, SeO2, in the solid state. The
data are peculiar, showing a sharp break at about 5000, and the
teimperature coefficient of the vapor pressure changes at this tempera-
ture in the opposite manner from what would be expected if a transi-
tion in the solid occurred. However, utilizing the four highest
temperature determinations, the following approximations result:

Sold- Ohm (scO,)
AH=20,900,
aF*- 20,900 - 35.43 T,
S. P. = 590*; ASw - 35.4,
APm.l- 10,338.

O.rychloride.-Lenher, Smith, and Town (224) (357-451*) have . 0
studied the vapor pressure of the oxychloride, SeOCI,. This sub-
stance tends to decompose, leaving a solution of SeO in SeOCla, with

II I l/ I 0I 0 m Im
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the consequent lowering of the vapor pressure. The temperature
coefficient of the measured values of vapor pressure indicates that
this decomposition may be quite serious, and so only an approximate
equation for the total measured pressures is included.
Liquid- Gas (SeOCIS)

2907log P (at.)- -T'-, +6-58&.

Ilexaftuoride.- -Solid selenium hexafluoride, SeF,, was studied by
Kleumn and Henkel (206) (194-226 ° ) and Yost and Clausen (447)
(185-2250). The melting point is given by the latter authors as
238.50. The vapor-pressure data are in fair agreement. AC, isignored.

Solid- Ga (SeF)
AH= 6,350,
a)* = 6,350- 27.94 T,
S. P. = 227.3*; aSw3=27.9.

Thethylselenide.-Tanaka and Nagai (404) have reported 28 mm
as the vapor pressure of diethylselemde, Se(C 2lI0), at 298.1'.

SIMION 0
Elemen.-Ruff and Konschak (327) (2,163-2,433 ° ) and Von

Wartenberg (426) (1,478-1,588') have studied the vapor pressure
of silicon. The data are too erratic to warrant free-energy calcula-
tions, and there is considerable uncertainty concerning the molecular
species present in the gas. The following relationship, however
serves for obtaining approximate results for the vapor pressure of
liquid silicon: 0
Liquid- Ga (81) 27 620

log P (at.) = - 7-- 1.27 log T+ 15.12.

Oid.-The vapor pressure of silicon dioxide was measured by
Ruff and Schmidt (335) (2,057-2.603). The results obtained are
very erratic, and so only an approximate vapor-pressure equation is
included. 0
Liquid- Gas ((Si0.).)

log P (at.)=- 13+7.65.

Monosilane.-Vapor pressures of the hydride, SiB4, have been
measured by Adwentowski and Drozdowski (2) (125-270 ° ) and
Stock and Somieski (392) (113-161-). The latter authors report
the melting point at 880. The two sets of results are in complete
disagreement, and it appears certain that those of Adwentowski and
Drozdowski are in error. The data of Stock and Somieski were used
in obtaining the following equations AC being ignored. With one
measurement omitted, the extreme deviation in the I values is 0.14
unit.
Liquid- Gas (8iH 4)

AH=2,955,
a1F*=2,955-18.30 2.B. P. =161.5*; A SI.6-lM.&

. 0

0 0
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AImonbrom-monosilane.--Stock and Sonieski (393) (179-275*)
have determined the vapor pressure of monobrom-monosilane,
SiHtBr. The results are very consistent and, taking AC,= -4, the
following equations are derived:

Liquid-. Gsa (SiHaBr)
a¢. -4, 0 0

= 7,75b-4 T,
AF16,750+ 9.2 Tlog T-46.95 T,11. P. =275.5°; A!!2,&.j5,648; AS,.6=20.5,
AH,..,=5,558; AFmj,=-460.

The above authors find 179.30 for the melting point.
Dibrom-monosilane.-The vapor pressures of this ccopound,

Sill2 Br 2, also were determined by Stock and Somieski (393) (208-
2910), and 203.0' was reported for the melting point. In the follow- 0 0
ing equations, AC,= -6 is assumed.

Liqwd- Gas (SiH2Brj)
&C, = -6,
tid=s,go- T,
AF=8,9604+13.8 T log T-60.90 T,
B. P. = 343.6*, AuH,.= 6,838; &Sao.* 19.9,alm. 1= 7,111; AFIS., -92M. IJl

Tricddor-monosilane.-Liquid trichlor-monosilane, SiTC4, was
studied by Stock and Zeidler (896) (188-305'), who have given a very
consistent set of vapor-pressure determinations and have found 146.60
for the melting point. In this case, AC, is taken as -8.

Liquid-. Ga (SiHCI.)
AC =-8,
A7= 8,800-8 T,
AF*=8,0+ 18.4 Tlog T-74.57 7'.B. P. 304. 9¢ ; A Hm .,,- 6,361 ; A.mm., = 2D.9,]
AHma. = 6,415; AF'm., -: 43. ,

Tetrachloride.-The vapor pressure of liquid silicon tetrachloride,
SiC 4 , was measured by Becker and Meyer (22) (273-3300), Regnault
(300) (247-337'), and Stock, Somieski,and Wintgen (402) (203-330*).
The results of Regnault and of Stock, Somieski, and Wintgen are in
agreement. The latter authors give 204.40 for the melting point. S 0 S
iUquid--o Gm (SiGh

2(e = 22.0,
(0 -32.4,

A5 .= - 10.4,
all 10,290-10.4 T",
aF0 = 10,290+23.95 Tlog T-91.81 T,
B. P.=329.90; Anm.,=6,859; ASm.,' 20.8,
A H20.1 =7,190; AFm, -677.

Tegrafluorid.-Patnode and Papish (278) (148-198*) and Ruff
and Ascher (315) (140-177') have measured the vapor pressure of
solid silicon tetrafluoride. The data of the former authors are quite
erratic but are in approximate agreement with the latter's. AC, has
been neglected in this case.

Solid- 0, (8i.)
AH=8,130,
aP -=6,130-34.38 T',

.P. - 178.30; A8. 3 - 4 .4 .

* ,'
0 '! 0 "
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I' Trifluoro-choro-monos ane. -The vapor pressure of this substance,
SiF3Cl, was measured by Schumb and Gamble (856) (187-216*).
Their results are very concordant, and the following equations are
obtained if AC, is neglected.
Liquid-, Gas (SiFiCI)

&H=4,46,0,
&F*-4,460-21.97 T,
B. P.-203.00 ; ASm=,-22.0.

The above authors give 1350 for the melting point.
Difluoro-tieiloro-monosilane.--Sch uinb and Gamble (356) (195--

2570) also have given a very consistent set of vapor-pressure measure-
rments for the compound, SiF2 C12, in the liquid state. They report
the melting point at 1290. Again AC, is neglected. 0
Liquid- Gas (SiFCls)

aH= 5,080,
AF = 5,080 -21.03 T,
B. P. = 241.60; ASa,..-21.0,AF/;'° =- 1,18g.

Diilane. - Stock and Somieski (392) (155-258*) and Stock,
Sontieski, and Winttuen (402) (163-258*) have measured the vapor 0
pressure of disilane, Si2116. The results obtained are very concordant,
and AC,= -4 has been assumed in deriving the following equations.
These investigators find 140.6' for the melting point.
Liquid-- Gas (Si861)

A=6140-4 T,
A1F 6,140 +9.2 Tilog r- 45.92 r,
B. P. -258.8'; AH2.,@==5,105; ,S,,..= 19.7, S
Allm., - 4,948; AFm., - - 763.

IIe.taoro-disilane.-Martin (240) (313-4180) has measured the
vapor pressure of this substance, Si2Cl, in the liquid state and reports
2720 for the melting point. The data are too erratic to warrant
anything but an approximate vapor-pressure equation.

Liquid- Gas (SitCl)

log P (at.)= -'404+.838.•

B. P.=4120.

IHezafuoro-dsilane.-The vapor pressures of solid and liquid hexa-
fluoro-disilane, Si2F,, were measured by Schumb and Gamble (364,
355) (194-270') and the melting point is given as 254.60. The vapor-
pressure resmdts are consistent. AC4, is neglected.

Solid-. Gas (Si1F) 6
AH= 10,400

F=I10,400-40.92 T,
S. P. =254.2*- ti ,.=4091
AF'm.j = - 1,98.

Liquid- Ga (Si 2PO
SH = 6,500,
AFP=6,500-25.60 T,AP~M., -fi - 1,139. •

The solid vaporizc at 1 atmosphere pressure just below the melt-
ing point. The heat of fusion deduced from these equations is 3,900
calories per gram formula weight.

0 ' 0

0
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Dhiloxan.--Stock, Somieski, and Wintgen (402) (163-258') have
obtained some very concordant vapor-pressure results for disiloxan
(SiHa2O. They report 1290 for the melting point. In this case,AV7,= - 6 is assumed, t

Liquid- s.A ((SiHa)sO) 01
Al=6,900- 6 T,

AF*=-6,900+ 13.8 Tlog T-60.0 T,
B. P. 257.7 ° ; M,,,.7- 5,354; a~n7j20..
al.,a 5,111 ; AF*20., = - 822.

Ilexacdoro-d .viloan.--Tliis substance, (SiCla)2O, also was studied
by Stock, omnieski, and Wintgen (402) (273-410°). The melting
poit is given as 2400. AC,= -18 is assumed.

Liquid- Gas ((SiChJ)O)

AiF=16,180-18 T,
aFP 16,1,0 4-41.4 T log T- 147.70 T,
B. P.-40.7

°
; AIt, . =8,823; ASm.t-21.6,

at
11

2.== 10,,S14; AF~m.: 2,68&

Trieilane.--The vapor pressure of trisilane, SiJls, was studied by
Stock and Sonfieski (392) (203-326'). They give 1560 for the melt-
ing point. The results are very concordant. In deriving the follow-
ing equations AC,= -6 is assumed

Liquid-- Gas (84H)

A11=8,740-6 T,
Af °-5,740+ 13.8 Tlog T-61.48 T,
B. P. 326.2'; alHl,. =6,783; AS.j=20.8,

alt., = 6,951; ApF,.=592.

Octad,/oro-tri.ilane.--Martin (240) (373-486') has measured the
vapor pressure of liquid octachloro-trisilane, SiaCl,. The results are
in only fair relative agreement and do not warrant more than a simple
treatment.
Liquid--Gas (iCa

aH= 12,340, t
a F= 12,340-25.47 T,
B. P.- 494. 5' AS,. ,=25.5,
APm.a = 4,741. "

Tris-lo.yiItrid.- The vapor pressure of this substance, (SiH),N,
was measured carefully by Stock and Sonieski (394) (193-286') and
the melting point found at 167.5'. AC, has been taken as -8 for
the present purpose.
Liquid--Gsa ((SiHaN) 6

&C -8-9,
aftf==,420-8 T, -
AF =9,420+ 18.4 Tlog T-T541 ,
B. P. 321.9°; 41l32.&=6,846; ASmaj21.3,

AIltm. - ,035; .aF g.j512.

Tetra.-ilaon,.-Sttick and Somieski (392) (243-2980) have measured
the vapor pressure of liquid tetrasilane, Si 4lI, 0, and have givea 179.60
for the melting point. The results above 2 mm pressure are fairly • •

12024T*-•...-.4*.-

It0
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!,.! ~ ~Liquid-Gas (84HZO)A -8

a 11,870-8 T,
.AF=1I,870+18.4 TIog T-79.17 T,
B. P.-373'; AlHlsa-8,88; ASr,=23.8,

Eeiwnt.-The vapor prep-ure of silver has been measured by
Greenwood (131, 182, 183) (1,933-2,268'),Hansen (142) (2,313"),Jones, Ltinginuir, and MX~ackay (191) (1,143-1,234'), Harteck (14,4i)
(1,196-1,3440), Ruff and Bergdali (316) (1,933-2,213'), and Von
W-rtenberg (425, 427) (1,458-2,373'). The higher temperature
measurements, those of Greenwood, Hansen, Ruff and Ber~dal, and
Von Wartenberg, are ufnrelial)le, the pressures being too high for the
a ,signed temperatures. This matter was discussed by 1larteck (144).
Moreover, the data of Jones, Langmnuir, and Mackay and of Harteck
for solid silver disagree. For the present purpose, however, Harteck's

figures are adopted. The smoothed value, A =-Rln P=23.12, at

1,3000 from his results was employed in conjunction with the gas
free-energy values computed by Overstrect (273) to obtain the values 0 0

o F given in table 22. The AE,"0 ralue obtained for this substance
is 69,004.

TABLE 22.-Free energy of vaporizalion dcak for silw

'-z ° F'- °. T7, [ AE . .7F S
1*T r T T

3X77 -5. 54 - 30. A3 231. 49 Mo. M
4W .... -37. 822 -& W -30. M 172.51 141. 15

W -9x 931 -K 0l -3(192 13& 01 1(77 00
0 . - 39. $37 - 9.07 -30.77 11s01 8424

70 ..... - 40 (12 -9.0V2 -30.7$ (059 671)
Im -41 2M3 -10.47$ -30.5$ S46.267 S13 6

_- $50.W -11.37 -30.48 76.67 4F,19
10 ..- 42.374 -11.99 -30.38 69.00 3K.62

1(4oo . . 42. 47 -12.56 -30.2 6273 3244 0
1I . . . -,3 7"9 -13.10 -30. 19 7.0 77.33
1 .Y . . -43- 777 -13.72 -29.96 55.00 3 12
1,400 -44 045 - 143i -29.00 49. 2 190"
1,50 . .- 4.38 -14.4 -29 47 44.010 1653
I, A0 .............. .. . -44.708 -1546 -29.25 43.13 13-88
I,'0o .. .... -5 010 -1 b. 07 -20.04 40.50 11. 5

----. ---.-.-. ---- .- . ...- . ... -45. 23 -1 4.15 -2.04 3& 3,A 9.90

The following equations are based on the free energy of vaporization
results in table ._2 and the entropies of solid and gaseous silver at 0
298.10.

Solid- Gas(Ag)
G (g) = 4.97,
C,0) = 5.60+ 1.50X IO"TAt ', - 0.63 -1.50X10-fT,
A It 69,377 -0.63 T- 0.75xi0-aTI,
AP" 69,377+ 1.45 T log T+0.75 X 10-I7"-35.86 T,Mtt. -69,.122; .7iF°, =59,824; S4 4 .(g) 4 1.3 3 . •

bI
i!,
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& )497,

(M-8.20, 3

LPO= 68,7"4+ 7.44 16log T- 52.7
B. P. -2,485*; AHfw-60,717- hApj-24. 0

Br omide .- J ellinek and Jludat (184) (1 ,273-1,473*) have made three
vapor-pressure measurements of liquid silver bromide. These few
data are insufficient for free-energy calculations, and so only an ap- .
proximate vapor-pressure equation is included here.
Liquid- OaaAgW)

Log P (at.)- ...!4- 2.97 log T+ 1&.727.

C~doride.--The vapor pressure of li uid silver chloride was measured
by Maier (232) (1,127-1,429o) and 'Von Wartenberg and Borne (431)
(1,528-1,7150). The data from these two investigations are in
marked disagreement. The Z-function p lots, however, give virtually
the same value for All0 but show a considerable temperature displace-
ment. The results of Von Wsrtenberg and Bosse, which are adopted
for the present purpose, give what appears to be a somewhat better
value for the entropy of vaporization than do the results of Maier.
However, on account of the discrepancy between the two sets of date, I
no great assurance can be given as to the accuracy of the equations
obtained. Thermal data and the equations for the liquid are used in
deriving the relationships for the solid.00
Liquid-. Gw(A#M

ArO=5,800+11.63 TI 7 -6.16 r,
B. P. =1,837%;AH,,.= 4,523; AS=-2L2,
aHf,.1= 80,298; AP 1 ..,-40,043.

Solid-Giss(AM
(g)-9.0,
(a) 9.60+W9 Xl*@-*r,

AC,- -0.60-9.29X 1&04
aH=5 4,180-.60 T- 4.64X10-4P.
Ar=84,180+I.38 Tlog T+4.64X1"0-4.47 ,
AH. -833,589; APN., - 4%.6W2

Iodid.-Jellinek and Rudat (184) (1 173-1,4730) have measured I
the vapor pressure of liquid silver iod at our different temperm-
tures. Three of the results are relatively consistent. Such meager .
data hardly suffice fer obtaining the desired equations. However, I
the following relationships are included, with the understanding that
they are only approximation&.
Liqukd-. GseAgi)

D. P - 1779*- A Zo- 34."T7; A"-1

0 00
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(653-843*), Haber and Zisch (139) (746-838'), Hackspiil (140) (623-
670) Hansen (142) (1,0150), Heycock and Lamplough (161) (1,1560),
Lad~enberg and Thiel (217) (495-1,156*), Lewis (2*7) (630-763*),
Rodebush and De Vries (308) (454-870'), Rodebush and Henry (311)
(536-6700), Rodebush and Walters (312) (924-1,118*), Ruff and
Johannsen (324) (1,1510), Thiel (405) (614-772*), Von Wartenber
(428) (7130), and WVeiler (435) (519-591o). Ladenberg and Thiel
have given partial pressures of both the monatomice and diatomic
molecules, and Lewis reports the ratio of the number of diatomic
molecules to that of the monatomic at several temperatures. The
vapor-pressure results, except those of Gebhardt, Hansen, and Von
Wartenberg, are in good agreement. Ladenberg and Thiel and Lewis
agree in order of magnitude only on the proportion of diatomic mole-
ru~les present in the equilibrium vapor. A smooth curve representing
tadenberg and Thiel's results shows 1 percent diatomic molecules at
5000 and about 8 percent at 8000.

Overstreet (273) has computed free-energy values for monatomic
sodium gas at temperatures between 298.1 and 3,0000. At 5000, 0
the experimental vapor-pressure results, after allowing for 1 percent

of diatomic molecules, give ~ R In P=28.06 for the mona-

tomic gas. This figure, Overstreet's P-EO values for the gas,

and the corresponding results for the liquid determine tiE0
0 as 26,020

calories. Table 23 summarizes the free energy of vaporization
calculations.

TA 165. 23.-Free energy of vaporizatio data for sadum

r'-&r FP.-R*. Af*-A* AR's Ar;

29.1 ...................................... -31.756 -6 o -24.77 3.2 42.52
360 ...................................... (-3110) -7.65 -24.65 74. 34 41.69

40 ----------------------- -- 22-L216 -3.72 -21. D0 66.08 4& 86
......---- ------------ _34. 32 -10.L34 -3.06 no A13061

m------------- ------230 -11.67 -36 6 4L257 1la31~ H70L------------------------------- -3& 96 -agoU -2L20 57.17 197
00---------------------------------3 660 -11 79 -22.57 2&162 908

go....................-..... 7.2H4 -14.65 22.50 A 01 6.2
low ...................................----- -7.708 -1&.4a -a134 2K.02 &.6a

The equations representing these data follow. The entropies of
solid and gas at 298.10 were utilized in obtaining the I values, and
the All0 figures were computed from the latter and the Z-equation
values.

Mod-.G. (Na)

aC O-00+-.36X 10-9T1

APr-2,199+.09 Tlog T+2.68X1O-42-26JS T.

AH,,,. 1 = 25,949; AP~., -18,689; 80.1-3.M2
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Liquild- 0. (No)

AC.--2ISW
AH=26124-2.= 2.
APO= 26,124 +5,83 16log T- 39.93 r, 0 0
P(Na)=1I at. at 1187; AH,,.w-2,121; A8..w-i1.48
AH,..,= 2,370; A?~., = 18,521.

The total vapor pressure of liqauid sodium is represented by the
following equation. For the solid, the vapor-pressure expression
corresponding to the given free-energy equation is entirely satisfac-
tory, since the proportion of diatomc gas is negligible at any tern-
perature where the solid exists. 0
IUquid-e*Gas (Na+ Na,)

log P (L) -5.T 1.74lo T+868.

Hydroxid.-The vapor pressure of liquid sodium hydroxide was
measured by Von Wartenbr and Albrecht (430) (1,283-1,675*). I
The results are erratic and warrant no more than a simple vapor- I
pressure relationshlip. I
Liquid-Ga. (NaOH)

log P (40.)- ~T+4.hu56%
&3. F- i,6W.

Bromide.-The vapor pressure of liquid sodium bromide has been
measured by Ruff and Mugdan (333) (1 338-1 683*) and Von War- 'i
tenberg and Albrechit (430) (1,411-1,66o). 1 h data are in fair
agreement, those of the latter authors being the more consistent.
However, the average I values for the two sets, computed on the
assumption that AC,= - 7, differ by only 0.03 unit.
iquid-Gam (NaDr)

B. P -1,6650; Aft w- 1 7 945; ASam- 2 2.%, 1
j

C'7airid.-Fiock and Rodebush (106) (1,249-1,429*), Greiner and 1
Jellinek (134) (1,453"'), Hackspill and Grandadamn (141) M103
1,3960), Horibae and Baba, (173) (1,073-1,514*), Kordez andwa"
(212) (1,703), Maier (232)_(1,020-1,42OO) Ruff and Mugdan (38)
(1,433-1,723*), and Von Warenberg anA Albrecht (430) (1,429-
1 7030) have measured the vapor pressure of liquid sodiu chloride.
As~h results of Fiock and Rodebueli, which are by far the most, con-
cordant and near the mean of all the determinations, show an extreme
deviation in I of only 0.04 unit. Thermal data are available for1
deriving equations for the solid from those for the liquid.
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Liquid- Gs (NaO

0rs .,800+12.9 ', w'-Sl. ,I B.P. 1l738 ;As...--0; h5Um8 '33, •

A U -.79- 4.20X 10 "1

' I -5 . 0-1.79 T-.1o-.T..
AP-56,960+4.12 Tlog T+2.IOXI07'-52.82 T,
al..,-56,240; Am,=4,8;8m I 64

i tFluorid.-Ruff, Schmidt, and Mugdan (339) (1,699-1,9740) and
Von Wartenberg and Schulz (48S) (1,669-1,830*) have made vapr-
pressure measurements of liquid sodium fluoride. Taking ACf=
-7, the average values of the two sets of data differ by 0.05 unit.

lUqud-Gss (N&M
A 7b- -r,,; ! -6 ..0-7! 0, 0
Ar=67,100+ 16.1 Tleg 7-97.00 ,
B. P.- 1,977°; AHm3,261; AS=_m96J,

lodide-The vapor pressure of liquid sodium iodide was measured

by Greiner and Jellinek (134) (1,453*), Ruff and Mugdan (333)
(1,339-1,5680), and Von Wartenberg and Schulz (42? (1,336-
1,5800). The date are concordant, the averge I values ying in a
range of 0.02 unit.

LIqukt-.Gas (Na!)

A:-74920- ,' AP3= 41,200+ 16.1 T log T-S2.(1 ,
..P.-177*;A,-38,161; AS.-.,SAHms.as47,113; Tic 7 -, ,

AP.,-3 , 42 0.

Cyanid&.-Ingold (176) (1,078-1,626* ) has made a very concordant S
set of vapor-pressure measurements of liquid sodium cyasnide, N&CN.

If AC,is neglected, the extreme varition in Iis 0.23 unit.4

K? AP-43f, -2fM 7,
B. P.-1,7709- A lnn=2.l,

.Eempd.-The vapor pressure of liquid strontium has been studied
byHrtmsnn and Schneider (146) (1,199-1,3790) and Ruff and!, ! Hartmann (322) (1,217-1,411°). The results of the first-mentioned

authors are very consistent, giving an extreme variation an I of 0.17
unit, and may be considered as superseding the earlier ones of Ruff
and Hartmann.I "Ii

* 0

. . . .
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AP--31,800+i83 h1c T41.5 rS.'
B. P. - ,65r; AHM '-23,606; h8,i-2S.8
AH,.= -37,046; Ar..wj-2%g,7

04tie.--Classen and Veenemans (64) have given a vapor-pressure
equation for strontium oxide based on measurements between 1,500-
16850*. As this is the only quantitative information available, their
equation is included after changing from millimeters to atmospheres.
SoI~d.-Ges OM0

log P (60)- +1.2L

$VE-~

Elenmui-The vapor pressure of sulphur has been measured by
Baru (16) (479-719*), Bodenstein (32) (647-7 180), Brown and Muir
(49) (3230), Gruener '(136) (322-.3940), Matthies (241) (483-4530), 0
Preuner and Schupp (292) (373-.723%) Regnault (800) (660-827%)
Ruff and Graf (820, 821) (351-485)% and West and Menzies (489)
(376-8161). Above about 3800 the data, except thoset of Banis and I
of Matthies sre ingood agreement. The figures of West and Menzies

Thesul ursystem is complicated by the coexistence of two
molecular species in the liquid, Ss and So, commonly designted Sk and K
Sla, respectively, and the presence of the constituents, S, SS n
at high temperatures, S, in the vapor phase. Preuner, and schupp
(292) (523-1 123*) have studied eulbi integsosrations
3S&=4S, and 8,=3%,. Lewis and Randall (226) have inves *a
the sulphur data and have obtained equations from which the heat
and free energy of formation of the several gaeos *esfo0 h
solid and liquid forms may be obtained. A scaon of these

= niisby the present author gave results very little different from f
equations, which are already in use, by slightly different ones which
give virtually the same results. For completeness, their eatn 'il

tthe rhombic variety of crystalline sulphur, which they
r~rt~U,=p~~das the standard form, are repeated here The results

are expressed per mole of the gas indicate&.
old (rbombhe).*~(S ,)

Ahmj 10,000
&Ald (rhombh@)-0@ Ga.0.

Solid (rhombl)--Gas W.
AN-30 90-1.4 T-OA Is2 ,
AP--i68+ 4.-01 Tlg T+0.0042 71-1&4 T.
Aff ,-29,600; A*u. - 18,280; 8*mj(f)-S"
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The total vapor pressure of liquid sulphur, the greatest weight
being given to the results of West and Menzies, may be represented
by the following empirical equation:
Uquld-- aa (%S.+8,+&

I log P (al.)= --- 4.08XlOT'+01511,

I. P. -717.7.

Diorid.-The vapor pressure of sulphur dioxide was measured by
Bergstrom (28) (183-268°) Blfimcke (31) (263-318*), Briner and
Cardoso (46) (345-430°), Burrell and Robertson (56) (178-2620),
Cardoso and Fiorentino (59) (273-431o), Gibbs (124) (2638), Henning
and Stock (155) (211-2628), Mass and Mass (29) (274-2960),
Mund (255) (289-293*), Regnault (300) (242-3220), Scheuer (851)i' (91-285%) Steele and Bagter (377) (200-237%) and Stock, Henning,

and Kusz (400) (216-263). For the liquid seven of the sets of data
are in fair agreement, those of Bergstrom, Blilmcke, Burrell and
Robertson, Gibs, Henning and Stock, Regnault, and Stock, Henning,
and Kusz. Neglecting AU, the seven corresponding I values lie in
a range of 0.17 unit. The equations for the solid depend upon rather
scanty data, seven determinations in all, obtained by Bergstrom and 0
Burrell and Robertso.

I! .L~quWd-.Gm (SO)

AP--,4(-2L33 T,
B. P. -26.1' hm.-2 $,
AP'.,. -- uI.

Sold-.*Ga (0N•
Am.

AP*.IJ- - .OI

A heat of fusion of 2,060 calories per gram formula weight at the
melting point 200° , is indicated by thes equations.

Triozide.-herthoud (25) (297-492°), Grau and Roth (19) (287-
318), and Smita and Shoenmaker (871 872) (273-364 °) have mess
ired vapor pressures of sulphur trioxide. These results are in fair 0 0
agreement. The latter authors, however, have contributed by far
the most extensive information, having studied the icelike, the low-
meltin-asbestoslike, the high-melting-asbesto'li.e, and the equilib-
rium liquid forms. The three crystalline modifications are distin-

uish b yal , andy in the order named, and AC, has been negected
in the fo owmg equisis.';', '1 : Soild (a)--,Om (lO •

J i;ON W-0 am.

[Am,- Ikoa .u F
Hoal d m OW

AJ (i)-.Gm0 0 0
&P-,, I.I !

!itr-Ue-* 0r

tr*- 0IO
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A -10,10,
3.P--17.1; A8, -3L1.A?- 10,190-32.07 T,

All three crystalline forms have a solid-liquid-gas triple point, and
the a and fl forms are unstable with respect to the 7 throughout their
range of existence. The a form melts at 2900 with a heat of fusion of
2,060 calories per gram formula weight of SO,. The heat of fusion of
the P-modification is 2,890 calories at 305.50 and that of the 7-variety
is 6 310 calories at 335.30

Aionyl bromide-The vapor pressure of liquid thionyl bromide,
SOBr,, was measured by)Mayes and Partington (242) (318-411),
who report 2210 for the melting point. If AC, is neglected, the ex-
treme variation in the I values from these data is 0.15 unit.
UquM-,Ga (909Q

B. P.- 4 12 .6-- ASi-.0,

nionyl chorid.-Arii (11, 12) (293-348° ) hes measured the vapor
pressure of liquid thionyl chloride, SOCi,. With AC, taken as zero,
the variation in the I values is only 0.03, which shows the high relative
accuracy of these measurements.

IkquM-.Gm (00.
Ai-f,0-21.81 T. 0 S
B. P.-348 5 AS.j -21.8,
APus.& ,06

Sulpkuryl chloride.-Trautz (412) (273-343*) has made very con-
eordant vapor-pressure measurements of liquid suphuryl chloride
802CI,. Neglecting AC,, his results give an extreme variation in I
of only 0.07 unit
Lkau-.0am (9SM, 0

7%- y,- 22.67 T,
B. P.-342.r A$j-. 7,

Sulpkur cloride.-The vapor pressure of liquid sulphur chloride
SjCI was measured by Harvey and Schuette (147) 273-411-) an
Trautz, Rick, and Acker (416) (310-410°). The resuits are in good
agreement, the I values having an extreme deviation of 0.10 unit if I •
A.v--14 is assumed.

&APO- 1 470+ 3.2 rUM T- IISIM r,
B. P.-411AHL-- , 6*A,-21.,A~gs.,- 10, 17; AP"'.j-hU1. •

HRmfivorid.-Kemm and Henkel (SM) (174-2080) have measured
the vapor pressure of solid sulphur hexafluoride, SF,. They report
2230 for the melting point. The vapor-presaure measurements are
comeordant, the extreme variation in I being 0.07 unit if AC, is ignored.
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BaId. Gas (OF,1)

' B. P. 209.6, A,. .- 67.

fi I T,,TALUX
Pentajuode.-The only tantalum compound whose vapor pres-

sure has been measured is the pentafluonde, TaF, studied in the
liquid state by Ruff and Schiller (834) (456-502*). The data ae
erratic and have a too small temperature coefficient. However, a
simple vapor-pressure equation is included which may be used in
rough calculations.
Uquid-.Gu (TaFj 0

log P (4L) = 1776 10

Elemn.-Doolan and Partington (88) (771-944P) have measured
the vapor pressure of liquid tellurium at three temperatures by a
dynamic method. They ssume the gas is entirely Te, molecules
but this assumption is not borne out by analogy with selenium and
sulphur. The following equation of doubtful significance, represents
the data which they have reported.
Iiquid.-, Gam (TO,)

og P (a,.)f§-T -3.2log T+14.4A6 (?.
0 6

Ttracloride.-The vapor pressure of liquid telurium tetra-
chloride was measured by Simons (864) (506-666°), who claims the
gas is composed of TeCI, molecules. Asquming that &C,=-18 his
results show an extreme variation in I of 0.40 unit. The solid form
melts at 4870.
SLqukl-. Ga. Cr@

B.P.---66 5 ';&A= 16,930; dSM-ffi.3,
,,_C. -- 8 0 ,04

2a34

The entropy of vaporization value is high for a substance of this

l ezafluord&.-Mlemm and Henkel (06) (194-241 ) and Yost and 0 0
Clausen (447) (194-2330) have studied the vapor pressure of solid
tellurium hexafluoride, TeF,. The melting points obtained in these
investigations differ by 0. 20 the average being 235.4*. The vapor-
pressure results show considerable disagreement, and those of Yost
and Clausen are undoubtedly the better. Neglecting AC,, their
individual-point I values lie in a range of 0.20 unit if one determina-
tion is discarded.

*14 So~d-.Ga. (Tel,)

& P.-234.5"; M j-.
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TIALLIUN

Atment.-The vapor pressure of liquid thallium was measured by
Gibson (125) (1,223-1,473°), Leitgebel (2) (1,7300), and Von
Wartenberg (425) (907-1,5790). The data of Gibson and of Von
Wartenberg disagree both in magnitude and temperature coefficient. 0
The normal boilng-point temperature measured by Leite bel appears
to be reliable, however, since his determinations of the boiling points of
lead, zinc, cadmium, and magnesium are very satisfactory. Con-
sequently, in this case, the I values were obtained from the entropies
of gas and solid at 298.1 * and thermal data. Leitgebel's boiling-point
measurement was used in fixing AH0 for the liquid.

Sold (-)-- () 
C (p) =4.9 7,
C(a) = 5.32 + 3.8 X 10-T
AC,= -35-3.85X 10-i,
AW1= 43,050 - 0.35 T- 1.9 X 10- 7-1,
AF°=43,050+0.81 T log T+ 1.92X1O"7'J-31.22 T
%Hm.n= 42,775; &PFm.1 = 34,511; Sm.(g) =43.23.

Solid (p)-.GO (TI)
C.(v) - 4.97,

AC -3is,A1I= 43,870-3.15 T.

Aro=43,870+7.25 #log T-49.28 r,
AI..., = 42,931; AP-.= 34,J

IJquid-.Om (IM

AH=42,30-2.15 7
AF°=42,530+4.95 1'log T-40.61 T,
B. P.= 1,730*; AHng='.38,810; A-Sm-22.4,AR,,..,- 41,889; Ar~m.,-- 34,075.

Bromide.-The vapor pressure of thallous bromide was measured
by Volner (424) (603-7530) and Von Wartenberg and Bosse (481)
(907-1,0900). For the liquid range the average I values from the two
sets of data differ by only 0.14 unit. The equations for the solid ji•
are based on those for the liquid and thermal data since the vapor-
pressure measurements of the solid and liquid disagree with the
directly measured heat of fusion.
liqui-. Ga Cflr)

AO=-31,440+16.1 Tios r-77.o T,
B. P. = i,09; AHm - 23,796; ASm-. 

Bold-.Oa. (TIl)

1.u+ .0X n@-Tc.-3..-,.®×osT,-
411135,160-3.53 T-si-0.0 O?,
AF-35,140+8.13 Tlog T+0. 0XIO11T'-01 T,
Aim.,-34,064; Ar...-23,223; ,S.(0)-63.2.

CAloIide.-Volmer (424) (593-7430) and Von Wartenberg and Boma
(481) (938-1,06O°) have measured also the vapor pressure of thallous

*
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chloride. Volmer's results for the liquid which cover only a narrow
temperature range, show a somewhat too high temperature coefficient.
However, the extrapolation of Von Wartenberg's data to the tempera-
tures of Volner's results agrees with the latter's figures in magnitude.
The vapor-pressure measurements on solid and liquid agree with the * 0
directly determined heat of fusion.

!28,490; A?0- 1 .,,19,747

id-Ga ( iCI)
q,(1 = 4.2,

* 
. 6 - 0.2,

A= 30,040-5.2 T',
A?0=30,040+12.0 Tlog T-64.22 ,7't. B. P.= ,0 0 ; H, me 24,424; aS na,,22.6, 0

3AHm. - 28,490; AFPm., 19,747.
oid.-thGus (waCI)

,(0) = 9.o,
walne,(4) = a V2.56+0.tX as 4

0 C. = - 3.56-f0.ohX 10"-
AH=33,370-3.56 T-0.44X 1 ,

AP*=33,370+8.20 Tiog T+0.44XI10-37T7 58.47 T,
AHm. 132,270; AFI, -=22.027; Sn.l() 69.2.

~lodlde.-Another substance whose vapor pressure was measured by
Volmer (424) (603-753* ) and Von Wartenberg and Bosse (431)
(966-1,093* ) is thallous iodide. Their results are in fair agreement.
The extreme deviations in the I values are 0.25 unit for the solid and

0.65 for the liquid.

Lquid-.. Gs (7)

AF=32,700+76.1 Tlog T-78.77 T,
B. P.= 1,0967; Alljo=25028 8u..Sm)-622J
A3 ,. is 30,613; a. e ga, ol

4 Sold-"G3 CM

w o ( 3, = 1H e.05 3 --2.73X 10 43T,
C,=0) -3 .052.f3XHe dpnotespAH= 33,700- 3.05 T- 1.36X 10-67 ,

[ ~AF°=33,700+7.02 T | og T+1.36XI10"4-P-Md.23 7P,
Allm.n-=-32,670; AF~m., 22,5; 8*w.j(p) -6,L9.

From these equations, the oeat of fusion st the melng point,713%, is 3,125 eateries per gram formula weighL

Ehmer hiThe vapor pressure of tin has been measured by Green-wood (131, 132, 133) (2,243-2,5430), Harteck (144 ) (1,264-1,4340),
Ruff and Bergdahl (316) (2,243-2,278'), and VonWartenberg (425,427)
(1,403-2,473-). The measurements of Harteek depend on the assump-
tion that the gas is composed of Sn4 molecules. The other results,
which are for-higher temperatures, arm directly measured, but the

molecular constituents of the gas are unknown. These latter results 0
cannot be reconciled with the assumption of a pure monatomic, dia-
tomic, or tetratomic gas. To test the first two cases, I values were
obtained from entropy calculations and applied to Z-function values to
obtain All figures. In each case a large trend, about 3,000 calories or

0 0

* 0
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5 percent, in the individual alHo values resulted for the temperature
range covered by the experiments. Hartek's results cannot be
brought into even approximate agreement with the higher temperature
values by extrapolation, from which fact it is clear that if Harteck had 0 0
tetratonuc gas the others did not. It appears that the reasonable
procedure in this instance is to give equations for the formation of
Sn4 gas from liquid tin based on Harteck's measurements and for the
higher temperatures to set down only a vapr-pressure relationship of
very doubtful accuracy, representing the measurements in the
temperature range 2,243 to 2,5430.

UquId-Gu (Sn.Q
&H=68,000
a=68,00 6 -20.32 T,A . 61,943.

Liquid-.Ga (Sn.) (2,243-2,540)

log P (GL)= -- -+&42.

Stannous chloride.-Maier (232) (645-914*) has measured the vapor 0 0
pressure of liquid stannous chloride, SnC 2. Z-function values were
computed on the assumption that AC,= -10. If two determina-
tions are omitted the I values lie in a range of 0.27 unit.
Liquid-Ga. (SnCla)

A - 29,700- 10 T,APO =29,700+23.0 Tlog T-o101.0 ',
B. P.=896 ; AH.,.20,740; AS--2&J %
AHns., =26,719; Amsj ff 16,839.

Slannic chlorde.-The vapor pressure of stannic chloride was
measured by Muindel (256) (220-243*) Wertheimer (438) (303-5920),
and Young (449, 452) (263-594*). 'the three sets of data for the
liquid are in good agreement.
Liquid--* G. (Su CL

C ( ) - 24.5,

AA&Vi - 13 T

AF- 11,69+32.0 log T- 1l 22 r.
B. P.-3860; &Hu,'=8,325; ASm-21.
AH=. - 9,546; arm. " 2,053.

Hydride.-Liquid stannic hydride, SnH,, was studied by Paneth,
Haken, and Rabinowitsch (275) (125-224°). The melting point is 0
given as 123.30. Their results show an extreme variation in I of
0.35 unit when Z-function values are computed with AC, neglected.
Liquid-Ga (SulB

AM- 44O
,F 4 4,2-20.02 ,

B. P.-220.8*; A8,-2.,Arus--- -1,448. *
Tetramethyl.-The vt.por pressure of tin tetramethyl, Sn(CH,)4

was investigated by Bulard and Haussmann (52) (273-3540 ) and
Tanaka and Nagai (404) (298-308*). Assuming that' AC ,--10,
the results give an extreme deviation in I values of only 0.06 unit.
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Uquid-+Gas (Sn (CHs)O)
lv:.- - 10 r

F = 10,830 + 23.0 T T-- 89.37 ,
B. P.= 351.40; Hu,, 7 316* A8 5 .-- 20.9.
,.Hn@.j= 7,849; AF.iI54.

Trimethyl-chyl.-The vapor pressure of trimethyl-ethyl tin,
Sn(CH3 )-C2H5, was measured by Bullard and Haussmann (52)
(273-384*) with the same high relative accuracy as for the previous
compound, the extreme variation in I being 0.22 if AC,=-12 is
assumed.
Liquid-- Ga. (Sn (CHs)" Ca,)

a 12,&30- 12 T,
AP = 12,630+27.6 T log T-104.36 T,
B. P. =381.4*; AHA1.,=8,053; tiS.,ff21.1,' IAHm.,= 9,053; 4F 1 .. ,=l1,878.

Trimethyl-propyl.-Another substance whose vapor pressure was
measured by Bullard and Haussmann (52) (286-405') is trimethyl-
propyl tin, Sn(CH 3).C3H 7 . In this case, if ACp=-14 is assumed,
the individual I values lie in a range of 0.10 umt. • 0

Liquid-.Ga. (Sn (CHs)s.CsHi)
AC -- 14,

H= 14,190- 14 T,
iF*

= 
14,190+32.2 Tiog T-119.04 T,

B. P.=404.20. AHllo.=8,531; A8.Sm-21.1,
A"z.]~= 10,'017; &FM.,_2,45i&

TITAIIUM 0

Tetracloride.-Arii (10, 12) (293-408*) has measured the vapor
pressure of liquid titanium tetrachloride. His results are quite
consistent, showing a spread of only 0.19 unit in the individual
point I values.
Uquid-. Ga. (TIC1)

Cg ff24.5, 0 0
()=36.0,

AC,=--il1.5
A= 13,050-11.5 T
AF 0 = 13,050+26. 5 Tiog r-101.1o T
B. P.=409°; AH.0-'8,346; 5846-20.4

ffm., =9,622; Arm.,-2,59.

TUNOSTEN

Element.-Jones, Langmuir, and Mackay (191) (1,200-6,9700),
Langmiuir (219) (2,000-5,1100), and Zwikker (454) (1 500-3,4000)
have given vapor-pressure results for tungsten obtained from rates
of evaporation of filaments. The values given by Jones, Langmuir
.and Mackay and Zwikker are in fair agreement between 2,400 and
3,4000, and the following equations are obtained for the solid.

SoUd--Gas (W)

,~C( ) 5.66+0.866x 1"T
AC= - -0.08-0.886X 10-4,
aff=202,900-0.68 T-.433x 10-,
aFr=202,900+ 1.87 Tlog T+0.433X 10I--42.23 r,
AHn.,=202,689; AF*=.j 191,507; $,gw.,(p)-45.I ! 0 .
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Approximate relationships for the liquid may be obtained from

those for the solid and an assumed value for the entropy of fusion, 2.3
units, at the melting point, 3,6W0.
Liquid-.Gas (W)

AF=200,830+9.2 lIog T-67.27 T,
B. P. -6,2030; &au= 176 018- AS.. 1 -28-.AHm.1 =- 199,838; AP=.1 -7l87,W&3

Hexafloride.-Ruff and Ascher (315) (218-288*) have measured the
vapor pressures of solid and iquid tungsten hexafluoride, WE.. The
data are quite concordant. In obtaining the following equations
- 12 and -26 have been assumed for AC, for the vaporization of solid
and liquid, respectively.
Solid.-Ga (WF.)

A" -12,
AWL=11,80-12 T,
AP =I11,880 +27.6 T log T- 109.32 T,
AH=., = 8,303; AP,- -350.

Liquid- Gm. (WFa) 00
AC,=9-0-2 r
AF 0 =l3,900+59.9 Tlog T-I95.40 T,
B. P.=290.4o; aHl. 4 = 6,350; ASm..=21.%,
AH=, = 6,149; Ar... 1- - 166.

These equations indicate a heat of fusion value, 1,800 calorieo per
gram formula weight at the melting point, 272.70.

URANILI
Hexafluoride.-Ruff and Heinzelmann (323) (310-330*) have made

a few vapor-pressure determinations of solid uranium fluoride, UP,.
The following equations can be considered only as roug a xia
tions, since the data are not particularly consisten t and OTy a small
temperature range was studied.
Sold-.G, (UFt) 00

AW~L 5,2 501 6 lT,
AP =l15,250+ 36.8 Tlog T- 139.00 1',
8. P.- 328.80; &Hm .= 9,989; A~wse80.4,
AH=.1 - 10,480; AP',..1 9W8

XEROX

EMemnt.-The vapor pressure of xenon was measured by Allen
and Moore (3) (156-166*) Heuse and Otto (160) (160-1660), Patter-
son, Cripps, and Whydow-Gray (279) (253-2830), Peters and
Weil (*83) (95-164"), and Ramsay and Travers (296) (183.-288*).
Allen and Moore report 161.60 for the melting point. The following
equations are in good agreement with the experimental data.

Apei85d-23.42 T. j
LUqukt-.G.. (Xo)

B. P-111; S.j-S,

B. AA.,-I0
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The heat of fusion is 740 calories per gram formula weight at 161.60.

ZINO

E/ement.--Several investigators have measured the vapor pressure 0
of zinc-Barus (16) (948-1,206*), Braune (38) (767-995*), Burmeister
and Jellinek (54) (9730), Egerton (95) (573-060), Greenwood (132,
133) (1,393-1,783*), Hansen (142) (1,1930), Heycock and Lamplough
(161) (1,1790), Jenkins (186) (898-1,255o), Leitgebel (223) (1,180*),
Rodebush and Dixon (309) (857-960'), and Ruff and Bergdah (316)
(926-1,198'). For the liquid range, the results of Braune, Heycock
and Lamplough, Leitgebel, and Rodebush and Dixon are in good
agreement, while those of Jenkins are not far different. The data of
Barus, Burmeister and Jellinek, and Ruff and Bergdahl are considered
erratic. Greenwood's results are for pressures above 6 atmospheres
and agree reasonably well with the lower-pressure data. Egerton
has reported a very consistent set of measurements for the solid.

Overstreet (273) has computed free-energy values for zinc gas
between 298.1 and 3,0000. His figures and the smoothed value,

- R In p= 4 .2 4 5 at 1,000-, taken from the experimental results 0 0

for the liquid, are used in computing the values given in table 24.

The value for AE*o is 31,060 calories.

TABLE 24.-Pree energy of vaponsation dats for sies

; F-E' P.-E*... AP-5E. AE. AF*
T T r-- -- -y.

HIl......................................... -33.493 -& 43 -2&8 06 10C. 19 XL 13

----------------------------------------.- 3C -7.92 10 :2 .3 34.02

aI : ------------------------------------------ -36.967 -. 94 -2L .03 61.7? 2 .74
70 .......................................... -37 733 -9.82 -27.91 44.37 1M.46
m .......................................... -3& 35 -10.! -N.60 W 928 IL3

-. . . ..------------------------------- ------ _3& 81 -11.4 -27 14 2341 -. 2
S. ..---------------------------- -------- -. 0 -2-.0 a 2 1.06 4.2

1,10 ...........------------- --- -39.978 -M 443 -24.M 24 L49
1,200 ......................................... -40. 410 -14.14 -- 21L 27 21k 9 -. 30

1,w ..........-...........---------------- - -4.70 -14.79 -2.62 2 .e -. 13
1,400 ......................................... -- 176 -1M 38 -- 2& 81) 22.19 -&I 61

. ..---------------------------------- --- 41 B39 -1&94 -2. 39. 71 -4.96
i,0 ...................................... -- 41. NO9 -: &47 :2&. V 19. 41 -&96

-- ------------------------------------ 41141 -14.26 -2.18 1627 -. 91
........................................ -42.424 -17.42 -2.00 17.28 -7.74

! ' In obtaining the equations, the I value for the solid was found from
the entropies of solid and gas at 298.10 and the aHo from the I value 0 0
and Z-function results. The individual AHo values for the solid
show an extreme difference of only 7 calories. The All 0 for the liquid
was obtained from that of the solid and thermal data. The I values,
computed from the Z-function results and AH, show an extreme
variation of only 0.01 unit for the liquid range considered in table 24.

' Solid- OM (za)()-4.97,

V(a)=.25+2 .OX 10-6?
AC = -0.28-2.70XIO 4 T,
AfI=31,392-0.28 T-1.38X102-P,
AF=31,392+0.64 T log T+ 1.38X 10-7-31.17 T,
AHm.1-=31,189; APm. = 22,692; Sm.() -3.4.

0 0
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2(%=-7.*M+0.-5× 0.41'
2 - 2.6-.55×4T,

=30,02-2.62 T-0.25X 10'-*1,

A -=30,902+6.03 Tlog T+0.275X 0"--4L03 T,
R. P.-1,1800; AH.= a27.427; AS~-q 23.24,A/=.,m30,097; A 'm.,-21,tS1.

The corresponding vapor-pressure equations for both solid and
liquid fit the reliable experimental data virtually exactly. In fact,
of all the metals considered here, zinc is outstanding in the exactness
of the coherence of the available data-specific heats of solid and
liquid, heat of fusion, vapor pressures of solid and liquid, theoretical
gas entropy, and spectroscopically determined free-energy values for 0

C ride.-Jellinek and Koop (183) (873-973*) and Maier (32)
(727-1,0131) have measured the vapor pressure of liquid zinc chloride.
The results are not in agreement, and the more extensive ivestia-
tion of Maier is considered the more reliable. Assuming that
AC,- -10, the extreme variation in I from his results is 0.51 uit.
IUqud-.Ga. (Z.C hI 0 0

*'I3MP6'%-10 2',
AP*=38,760+23.0 T log T- 107.63 T,
B.P.= 10.0;AH A8,710;A-wf=28.6,

Afl/m. 35,779; Air,. - 23.460.

Zinc etAyl.-Hein and Schraun (148) (299-358*) have made
very consistent vapor-pressure measurements of liquid zinc ethyl,
Zn(CH,),. Neglecting AC,, the I values lie in a range of 0.11 unit.
ULquid-. CGa (Zs(C.).)

S*- 22 2 r
R. P.-391-; asm-- W,A. - 2,12&.

z'ucoluam

Bromide.-Rahlfs and Fischer (294) (538-4330) have studied the SI
vapor pressure of solid zirconium bromide, ZrBr,. They report that
the gas contains only normal molecules and find 7230 for the meltingpoint. This substance, however, sublimes at I atmosphere pressure
at 630. The extreme deviation in the I values is 0.30 unit.
Sad-.om (ZrB,)

(a) - 25.5+-5.- l)l 1o' .
C,. - 3.5- 15.1 X 1t 0 0

A=31,OOO-3.52T- 7.5uX 1O-r,
-P*-31,000+8.06 Tlog T+7.55XI0"2'-76.S34,

. P.=630; aHm 28,798; A8-41A
affm.,- 29,286; Am.,- 14,802.

Clsoride.-Rahlfs and Fischer (*94) (535-607) also studied solid
zirconium chloride. Again normal molecules are reported, and the
melting point is given as 7100. The I values lie in a range of 0.36 unit.

a)

..... .. . .. .. , ,, ,0 0 . , , .
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2A, -322± 63X1O4T
A =30,200-3.2 T-8.diX-17~'s
AFP=30,200+7.37 Tlog +8.1X1 4 -78 2',
8 P..,=28,A22;=A?,29,; 13,88.9

Iodide .- Another substance whose vapor pressure was measured by
Rahlfs and Fischer (294) (55S"71*) is zirconium iodide. Normal mole-
cules were found, and the melting point is given as 7.720. The I
values vary over a range of 0.12 unit if two determinations are dia-I: carded.
Sold-. Gam (Zwl,)

2(e)=2.3+12 3X 10-7T
AC.=-4.313X 10-7'
AH*3&l0-4. i T-6.liX10-4P,

AF 0 =35,100+9.90 Tlog T+6.I5XIOOP-81J9 2',
S. P.- 704* AHrA29,025; Su42
AHm.1.33,271; A*.= 18,389.

VAPOR-PRESSURE TABLE 0

In the following table vapor-pressure results are summarized for the
substances discussed in the previous section of this bulletin. For each
substance, where it is possible, the temperatures at which the vapor
pressures are 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 atmosphere
respectively, are tabulated. These values were read from smooth4

curves obtained from the free energy of vaporization and vapor- 0
prssure equations previously derived. The letters a, 1, at P? '7, etC.,
have the same significance as in the last section.

!til ft'L~n Pasns,~ -W~sr

OCOWi 0.M0 am W I 0M2 0LA 1.0

Ahlussumn: 0 0
Al---------() 1.23 2.23" 7312 LOSS 2t110 213 2%anAsOt --------- (a) (1)29 2L.524 2.0 .0 137 0

P it......... 326.2 3151.0(8 M0M83 44L0O 4 9 42.5 r
1. C6-------- (a)- U 9 3 0D 2 .9 39L16 421.2 4334 4 4. 45.

Alis ---------- 4174 446. 9(*) (0)49M4 567.8 5014 25.0 GIL a
Antimony:
Sit-.-.............(1) 1.032 1,145 1.326 1.461 1.526 1, M 112
8b Os........ 778 841(s) U")0 0) ()1,183 1.346 11801 I.=1
ObCI.......... 2.0 SiL ?(I) (132. I 2 437.0 M il 49L
ObCl& ................. ---- () (0202.6 25W2 3716 a
---------------- 47.2 S3.0 61.0 71.6 77.28 A2.6(a) (027.2 0 0

Amauft
As.-.--.-.--------(s) 862 32 "0I M7 W2 9

Akl.:...----- 430 412(a) 52 ) (812 6 0 690 7 2
ASCI&-------------- ----------------- (MM: S7t 2 a? 473 33 2 MD.23
AsF?------------------24136 15.0 a 6. M 1I U(a) (0)1963 37.0 12
Be .................. .......... M(1,294 1L39 1.6ON 1.7 1.011
380 ...................--1.97n 2. 19s (1).................... .......... ....

Dwpllham:
DBB,............(a) 513 5615 a 670 M 15.a 747
Nol...............) 2064. 2158 61166 274 796, 738 760*

Bismuth:
B1 ............... (0) 1.19 in 3 12a 4 I ,2 IN86 2.4 2S I'm

Blb............. .... (031LA as 611 onl 714

* 0

*
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8.0 .0101 0.01 U. 0.26 65 1.0

3im-fDrs --------------- IN31 3223 M410 364. -

---- - ta 17... m..33.2 21 9 m I
U ?,. 10& 3. 120.9(0) 147. 336. 16. 322I
U 

2  . (a) (1 1 3& 31 2L7 34758 H& 2a3 10L 10 7
-----------.() M38. 17L 3 303 I m.a 257.6 s15 INS

U.................. . ( (02. 77.0 32
.. (21 .6 240 37.13.. 2.. 322.5 13. 9

Da ~ ii30.3 33.3 33.4(s) (0408.6 434.6 icpn
DI a...... . (s) (0177.0 3]0 3.0 256. 2n.? 332

aft ----------- 301 12.80 3K7(s) (02 . 236 V12. 381.1
BrFs, -- 2.0 3M W) (0237.2 w26 31.4 3 $7.2 33LCadmium:
Cd ......... . a ) (0 744 57 3.5 81 LOS
CdO ............ (a) 143 3.27 0 .5m 1,677 L 732 1.02
CdCb ..................... (04 16050 1.137 1.177 1.240
Cdl,--.................0) (06 71 so 1 1 lo.

Calcium:
CS ................... 1 J,7W) (4331 1.448 1.,54 3.61 3.700
CaO .................--- %1 2771(s) (1) ........... ........

c ............ (a) 3.... ... 4.170 4.81 4.7 490 A
CO ............... 26 50.40 KM a)(.(S (71.2 7 .61
Co,...........---(a) 12 321K3 1381.3 3ie.3 17.1 36S& 384.6
Cl ........ ....... ... (7 ) (037. 13 15. 0 3.1 203. 210.

CA ............... .(a) (017 32 374.8 t
CS . ....... 3m 1 11 253. 0 34.3 316.2 33861 38.
COd .......... ( 131.4 17.2 158.7 23.7 243.1 246 3 1.
COb 8ao 58.6 74 a5() (097.2 3...5. . 9 a I II
C-- -................... ..... .() (27 310,6 87 I2
CO .................... ....... (a) (Q101.7 136 12.58 17I 14L2

35---------- 17.7 173. 192. 3 23L 2 203 2634 (0252
r--- ----:- 213.6 24.4 233.6 32.3 I 2SOL6 317.71 (0 hi

CI ................ 176 333.5 214.3 244.4 257.(s (023.& 5 M
CNF .............. 37 1337 = 172.0 138 19L I o3
CNI ..........---- (- ) 2. 204.8 3L0 36L 3817 37.0 434

C ( 476 544 .. 4 0.... ( 01
C -r-.................--- jQ1.007 L1, 33 1,409 1,44 L.873
CCL ................ ..- -j 1.137 L313 1.46 L 456 1
cs ................ ) 1273 L8 1.
Cal ...............() IS S7 Li 3 1.30 1.46 LAU

Clb1.riaa
Cb.................... 3356 33.0 149.4(s) (0358.8 213.2 34. 3. 4
co-.-..................(a) (0171.3.I 1 239 2432 313 276.1

C'?l- -----......... () (1)2 L I

(0 23... 245... 215 -s 361.

cw, ................. ... 2.. 14L 16 al 1 7

2. 3,8a)(155 .8 7 2 n 34.7 aft5 a sw5
(C3 . U 276 312 31 32 3467 3633 36.

Cobalt:
Co-................ ld" Post (. 3.171 362m " .310

CbF, ................ U (a) 31 43 40 739 %anS( )).3 M~ . 3 2.0 5N 13 14 . 480 2 .3
.......... 61 387 1240 3453

1,............... .. .... (s) C%4.53o 4L.TO 74.83 78.31 OLU

= U........ ) 45.0 27.1 6.0 O 34. 32. 1206 13.3
06.a.............( 3. 4111 L 40 1.71B3 20111 36139 6 211 334

clo..........................(03----3 34L0 36.0 3210 354.
GOsa -------------..................... (032N6 3 406 433 403
GcI ........ (a) (0225 54 i4 316 36 81

23RL z3.....6021m 304 a3l 330 so
Usm..........5 .A s 23.8 315 37. 517

OGam.......0 SOL7 318 57.6 33.5 53.3 53.0O U17

An .. ........ (1) 3.38 %112 168 364 16141 86419 8.111

0,15~~ 0 O I O 3
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cAM OAK 0.01 6. 0.20 GA ILA

----- 7.84 0.22 1141(a ~d14.00 14.49 26.2 31.46

3,----- --- -------. 0 212-a 0293.4 330. 342.67 3A6 272

ofII 13. 1 S 23.5 sa27L6 431

40A 167.0 170 1.4(81 aL (902. 37.6
--------.- 20 3. 22 25 2. 0a (12 Y. 33.7 3.5

Bo~el:.......... 171 1% 130.9 IS.6(st) () 36.0 62176.3L

.............. (a).. 101.2 152.5 Z 37. 2.s 2 K 2 8L. I3 277.1

RISE1-------_------------ ----------- ------------ ---------- 1 1,30 3.)217 1 23
FaCI------------------ 4457. 14.2 1 2 4 56 $7(a) (453 5 6 29

ItCO ---- ----------------- (a) K (0E7 37 229. 357. 4 76

if,-------------_(8) 1.63 f a.3 W.0 1.2 21.4 1.LI 27.3
7-----------------1.435(a) 083 3,277 %an3 (0130 z E O

* bl, --------------- 79 ) (a6 607030 3 1 06 la.. B

* P b~ a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - --- - - - (a 0 . 1 3.32 1 3 2 1.S TS
I--------------0- 67 73 L2 2 054 8.1 1 076 1,145)I

---- _------------ 1) 1 o 229 1.12 3.5 1.78 .63 %.47
Ur-------------(-,91.OE 1 1.006I 1.3 1.22 1.34 1.494 1.236

LI? -------------------- 1.163 12013 1242 %3.3 (1,776) 1.657 1.054
739 061(a09( ) ( 0066SI EIRE9 .226 126 1,in

FbI9.l----- - ------- (a) (1.l6 910 1.035 1.43a 1,3.1 63LX1

Mobl.-------------------- ------ (a) (02619 32 1,43 1.27 .0

Mgl-------------(0 M 5. 2950 4.0 9m4. 26.09 L34.0 16

IglA .---------- 27 406 111 3 444 LEERa (.1 561 S0

onl----------2 4,04 14 10 3 1,47 46a (051

11----------------- 39a 1.25 400 (07 61 4 57

Mo ---------------- 0 276 MI0SS8 .3 4.3 432 bl

umcl ------ _---- ------- 099 ():03 1. 211(0 1.363. 1.3 1.424

H M--------- an 40. 44 35 276 Man a) (42

* O--------------------2.2 14 14.7 1 2127 (028.0 2.177

moo 2(1--------------- 32 064 1.62(s 21 1.37 3.230 3.426

No(0 ----------------------------- ( S A 1 LS 34() (02610 0 3. 27.06

N1------------------ 41.M 4623 862. to"e (%)730 7%.66E 2.006

N(O ------------ --------- 7. 64.7--- 665(8 () (0 136.6 136.727. 12L 4
NtO------------------3 212 4 15 a 124 255(i (M2a.3 30. Mw TV.
No ------------------ 22. 342 212. 277 630 in.(a (0206.5M
NO~--------------------- (06 7. 0 0 11228712L7

Nl--_-------------147.4 121.4 125. 27. 1 03L

NI,---------------- ----------- (a) (o00.2 118.2 227.2 136.4 144.2
Omnam:

OsOt (voflw)-------------o M 3K5(s 260.5 6835EM 43
090O (WbIit)-------------240 254 29.6(s 427& 20b. 31.6 413
0,7, ---------------------------- ------------ -------- -------- (a) (0290.5A

O - ------- _---- 47.2 A3 126a) (061.70 ft.3 76.1" 64 I 9 1Ol---------(0) 6a0 61.4 107.0 23. 9 1WE 13.0 2061.0

n (wh*IMI)..........295() (1244. 204 4095 43 31.0 m5
Plw (jat---------------- 43 0 4 fit. OIL& S5 SEE

P t(blftk).............516... 525 SID 6w 66.5 79# 73
-------------.(0 30 31 & 26 32. 439 43 46

P~0s~bh.~... 3 WE7 774 m4 IN*) ON66
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0.1501 0151t 0.01 0.1 0.215 0.3 1.0

(.a.=u .... 418 437 M0 ON 6 M 1 W 51 al0
Polo ........... .... .. .... (a) (01 . 320.7 360 5 3
PC...... (0 1195.9 212. 4 247.5 317.9 3Ws 527.2 547.3

------ ---------------- (0) (1)1306 1I.n 3? 173.7 3.L6
pt............... (1) 2,640 %N9o 5500 &010 4.180 4,420 4.110

x. (o 584 70We 5 83 911 077 1,07
9O7 () 5 975 1.116 1.215 1, 400 3,'0 1.N

K ~ r (.......... (0)1063 .13 1 332 1,479 1.361 1:.66
K C I ............. on 8 1.409 1,506 1.300 1.M5
K?.........M 3142 1.33 1.490 3,03 .677 3.71

1. 10 04 1,1423 1,325 3.420 3,:306 1,607 0
... ................... ..... 1..4.& 3 9107. 0 SILS

------------......415. 48L.3 317 357.3(s) (010 607 G55.

Rb .............---- (1) 45 503 650 770 30 goo o5n
Rb~r.....................as) (1.3039 L,176 1.360 1,454 1,333 I,'M
RbCI .. ................ 8 (a1)3,050 1,190 1,379 3, 473 1,502 1,6O4
RbF ------------------ 1 .6 3,1225 1.415 1,3 3,300 3,651
Rbl...... --- ) 21 .,7 1.140 1.310 1,410 1,401 1,57 anI
Be ............... a 30 425 4M M 53 545 965 950
stoch................. (0) 01)304 240 254.5 406 43 "41
Boy ............ (a) IN. 4 132.4 171.5 196. 4 807.3 217.1 W7.5 '

a.............(1) 135 1,s 5 Loe 140 M.2 2,420 2.400 2,5we
Sib0................... ........... (s) (13.950 2,210 2320 2,430 2,3rSiHa.................... (8) (r)91 4 307.5 120.3 140.4 130.3 361.0
BMW------ *-------------.8).0.1.2..0.1.22...21
53315r.................-- ( ) M 0. 2 239.4 233.1 3016 322.6 343.6
siaCla.-..--.-----(r) IN.5 330.68 213,.9 253.4 369.6 255. 4 3540 ,
SIcI6... ................. (a) (0K 7 34.5 2716 201L1 300.3 33.0
Sir,.-.------------(a) 3116.4 327.4 140.9 157.3 165.2 171.6 373.39
SIhIC................. ........... (a) (13.3 165.3 150.7 150.0 30 II0
af?,CI .------- (1) 12.2 344. 1 3IN13 195.31 203. 7 227.2 2416
Ob,3,...................(8) (1)333.L7 173.6 230.5 227.2 243.6 25.I
USel,...........................(a) (1)307 252 371L 5 202 412
63,7............(.) 22LS 193 377 27 235.2 245.0 34.2

.3, . 1 421 130.0 153.5 2117 22L5 2416 W5.7
3Isho .(------ 240.5 254 6 207.6 243.5 304.2 354.3 405.7

. () 1500 203. 3 230.1 2M5. 30.3 207.2 SK2
---....... 1 231 2 335.0 236.3 433. 2 437.3 460.5 a 4AL4.I

1)R)K------ 150.3 35.3 2L1 356. 5 2H53200.3 321.3

sksw ------------- M 215 2t2 273 514 35 533 M7
.S---------(1) 1.442 1.60 1,616 2,01 %2136 2,54 2,3

AgC I............ (I) 1,054 1,15 1,524 1,340 1,4 G .72 1'M 337
A--:.......(1) 956 1,07 1,3253 1,450 1,la4 I15 1770

Na ............. (1) M 0 5 07 062 1.07 1.00 1,16s

NOON ............. ... a We305 3,30 1,350 1,430 3.372 161
Nar............... ,36a 1.31 1.30 45 1.36 1,54 1, 733 L
Noel................. .(a) 1),23 1.403 1,65 s 1.0 1,G5 1,7
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